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SUMMARY

Sociality is a widespread behavioural strategy that has been selected for in many animal species, 
including humans and other hominoid primates. Although sociality is a widespread phenomenon, 
the specific mechanisms and processes that may give rise to and maintain the structuring and 
cohesion of social groups remain poorly understood. The primate order, that includes humans, 
is made of reputedly social species. However, although they tend to live in social groups, the 
characteristics of their grouping units can be very variable both within and across species. This 
means that the very same outcome (group life) may arise through a variety of processes that may 
be activated by different mechanisms. In several studies in which this issue has been addressed, 
researchers have found that regardless of a group’s size, individuals tend to cultivate relationships 
with just a few of their members, those that belong to the same network. This implies that social 
time is really a serious constraint on the chances that individuals have of maintaining membership 
in large networks. It appears that individuals have a quota for social time and that the way they 
deal with this constraint can greatly vary from one individual to another and can also vary as a 
function of environmental factors. 

Chimpanzees and gorillas are hominoid primates (“great apes”) that have evolved in largely different 
ecological and social niches which have, accordingly, selected for a number of differences in their 
body size, life-history patterns, mating and social systems. Chimpanzees are smaller than gorillas, 
mate promiscuously, live in multimale/multifemale large communities with female transfer and 
strong male bonding. In contrast, gorillas mate polygynously, live in one-male/multifemale 
units with transfer by both males and females, and cross-sex bonding. As hominoids, gorillas 
and chimpanzees are large-brained, behaviourally flexible, slow-paced, highly encephalized and 
capable of engaging in highly complex social relationships.

The present study aimed to investigate the social systems of groups of chimpanzees and western 
lowland gorillas housed in demographically variable captive groups. I focused on the study of 
social relationships through the recording and analysis of interindividual interactions including 
proxemics, behavioural activity budgets, socio-spatial behaviour, aggressive and social affiliative 
interactions, and behavioural strategies during conflict interactions. The subjects of this study 
were 39 adult hominoid primates, 26 chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes spp.) and 13 western lowland 
gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla), housed under different ecological and demographic conditions 
in different captive settings. The three social groups of chimpanzees were an all-male group, 
a multi-male/multi-female group and a one-male/multi-female group. The two social groups of 
gorillas were an all-male group and a one-male/multi-female group. The research reported here 
used several observational methods to collect the information, including scan sampling and group 
focal sampling.

This research set out to study three major objectives. They were addressed in three different 

chapters. In chapter three I investigate the underpinnings of chimpanzee and western lowland 
gorilla social systems and of the behavioural changes that may occur under different demographic 
and environmental conditions in captivity, and across time. For this I analysed the behaviour 
of several groups of chimpanzees and gorillas in captive settings, with different demographic 
conditions and under diverse environmental and social conditions. The allocation of time to 
several activity categories and the socio-spatial relationships between group members is expected 
to vary across conditions, groups and species. In this respect, some behavioural traits and social 
patterns may be highly flexible, whereas other traits may be conserved and will likely be recurrent 
across conditions. The understanding of the mechanisms that are activated under a wide range of 
conditions and the coping strategies that are activated in different environments and demographic 
conditions were the core of this first analysis.     

In chapter four I describe a coding and recording system aimed at studying conflict management 
strategies in social species. This system focuses on the analysis of social exchanges during 
ongoing conflicts and is thought to be suitable for all types of social groups. It adopts a dynamical 
perspective in which the interactions between former opponents, third parties and non-involved 
third parties set and may eventually change the role of the participants as aggressors, victims or 
third parties. With this system, which is entirely compatible with previous traditional methods, I 
sought to enrich the analysis of conflict resolution strategies in primate species. 

In chapter five I investigate the dominance styles and conflict management strategies in the all-male 
groups of chimpanzees and gorillas. In order to study and analyse the mechanisms that emerge for 
coping with social life, a substantial part from the coding system designed and described in the 
previous chapter was applied. Dominance relationships and changes in behaviour before, during 
and after conflicts, the aggressive patterns, a set of social and no-social behaviours and the type 
of interactions during conflicts were analysed in each species, and also were compared between 
chimpanzees and gorillas.

The analyses yielded the following results:

Chapter 3:

 1. The demography of groups had consequences on the distribution of time budgets.  
Independently of their grouping patterns and of their sex-ratio, chimpanzees were more likely to 
invest in social activities, were closer, more sociable, more gregarious and their networks were 
more cohesive than those of gorillas.

 2. Male bonding was evident in the all-male chimpanzee group in which social interactions 
and proximity relationships were more intense than in the other two colonies of chimpanzees. 
Besides, individuals engaged more frequently in aggressive and affiliative interactions and 
displayed more self-directed behaviours.

 3. In the one-male group of chimpanzees, contact was reduced compared to other groups.
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 4. In gorillas, individuals exchange aggressive behaviours in the all-male group, whereas 
they did not do so at all in the one-male group. 

 5. Chimpanzees responded similarly to crowding and to the presence of visitors, they 
selectively employed alternative modes of interaction. Affiliative interactions increased, and so 
did aggressions, but stress responses did not blow up. In gorillas, contact was reduced, neither 
aggressions nor affiliative interactions increased.

 6. Chimpanzees’ activity budgets and proximity relationships remained largely stable 
across time. Besides some companionship preferences were the same in both periods.

Chapter 4: 

 7. The coding system designed in this chapter emphasized attention to the change of roles 
observed during conflicts, and the polyadic nature of many social interactions within groups. This 
method allows for the study of post-conflict periods given that polyadic interactions can be split 
into its dyadic components and post-conflict periods can be obtained for some dyads by following 
each opponent during several minutes after conflicts. However, matched control methods are not 
specifically chosen and so the baseline can be obtained from dyadic interactions during non-
conflict periods. 

 8. With the proposed coding system comparisons between species or groups that vary in 
their demographic conditions are possible.

Chapter 5: 

 9. In the all-male colony of chimpanzees studied here we found that: 

a. Social relationships fell within the variation range of tolerant to despotic dominance 
styles. 

b. Grooming exchanges were likely to be important for maintaining social cohesion. 
Grooming was mainly emitted and received by higher ranking males. 

c. Using the recording and coding system, we found neither reconciliations between 
opponents nor victim-initiated consolations.

 10. In the all-male group of gorillas studied:

a. We failed to classify males’ interactions into the four graded dominance style 
scale. 

b. Males played with each other, but they did not socialize through any other type of 
the so-called socio-positive exchanges. 

c. The analysis of conflicts with the coding system revealed that conflicts were highly 
bidirectional and dyadic, both aggressors and victims aggressed, counter-aggressed 
and re-aggressed each other. Neither reconciliations, consolations, interventions from 
third parties nor side directed behaviours were observed in this group. 

The present research has made the following contributions to the field of study:

 1. Even though chimpanzees and gorillas from this study were housed in ecologically 
and demographically varied captive conditions, both still exhibited species-specific differences in 
their social structure. This finding lends support to the view, predicted by socio-ecological theory, 
that social behaviour is highly conservative and that phylogenetic factors do play an important 
role the way different species structure their social relationships. There is a chimpanzee way and 
a gorilla way to cope with rather similar ecological conditions encountered in captive settings.

 2. Within socio-ecological theory, demography has traditionally been considered a key 
variable in explaining within-species variation in their behaviour and social relationships. The 
present research offered an opportunity to test for the extent of the impact of demographic 
constraints on the behaviour and social systems of the two species, and the results indeed shed 
light on the flexibility of the two species’ response to housing conditions that varied greatly in the 
demographic landscape they had to deal with. 

 3. The dimensions of sociality, closeness and gregariousness, a conceptual scheme 
articulated, defined, and analysed in this study for the first time, were illuminating in providing 
a detailed view of the actual socio-spatial relationships between group members. The findings 
provided solid and innovative indicators that chimpanzees were closer, and more sociable and 
gregarious than gorillas. 

 4. The design of comparisons across different environmental conditions pursued in 
this study allowed us to test predictions derived from de Waal’s influential coping model. The 
analyses revealed that the chimpanzee and gorilla groups activated different coping strategies and 
deployed highly flexible responses. Plasticity in the individuals’ response to their housing context, 
particularly that related to demographic conditions was empirically supported.

 5. The recording and coding method proposed in the present study to investigate the flow 
of interactions, acquired prominent relevance when analysing polyadic interactions during ongoing 
conflicts. The application of the method to the analysis of conflict management strategies in all-male 
groups of chimpanzees and gorillas yielded important information about dominance relationships, 
the degree and linearity and steepness of the hierarchies, and about the type of interactions and 
relationships between opponents and third parties before, during and after conflicts. The findings 
suggest that the proposed method can contribute to gain further understanding of the complexity of 
the strategies that individuals play out when engaged in social conflicts with other group members.

 6. Finally, it is important to highlight the relevance of the communication and interaction 
between basic and applied science. In particular, the knowledge that can be gained from studying 
how captive individuals respond to ecological and demographic conditions that deviate greatly 
from the species-typical pattern for a given species can then be used to inform strategies of 
management under different housing regimes of captive settings, and to increase captive animals’ 
well-being.
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RESUMEN

La conducta social (socialidad) y la vida en grupos es una estrategia de comportamiento que ha sido 
seleccionada en muchas especies animales, incluyendo la humana y otros primates hominoideos. 
Aunque la socialidad es un fenómeno muy extendido, los mecanismos y procesos específicos que 
generan y mantienen tanto la estructura como la cohesión de los grupos siguen siendo poco conocidos. 
El orden de los primates está formado por especies que son esencialmente sociales, sin embargo, pese 
a que tienden a vivir en grupos, estas agrupaciones pueden variar mucho no solo entre especies, sino 
también dentro de la misma especie. Esto significa que el mismo producto (la vida en grupo) puede 
surgir a través diversos procesos que se activan mediante diferentes mecanismos. En varios estudios en 
los que se ha abordado esta cuestión, se observó que independientemente del tamaño de un grupo, los 
individuos tienden a cultivar relaciones con un número reducido de individuos, aquellos que pertenecen 
a su misma red. Parece, por tanto, que los individuos tienen una cuota de tiempo social y que la manera 
de afrontar esta limitación puede variar mucho de un individuo a otro, así como también puede variar 
en función de factores ambientales.  

Tanto los chimpancés como los gorilas son primates hominoides (“grandes simios”) que han 
evolucionado en nichos ecológicos y sociales muy diferentes. Como consecuencia esto, cada una de 
estas especies ha desarrollado un tamaño corporal, patrones de conducta, sistemas de apareamiento y 
sociales diferentes. Los chimpancés son más pequeños que los gorilas, se aparean de forma promiscua 
y viven en grandes comunidades muti-macho/multi-hembra, las hembras migran y los machos 
establecen fuertes vínculos entre ellos. Por el contrario, los gorilas se aparean de forma poligínica, en 
general, viven en unidades de uni-macho/multihembra o harenes, en esta especie ambos sexos migran y 
establecen vínculos intersexuales. Como hominoideos, gorilas y chimpancés tienen un cerebro grande, 
son flexibles en su comportamiento, se desarrollan lentamente, tienen un grado alto de encefalización 
y son capaces de entablar relaciones sociales muy complejas. 

El objetivo del presente estudio fue investigar los sistemas sociales de grupos de chimpancés y gorilas 
de llanura occidental alojados en grupos cautivos demográficamente variados. Para llevar a cabo 
esta investigación, escogimos grupos de chimpancés y de gorilas residentes en distintas condiciones 
ambientales y demográficas en varios parques zoológicos. Los sujetos de este estudio fueron 39 
individuos adultos, 26 chimpancés (Pan troglodytes) y 13 gorilas de llanura occidental (Gorilla gorilla 
gorilla). Los tres grupos de chimpancés fueron: un grupo compuesto exclusivamente por machos, un 
grupo multi-macho/multi-hembras y un grupo uni-macho/multi-hembra. Los dos grupos de gorilas 
fueron: un grupo compuesto exclusivamente por solo machos, y un grupo uni-macho/multi-hembra. 
En este estudio utilizaron varios métodos de observación para recoger la información, incluyendo el 
muestreo de barrido y focal de grupo. 

Esta investigación tiene tres objetivos principales:

En el capítulo tres se investigan los fundamentos de los sistemas sociales de chimpancés y de gorilas, 

y los cambios de comportamiento que pueden producirse en diferentes condiciones demográficas y 
ambientales en cautividad, así como a lo largo del tiempo. Para ello, analicé el comportamiento de 
varios grupos de chimpancés y gorilas, en diferentes condiciones demográficas, ambientales y sociales. 
Se espera que la distribución de tiempo en las distintas categorías de actividad, así como las relaciones 
socioespaciales, varíen en las diferentes condiciones, entre grupos y entre especies. En este sentido, 
algunos rasgos de comportamiento y patrones sociales pueden ser muy flexibles, mientras que otros 
rasgos pueden conservarse y probablemente permanecerán a través de las condiciones. El núcleo de 
este primer análisis fue la comprensión de los mecanismos que se activan en una amplia gama de 
condiciones y las estrategias de gestión que emergen en diferentes entornos y condiciones demográficas.

En el capítulo cuatro se describe un sistema de codificación y registro destinado a estudiar las estrategias 
de gestión de conflictos en especies sociales. Este sistema se centra en el análisis de los intercambios 
sociales durante los conflictos, y se considera adecuado diversos tipos de agrupaciones sociales. 
Con este sistema se pretende proporcionar una visión dinámica sobre el estudio de las estrategias de 
resolución de conflictos, en las que las interacciones entre oponentes, terceras partes y terceros no 
implicados, pueden cambiar el papel de los participantes como agresores, víctimas o terceras partes. 
Con este sistema, que es compatible con los métodos tradicionales, pretendí enriquecer el análisis de 
las estrategias de resolución de conflictos en especies de primates.  

En el capítulo cinco investigo los estilos de dominancia y estrategias de gestión de conflictos en los 
grupos compuestos únicamente por machos en ambas especies. Para estudiar y analizar los mecanismos 
que surgen para afrontar la vida social, se aplicó una parte sustancial del sistema de codificación 
diseñado y descrito en el capítulo anterior. Se analizaron las relaciones de dominancia y los cambios 
de comportamiento antes, durante y después de los conflictos, los patrones agresivos, un conjunto de 
comportamientos sociales y no sociales, el tipo de interacciones durante los conflictos en cada especie, 
y también se compararon entre chimpancés y gorilas. 

Los análisis proporcionaron los siguientes resultados: 

Capítulo 3: 

 1. La demografía de los grupos tuvo consecuencias en la distribución de los presupuestos de 
tiempo. Independientemente de sus patrones de agrupación y de la proporción de sexos, los chimpancés 
fueron más propensos a invertir en actividades sociales, fueron más cercanos, más sociables, más 
gregarios y sus redes fueron más cohesivas que las de los gorilas. 

 2. El vínculo entre machos quedó patente en el grupo de machos chimpancés. Sus relaciones 
socioespaciales fueron más intensas que en otros grupos, también interactuaron más, en particular los 
individuos participaron con más frecuencia en interacciones agresivas y afiliativas, finalmente también 
realizaron más comportamientos autodirigidos que en los otros dos grupos.

 3. En el grupo de chimpancés de un solo macho, el contacto fue menor comparado con 
otros grupos. 
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 4. En gorilas, los individuos intercambiaron agresiones en el grupo de solo machos, mientras 
que no lo hicieron en absoluto en el harén.

 5. Los chimpancés respondieron de forma similar al incremento en la densidad espacial y a la 
presencia de visitantes, y emplearon selectivamente modos alternativos de interacción. Las interacciones 
afiliativas aumentaron, al igual que las agresiones, pero las respuestas de estrés no se dispararon. En 
gorilas, el contacto se redujo y no aumentaron ni las agresiones ni las interacciones afiliativas cuando 
aumentó la densidad espacial.

 6. Los presupuestos de actividad y las relaciones de proximidad de los chimpancés 
permanecieron en gran medida estables a lo largo del tiempo. Además, entre algunos individuos la 
preferencia por estar con algunos individuos también se mantuvo en el tiempo.

Capítulo 4:  

 7. El sistema de codificación diseñado en este capítulo hizo hincapié en el cambio de roles 
observado durante los conflictos y en la naturaleza poliádica de muchas interacciones sociales dentro 
de los grupos. Este método permite el estudio de los periodos post-conflicto, dado que las interacciones 
poliádicas pueden dividirse en sus componentes diádicos, tanto durante, como después de los conflictos, 
pudiendo monitorizar a los individuos minutos después del conflicto. La línea de base para comparar 
las interacciones puede obtenerse de las interacciones diádicas durante los periodos sin conflicto.  

 8. Con este sistema de codificación se hacen posibles comparaciones entre especies o grupos 
cuya composición demográfica varía. 

Capítulo 5:  

 9. En la colonia de machos de chimpancés:  

a. Las relaciones sociales se encontraban dentro del rango de variación de estilos de 
dominancia de tolerantes a despóticos.  

b. Es probable que los intercambios de espulgamiento sean importantes para mantener la 
cohesión social. El espulgamiento fue emitido y recibido principalmente por machos de 
mayor rango.  

c. Utilizando el sistema de codicación y registro, no encontramos ni reconciliaciones 
entre oponentes ni consolaciones iniciadas por las víctimas. 

 10. En el grupo de machos de gorilas: 

a. No se consiguió clasificar las interacciones de los machos en la escala de cuatro grados 
de estilo de dominancia.  

b. Los machos jugaron entre sí, pero no socializaron mediante ningún otro tipo de los 
denominados intercambios socio-positivos.  

c. El análisis de los conflictos con el sistema de codificación reveló que los conflictos 
fueron fundamentalmente bidireccionales y diádicos, tanto los agresores como 

las víctimas se agredieron, contra-agredieron y reagredieron. En este grupo no se 
observaron ni reconciliaciones, ni consuelos, ni intervenciones de terceras partes, ni 
conductas dirigidas a terceros.  

La presente investigación ha realizado las siguientes aportaciones: 

 1. A pesar de que los chimpancés y gorilas de este estudio en cautividad se encontraban en 
condiciones ecológica y demográficamente variadas, ambas especies mostraron las características de 
sus sistemas sociales distintivas para cada especie. Estos resultados apoyan las conclusiones de las 
teorías socioecológicas, las cuales sostienen que, en las diferentes la conducta es muy conservadora 
y que la filogenia determina en gran medida la manera en que las especies estructuran sus relaciones 
sociales. Hay una manera chimpancé y una manera gorila para lidiar con condiciones ecológicas 
similares en cautividad.

 2. Asimismo, la demografía es uno de los factores que la socioecología destaca para explicar 
la variabilidad del comportamiento dentro de cada especie. En este estudio se pudo estudiar el 
comportamiento de dos especies en distintas condiciones demográficas, evidenciando que, de hecho, 
ambas respondieron con gran flexibilidad a entornos demográficos variados.

 3. En esta investigación se desarrolló un marco conceptual para analizar las relaciones 
socioespaciales, esta aproximación, que consistió en el análisis de tres dimensiones, socialidad, 
cercanía y gregarismo, permitió analizar en profundidad la proxémica de los grupos. Gracias a estas 
tres dimensiones se obtuvieron indicadores sólidos e innovadores que confirman que los chimpancés 
son consistentemente más cercanos, sociables y gregarios que los gorilas.

 4. El diseño de esta investigación a través de distintas condiciones ambientales permitió poner 
a prueba el modelo de gestión de Waal. Los análisis mostraron que los machos de chimpancés y gorilas 
utilizaron estrategias muy distintas entre especies, y a su vez flexibles en diferentes contextos. Esta 
plasticidad de respuesta al medio en el que viven se respaldó empíricamente. 

 5. El sistema de registro y codificación que se propuso para investigar la dinámica de las 
interacciones sociales adquiere importancia al analizar las interacciones poliádicas durante el curso de los 
conflictos. El análisis de las interacciones a través de este sistema proporcionó información de gran valor 
sobre las relaciones de dominancia, el grado y asimetría en la jerarquía, además de sobre las relaciones 
entre oponentes y con terceros antes, durante y después de los conflictos. Los resultados sugieren que este 
método puede contribuir a incrementar el conocimiento sobre la complejidad de las estrategias que los 
individuos utilizan cuando están involucrados en conflictos con otros miembros del grupo. 

 6. Finalmente es importante destacar la relevancia de la comunicación y la interrelación entre 
ciencia básica y aplicada. El conocimiento que obtenido al estudiar la respuesta de individuos cautividad 
ante condiciones ecológicas y demográficas que se desvían en gran medida del patrón típico de una 
especie determinada, pueden utilizarse para fundamentar estrategias de gestión en diferentes regímenes 
de alojamiento de los entornos de cautividad en aras de incrementar el bienestar de sus miembros.
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General Introduction.

Chapter 1 
General Introduction

Early socioecological models focused on the abundance and distribution of feeding 
resources and predatory risk as the two main forces to boost social life. The impact of these 
elements was used to explain the distribution and the type of relationships among females. 
In turn, the competition over females was claimed to shape the type of interactions among 
males (van Schaik, 1989; Wrangham, 1980). Shortly after other factors were brought into this 
synthetic model, the abundance and the distribution of feeding resources were considered to 
shape between and within group competition among females and their relationships (Isbell, 
1991). In 1997, demographic and social factors such as habitat saturation and male behaviour 
were introduced into the socioecological model giving rise to four main types of competitive 
regimes and female relationships: dispersal-egalitarian, resident-egalitarian, resident-nepotistic 
and resident-nepotistic-tolerant (Sterck, Watts, & van Schaik, 1997). 

 Although socioecological models have been traditionally claimed to explain the 
underlying mechanisms that give rise and maintain social life, a growing number of critiques 
have appeared over the years. The major controversy was about the lack of empirical logic of 
its assumptions: predation risks and the distribution and availability of feeding resources were 
often unable to account for the observed patterns of variation in social systems. Detractors 
emphasized that two main points should be re-examined, the first one had to do with the 
causes of variation, and the second one with the predictability of the models. This means that 
ecological variables might not be the only factors driving social living since some variations 
may also co-occur with ecological changes and this fact makes the identification of the causes 
of variation in social systems more complicated than it was initially thought. Secondly, there 
were found many mismatches between the predictions and the observed patterns (Clutton-
Brock & Janson, 2012; Kappeler, 1999a; Snaith & Chapman, 2007; Sterck, 1999).

 Variables related to the species’ life histories, demography, diet and digestive systems, 
evolution and phylogeny (Chapman & Rothman, 2009; Snaith & Chapman, 2007; Sterck, 
1999) were gradually integrated. However, the growing number of factors that were added to 
the model made it increasingly difficult to test empirically. Some authors suggested the need 
to modify substantially or even abandon altogether the socioecological model and articulate a 
new framework to explain the reported variation of primate social systems (Clutton-Brock & 
Janson, 2012; Thierry, 2008, 2013; Strier, 2017). Here, we consider socioecological models in 
a broad sense in which demographic, phylogenic and ecological factors are considered to be 
the main variables involved in the structuring and organization of the different social systems.  
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1. SOCIAL SYSTEMS: CONCEPT, COMPONENTS 
AND SOURCES OF VARIATION

 Social systems can be defined as sets of individuals that are spatially associated with one 
another during variable timespans and that actively engage in the exchange of patterned social 
interactions (Colmenares, 2015; Dunbar, 1988; Hinde, 1976; Lott, 1984). In order to explain 
primate social systems, three components can be distinguished (Kappeler & van Schaik, 2002; 
Ostner & Schülke, 2014): social organization, mating system and group structure. In any of 
these components, variation is huge.

• Social organization. A group’s social organization can be described in terms of 
group size, age and sex composition (e.g., operational sex ratio), genealogical structure, and 
spatiotemporal cohesion of groups (Kappeler & van Schaik, 2002). These structural components 
can be regarded as the outcome of two major components: on the one hand, grouping patterns 
and demographic structure and, on the other, the demographic processes and dispersal patterns 
(Colmenares, 2015). 

• Grouping patterns and demographic structure. Grouping patterns include several 
possible states: solitary, pair-bonded in nuclear or extended family, one-male/multi-female, 
one-female/multi-male, multi-female/multi-male, multi-level and fission-fusion organizations 
(See Table 1). Primate grouping patterns range from solitary species that usually forage alone, 
as the gray mouse lemur (Microcebus murinus) or the orangutans [(Pongo spp.) (Eberle & 
Kappeler, 2006; Galdikas, 1988)] to species that, like chimpanzees or macaques form large 
multi-male/multi-female communities that may split into temporary subgroups in fission-fusion 
systems (Dittus, 2004; Meder, 2015). Among primates, variation in demographic structure (e.g., 
group size, sex and age ratio, operational sex ratio and the relatedness between group members) 
both within and between species is vast: common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) live in small 
co-operatively breeding units composed of pair-bonded couples with their offspring (Digby & 
Barreto, 1993), rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) form large multi-male/multi-female groups 
with related females and unrelated males (Maestripieri, 2001), and others such as gorillas form 
one-male/multi-female breeding units mostly composed by unrelated individuals, both males 
and females (Harcourt & Stewart, 2007). 

GROUPING PATTERN EXAMPLES

Solitary

Pair-bond (nuclear family)

Pair-bond (extended family)

One-female/multi-male  

One-male/multi-female

Multi-male/multi-female

Multi-level

Fission-fusion

Nocturnal prosimians, orangutan

Gibbon, siamang, titi monkey

Tamarin, marmoset

Marmoset and tamarin  

Langur, gorilla, patas monkey

Savannah baboon, macaque, colobus

Hamadryas baboon, gelada

Spider monkey, chimpanzee

Table 1: Grouping patterns among primates and examples (Colmenares, 2015)

• Demographic processes and dispersal patterns. This component includes events that 
are commonly described in terms of birth and death rates, immigration, and dispersal patterns. 
Dispersal can be natal when one or both sexes leave their birth group upon reaching sexual 
maturity, or secondary when individuals transfer more than once in their lifetime; the sex that 
remains in the natal community for life is called the philopatric sex. Among great apes (i.e., 
chimpanzee, bonobo, gorilla and orangutans) the various combinations of these patterns occur. 
Within the genus Pan, bonobos and chimpanzees, female natal dispersal and male philopatry is 
the norm (Boesch, Hohmann, & Marchant, 2002). In gorillas, in contrast, both sexes disperse, 
females usually leave their natal group to join other one-male/multi-female breeding groups 
(i.e., harems), while males may wander alone or join other bachelor males and form non-
breeding all-male groups that travel together for some time (Harcourt & Stewart, 2007; Levréro 
et al., 2006). Finally, although orangutans live solitary lives most of their time, genetic analyses 
on Sumatran populations (Pongo pygmaeus abelii) have revealed that in this species both sexes 
disperse from their natal areas (Meder, 2015; Utami, Goossens, Bruford, de Ruiter, & van Hooff, 
2002).  

Mating (and parenting) systems. In mammals, reproduction has to do with mating and 
parenting effort. The number of individuals of one sex that mate with a variable number of 
individuals of the other sex results in different mating systems and these tend to be seen as 
the outcome of environmental pressures, female choice and also of the differential patterns of 
parental investment (Kappeler, Cremer, & Nunn, 2015; Trivers, 1972). The four main mating 
systems that can be found in primates are monogamy, and three forms of polygamy: polyandry, 
polygyny, and polygynandry (Clutton-Brock, 1989). Promiscuity has often been considered a 
type of polygynandry in which the temporal association between polygamous mating partners 
is relatively short (Colmenares, 2015). Monogamy is especially difficult to determine because 
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although male-female long term associations and breeding pairs have been reported in several 
species, many of the supposed monogamous primates, as the saddleback tamarins (Saguinus 
weddelli), may not be monogamous, neither at the genetic nor at the social level (Díaz-Muñoz 
& Bales, 2015; Fuentes, 1998; Garber, Porter, Spross, & Di Fiore, 2015). 

Group structure. This last component refers to the content, quality and patterning of inter-
individual interactions, and of social relationships between group members. When one sets 
out to describe and analyse primate social behaviour, several phenomena at a number of levels 
of complexity must be considered. These phenomena range from the individual level to the 
group level, i.e. the individual behaviour, the interactions between two or more individuals and 
their relationships, and the resultant group structure (Hinde, 1983). The frequency, intensity, 
and direction of aggression, affiliation, peace-making and support in fights, the levels of inter-
individual tolerance and the asymmetries in dyadic relationships are some of the variables that 
have been used to charter the species’ group structures. 

Dominance style is a concept that focuses on the relationship level to categorise social 
dynamics among primate species. According to the dominance style construct, species can be 
classified by describing the mismatch between the inherent asymmetry in relationships and the 
degree in which it is actually expressed. Inherent asymmetry refers to the rank difference that 
exists between individuals within pairs, and this asymmetry may or may not be expressed at 
all times. For instance, within moor macaques (Macaca maurus) an individual that has won 
all the agonistic encounters against another may become dominant over the loser (i.e. inherent 
asymmetry). However, this dominant individual may tolerate the subordinate’s transgressions 
(expressed asymmetry), making the relationship seem less asymmetrical than it actually 
is (Flack & de Waal, 2004). The outcome of this mismatch between the expressed and the 
inherent asymmetry results in a relaxed dominance style (Matsumura, 1998), where dominance 
relationships are formalized but are reinforced through aggressive displays rather than through 
aggression (Flack & de Waal, 2004). Originally, the dominance style concept aimed to explain 
species-specific patterns of agonistic behaviour; nowadays this concept is used more broadly to 
refer to covariaton of traits related to conflict and conflict management. Besides, the dominance 
style, which is a relationship concept, enables the study of the processes by which a particular 
political system arises (i.e., a system level concept), and considers the relationships that lead 
to power structures and conflict management strategies (de Waal & Luttrell, 1989; Flack & de 
Waal, 2004).

The classification of species with regards to different types of dominance styles was not 
the only significant categorization among primates, and to describe macaque societies, female 
dominance hierarchies of the genus Macaca were classified into a four grade scale of social 
styles (Thierry, 2007). This categorization was based on the observation that several social traits 
appeared to covary in a continuous manner (Balasubramaniam et al., 2012). Previous studies of 

social styles were limited to the level of social interactions and relationships. However, modern 
approaches study social styles at the level of group structure, that is, the existing networks of 
social relationships as defined by Hinde (1976) (Sueur, Petit, et al., 2011). 

1.1 But, what accounts for the observed variation in social systems?

The hypotheses that have been advanced to account for the patterns of variation reported 
in social organization, mating system and group structure among primates remain controversial 
and in need of further testing.

The observed variability in social systems was early understood in terms of adaptive 
responses to different environmental conditions. The study of ecological factors and constraints 
attempted to answer some of the critical questions about social systems: why groups existed, 
how individuals organized their social relationships within these groups, and also tried to explain 
the type of interactions and relationships that emerged within the different communities.

Crook (1970) pioneered the description of the set of interrelated factors that together 
would explain how groups were established and maintained, and highlighted the impact of 
ecological and demographic factors on social behaviour. Three complementary perspectives 
were considered to explain social systems: socio-ecology, socio-demography and social 
processes. First, the relation between species’ social organizations and their respective 
ecological niches was emphasized, when ecological factors varied some grouping patterns and 
relationships did too. Crook (op. cit.) observed that gelada baboons’ party sizes, congregations 
of independent harems or all-male groups varied in rainy or dry seasons as the availability of 
feeding resources differed. Second, the relevance of demographic factors was stressed through 
the study of the relationship between population dynamics and the species’ social organization. 
And the third, and last, component of the research of social systems focused on the study of the 
actual behavioural processes that maintain a group structure. Crook’s socioecological approach 
(1970) was one of the first steps towards a theory in which social, ecological and demographic 
factors were interrelated components to explain variations in social systems.

2. THE CLASSICAL SOCIOECOLOGICAL 
MODELS 

Little by little, the hypotheses about the relationships between ecological factors, social 
organizations and relationships among individuals were tested in several species and across 
different ecological niches, and it was found that these relationships could explain some 
important aspects of social systems’ organization (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1976; Crook & 
Gartlan, 1966; Rubenstein, 1978; Wrangham, 1977). For instance, Alexander (1974) pointed 
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out that group living was clearly costly and that the only benefit that outweighed the costs of 
living in groups, and especially among primates, was the decrease of predation risk. Some of 
these studies led to the rise of the so-called socioecological models in which the primary focus 
was set on the role of female choice for group formation: the relationships, the associations and 
the grouping patterns of social groups were constrained by female behaviour which, in turn, 
was determined by environmental pressures.

 Wrangham’s socioecological model (1980) was developed to account for the evolution of 
female-bonded groups in terms of ecological pressures; in female-bonded (from now onwards 
referred as FB) species, females maintained affiliative bonds with other females and normally 
spent their entire life in their natal community. Females associated with one another to increase 
inclusive fitness by co-operating to monopolize the best feeding sites when food resources were 
distributed in discrete and defensible patches. Multi-male groups benefitted females by raising 
the competitive ability of the group in contexts of inter-group feeding competition. 

Soon after, a model that focused on predation risk appeared (van Schaik, 1983), and some 
years later, van Schaik (1989) refined it by adding the intra-group competition factor. This has 
been called the predator defence model (Dunbar, 1988) or intra-group competition hypothesis 
and it has been claimed to provide a better account of why females form groups (Alexander, 
1974; van Schaik, 1983, 1989). According to this alternative model, two main forces become 
the main determinants of female associations: i) predation risk and ii) intra-group competition 
over food resources. The predation/intra-group feeding competition model (from now onwards 
referred as PFC) claimed that female kin groups ultimately evolved because predation forced 
females to live in groups and the intra-group competition that occurred within group living 
determined the type of female relationships, thus favouring coalition formation by kin when 
food is clumped and therefore can be monopolized.

Next, the FB and PFC models were refined to explain variation of female social 
relationships within and between groups (Isbell, 1991, 1994). Isbell recognized that feeding 
resources and predation risk would determine some association patterns among females (Isbell, 
1994; Isbell & Young, 2002) and thus both variables were included in order to understand within 
and between groups’ competitive regimes. Food abundance (opposed to food distribution in 
FB model) affected female reproductive success in most species and spatial food distribution 
determined competitive relationships within groups (Isbell, 2004). With abundant resources, 
intergroup aggression and dominance relationships became relaxed, and group size would not 
limit group formations. However, with limited feeding resources two social concerns emerged; 
first, increased between-group aggression and a home range size linked to the group’s size, 
and second, the type of within group relationships varied with the distribution of feeding 
resources: with clumped resources, within group competition increased and strong dominance 
relationships arose.

Finally, to explain either, female-female relationships and male-female interactions, male 
behaviour had to be included in the explanatory schemes (Sterck et al., 1997). Van Schaik’s 
model (1989) was modified to incorporate the growing evidence of female dispersal in species 
with male dispersal. To understand the type of female associations, sexual coercion, infanticide 
risk, and habitat saturation were analysed (Sterck et al., 1997; van Schaik, 1996). Non-kin 
groups evolved because females benefitted from aggregating around males that would protect 
them from infanticide, and kin groups benefitted from coalitions for food resources. Four main 
types of competitive regimes and female relationships were described: (1) dispersal-egalitarian, 
low within and between group competition results in female dispersal and the establishment 
of egalitarian relationships; (2) resident-egalitarian, when competition is low within group 
and high between groups, female philopatry and egalitarian relationships are enhanced; (3) 
resident-nepotistic, competition is high within group and low between group, this results in 
philopatric females that establish nepotistic and despotic relationships, finally (4) resident-
nepotistic-tolerant, Both, within group and between groups competition are potentially high, 
and females under this regime are philopatric with nepotistic but tolerant relationships.  

3. CONTEMPORARY SOCIOECOLOGICAL 
THEORY 

The studies conducted on social traits among species of the genus Macaca have revealed 
that closely related species tend to exhibit more similar types of interactions and of relationships 
than more distantly related species do (Ostner & Schülke, 2014; Thierry, 2000; Thierry, Iwaniuk, 
& Pellis, 2000). In particular, among Macaca species, variation in conflict management strategies 
and dominance styles were found to be more related to phylogeny than to ecological factors. 
Indeed, the covariation of traits between Macaca species could be classified into a four-graded 
scale of social styles that closely map onto the phylogenetic tree (Thierry, 2007).

The revised approaches argued that factors other than the ecological variables alone 
would predict the type of interactions, the grouping patterns and the social organization of 
primate social systems (Dunbar, Mac Carron & Shultz, 2018; Thierry, 2000, 2007; Thierry et 
al., 2000). Clutton-Brock and Janson (2012) were critical of classical socioecological models 
arguing that they had important limitations. For this, these authors (op. cit.) considered the 
huge amount of variation observed not only across primate species but also in other vertebrates 
and, in particular, in social mammals. To explain this variability they included several variables 
to be considered into these models, such as phylogenetic variation, correlated traits, and the 
investigation of evolutionary transitions, amongst others (See Table 2).
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CHALLENGE CHALLENGEPOTENTIAL SOLUTION POTENTIAL SOLUTION

Lack of consistent relationships be-
tween diet and feeding competition. 
 
 
 
Lack of consistent association between 
different aspects of social behaviour 
across species.
 
Lack of consistent association between 
species differences in feeding competi-
tion and social organization.
 
 
Correlation between ecological parame-
ters and specific differences in social beha-
viour differ from those between ecological 
parameters and intraspecific differences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Effects of variation in food distribution 
on interspecific differences cannot be se-
parated from those of differences in popu-
lation density or demographic structure. 
 
Lack of consistent relationships between 
ecological parametersand dominance 
relations.
 

 
Constraints in the effects of variation in 
kinship on social relationships.

Lack of obvious pattern in the distri-
bution of female dispersal.

 
Taxonomic variation in behavioural 
parameters

Improve measures of food distribution and feeding competition 
to provide a reliable basis for measuring continuous 
variation between populations and species. Manipulate 
food distribution and observe effects on conspecifics. 
 
Test degree of association between traits; where necessary, focus 
on the distribution of particular traits rather than syndromes. 
 
 
Focus on particular traits; control for effects of phylogenetic 
variation; explore the impact of variation in life-history 
parameters and reproductive strategies in both sexes; reconstruct 
evolutionary sequences to identify adaptive constraints. 
 
Distinguish between questions concerning the evolution of 
adaptation and questions concerning the immediate consequences 
of ecological variation. In general, to investigate evolutionary 
questions, explore the correlates of interspecific differences or 
selection operating on individuals within populations; to assess the 
immediate consequences of contrasts in feeding ecology or population 
density, compare the same population at different times or different 
populations. But remember that interpopulation differences can 
also be a consequence of contrasts in selection, while interspecific 
differences can be a consequence of evolutionary constraints. 
 
To identify effects of population density, examine the effects 
of temporal changes in density on social behaviour in the same 
population; to assess consequences of interpopulation differences, 
control for density effects or manipulate food distribution. 
 
Improve indices of the consistency of outcome in 
interactions to provide indices that can be used to compare 
species, populations, and individuals; consider effects of 
reproductive competition on dominance relations; explore 
the costs as well as the benefits of establishing dominance. 
 
Improve measurement of kinship; incorporate realistic estimates 
of benefit and cost; focus on circumstances or periods where 
competition is likely; recognize that benefits of discrimination 
are likely to decline as average relatedness increases.

Focus on the distribution of philopatric breeding and female 
immigration; distinguish between singular and plural breeders; 
separate analyses of the origin of breeders, the probability of 
dispersal, and dispersal distance; incorporate the role of male 
tenure length and mating strategies on female dispersal decisions.

Investigate evolutionary transitions and the circumstances in 
which they occur as well as the distribution of traits among 
contemporary species; where the number of transitions is low, 
extend analyses to include related taxonomic groups

Table 2: Clutton-Brock and Janson (2012): Some challenges faced by socioecological studies of primates and potential solutions. Table 2: Continued

4. SO, LIVING IN GROUPS IS ADVANTAGEOUS, 
BUT HOW GROUPS ARE MAINTAINED? 

Hence, living in groups is a behavioural strategy that responds to variable socioecological 
pressures and that has been selected for in a large number of species, including humans and 
other hominoid primates (Dunbar, 1988; Kappeler, 1999b; Kappeler & van Schaik, 2002; van 
Schaik, 1983, 1989; Wrangham, 1980). But still, the understanding of the specific mechanisms 
and processes that may give rise to and maintain the structure and cohesion of social groups is 
far from being well-chartered (Eckhardt, Polansky, & Boesch, 2015; Kappeler, 1999b; Kappeler 
& van Schaik, 2002; Kazahari, 2014; Silk & Kappeler, 2017; van Hooff, 2000).

The analysis of some of the fitness benefits provided by social living -reduction of 
predation and the increased ability to find, control and exploit territories with better and more 
abundant feeding resources- may be useful to explain the reasons why some species live in 
groups (Acchione & Krist, 2004; Clark & Mangel, 1986; Isbell, 1991; Rubenstein, 1978). For 
instance, in ungulates, an increased number of individuals are vigilant and ready to emit alarm 
call upon the sight of predators, and additional opportunities of confusing predators during 
hunting reduces the probability of being selected as prey (Hamilton, 1971). Other species, as 
great tits (Parus major), use the information about the presence of feeding resources from 
fellows: indeed, they were found to be more efficient finding feeding patches in groups of four 
than by pairs (Clark & Mangel, 1986).
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4.1 Constraints of social living 

Advantages of group living are not always straightforward and conflicts of interests 
are inevitable by-products of social life (Judge & Mullen, 2005; Markham & Gesquiere, 
2017; Riedel, Franz, & Boesch, 2011; Wittig & Boesch, 2005). Therefore, to deal with social 
constraints, diverse strategies evolved that vary both, between and within species (Hinde, 1976, 
1983; Ostner & Schülke, 2014; Purvis & Webster, 1999; Sterck, 1999; Sterck et al., 1997). For 
instance, if one thinks of large groups, an equilibrium between group size and the environmental 
capacity to hold together a number of individuals becomes necessary. To address this issue, 
an optimal group size must reconcile protection against predators, distribution, defensibility 
of feeding sources and within group competition (Williamson & Dunbar, 1999). Seasonal 
changes in the availability and distribution of feeding resources may cause important costs for 
social life, and thus, to acquire an adequate energy income and maintain group cohesion, some 
alternative strategies may be required. For instance, generalist species may change their dietary 
patterns with variations on the type and on the accessibility of food (Moscovice et al., 2007), 
others may split into smaller groups, while yet others may fission into temporary foraging 
parties to re-join their community around nest sites (King, Clark, & Cowlishaw, 2011). Finally, 
in large groups several choices related to travelling routes or choosing nests have to be taken, 
and these decision-making processes require communicative interactions and self-organization 
mechanisms (Conradt & Roper, 2005).

4.2 Relationships in social groups

So far, we have seen that life in groups is complex and that it requires individuals 
interacting with conspecifics, establishing more or less enduring relationships and activating 
coping mechanisms (Wittig & Boesch, 2003b). In multi-male/multi-female societies, for 
example, mating opportunities and individual fitness may be constrained by favoured access 
to mates, which leads to conflicts of interest among males. But how do these mechanisms arise 
and what are the type of interactions that result in better strategies to survive, reproduce and 
maintain group cohesion? In some species, within group mating competition and aggressive 
and affiliative exchanges of various kinds are commonplace. Such exchanges can be important 
contributing elements to the organization of social systems by providing social order (Ostner 
& Schülke, 2014).  The social mechanisms that arise may be useful to avoid or reduce the risk 
of conflicts and further agonistic encounters, to restore relationships, to assert a dominance 
hierarchy or to mitigate the potentially harmful consequences of aggressive encounters 
(Castles, Aureli, & de Waal, 1996; de Waal, 2000; Koski, de Vries, van de Kraats, & Sterck, 
2012; Koyama & Palagi, 2006; Palagi, Paoli, & Tarli, 2005; Preuschoft, Wang, Aureli, & de 
Waal, 2002; Romero, Castellanos, & de Waal, 2011; Romero & de Waal, 2010; Webb, Franks, 
Romero, Higgins, & de Waal, 2014). 

5. AND THEN, WHAT’S THE SITUATION WITH 
PRIMATES?  

Unlike most mammals, non-human primates (henceforth primates) are reputedly socially 
living species with highly complex interactions and, to some extent, well-developed cognitive 
abilities. Primates today are found throughout mostly in the tropical zones of South America, 
Africa and Asia, occupying all types of habitats and, although most primates live in social 
groups, their patterns of sociality are highly variable.

5.1 Primates are large-brained species 

Primates are characterized by having highly varied social patterns that have been shaped by 
different environmental and evolutionary pressures. Social complexity and sociality are correlated 
with neocortex volume (Dunbar & Shultz, 2007) and, indeed, one of the main characteristics 
of the primate order is that most species have relative large brains for their body size (Malone, 
Fuentes, & White, 2012; van Schaik, 2013). The activation of the underlying neural network 
in larger brains enables individuals to engage in sophisticated interactions (Dunbar, 1988) and 
to respond flexibly to novelty (Coppens, de Boer, & Koolhaas, 2010). Therefore, despite that 
describing the diversity of social systems can be useful to understand and to generalize from a 
species’ behaviour, the primates’ plasticity of responses may result in group structures, social 
organizations or even mating systems that may deviate from any modal pattern for any given 
species. Besides this, flexibility may facilitate adaptive behavioural responses through cognitive 
processes such as innovation, learning and decision-making processes (Mikhalevich, Powell 
& Logan, 2017; Sol, Bacher, Reader, & Lefebvre, 2008). Additionally, from an evolutionary 
perspective, flexibility increases the chances of surviving in unfamiliar environments (Malone 
et al., 2012; Swaisgood, 2007) by favouring alternative context-dependent responses (Reader 
& Laland, 2001; van Schaik, 2013). The genus Macaca is composed by different species with 
great behavioural plasticity, both between and within species, being a nice example to illustrate 
the extent of behavioural flexibility. In particular, Barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus) have 
been studied for being skilled to adjust their activity budgets to varied ecological conditions. 
During scarcity periods, foraging efforts increased in detriment of social efforts (Ménard & 
Vallet, 1997), whereas social investment increased during abundance.   

5.2 Phylogeny

Yet, some aspects of primate social systems are not that flexible, and the phylogenetic 
methods revealed that certain traits were conserved throughout evolutionary history in some 
lineages. For instance, cercopithecoid primates are the most ecologically diverse primate taxa 
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with the largest geographical range and the most varied habitat types. They show different 
locomotor patterns and dietary specializations adapted to their habitat. However, their social 
systems are remarkably similar and evolutionarily conserved (Di Fiore & Rendall, 1994). 

In particular, the focus on the habitat and on the behavioural variability of the diverse 
macaque species evidenced that several behavioural traits of their group structure and of the 
type of interactions remained highly conservative and co-varied (i.e. changed together) across 
the different macaque lineages (Thierry, 2000, 2007; Thierry et al., 2000). Thierry (2000) 
classified macaques’ conflict management patterns into a four-grade continuous scale in which 
he described four types of macaque social styles. Species were organized on the basis of their 
conciliatory tendency, social tolerance, asymmetry of contests, dominance gradient and kin 
bias finding out that, although not systematically, some behavioural traits were correlated 
(Balasubramaniam et al., 2012; Thierry, 2007). Closely related species tended to belong in the 
same cluster or social style (evolutionary grade) of interrelated behavioural attributes. 

 Some important aspects of the conserved traits were also found to be related to specific 
conflict management strategies and to the way dominance relationships were established and 
maintained [via dominance styles (de Waal, 1989a; Flack & de Waal, 2004)]. The study of 
the underlying mechanisms and of phylogenetic history became crucial for understanding the 
cognitive underpinnings that allow for peaceful cohabitation (de Waal & Luttrell, 1989; Flack 
& de Waal, 2004; Thierry, 2000).

5.3 Complex and diverse social systems

The complexity of primate social exchanges, the establishment of social bonds with its 
consequences for the individuals’ fitness and health, and the emergence of several types of 
associations have made primates the focus of many studies (Sapolsky & Share, 2004; Silk & 
Kappeler, 2017). Managing social life requires mechanisms that avoid or limit continuous status-
recognition interactions. For instance, when power asymmetries are clear, serious injuries may 
be reduced. In several primate species, formal signals of status (dominance or subordination) 
can be highly complex, coalitions and triadic interactions may occur to overthrow dominants, 
to get protection from conspecific aggression or to have a better access to valuable resources.

But in spite of the ancestral pressures that may drive some adaptations and the deep 
structure of primate societies (Hinde, 1983), the nature, the quality and the patterning of social 
relationships may be more or less variable under different socioecological conditions. In this 
sense, variation in sociality and coping strategies remains only partially investigated, and 
captive settings provide a privileged milieux for the observation and study of social dynamics 
(Colmenares, 2006) and how demographic and environmental changes may affect behaviour.  

6. HOMINOID PRIMATES AND THEIR SOCIAL 
SYSTEMS  

No other organisms on the planet apart from primates share as much structurally and 
behaviourally with humans, and this is one of the reasons why understanding primates’ behaviour 
may contribute to the understanding of human evolution (Fuentes, 2006, 2017). Hominoid primates 
include Hylobatidae (lesser apes) and Hominidae (great apes and humans) families. Hominoid social 
systems are complex and diverse with respect to the organization and the structure of social groups 
and relationships (Malone et al., 2012). Among hominids (See Fig. 1), the great apes species, i.e. 
orangutan, bonobo, chimpanzee and gorilla (See Table 3), are characterized by several morphological, 
physiological, and social traits, including large relative brain size, elevated behavioural flexibility, 
extended life-history patterns and a huge array of complex social relationships (Malone et al., 2012; 
van Schaik, 2013; Wittig & Boesch, 2003b; Yamagiwa, Kahekwa, & Basabose, 2009).

Superfamily Hominoidea
  Family Hylobatidae
      Genus Hoolock (2 species)
      Genus Hylobates (7 species)
      Genus Nomascus (7 species)
      Genus Symphalangus (1 species)
  Family Hominidae
   Subfamily Ponginae
      Genus Pongo (2 species)
   Subfamily Homininae
    Tribe Gorillini
      Genus Gorilla (2 species)
    Tribe Hominini
     Subtribe Panina
      Genus Pan (2 species)
     Subtribe Autralopithecina
      Genus Ardipithecus (2 extinct species)
      Genus Australopithecus (5 extinct species)
      Genus Kenyanthropus (1 extinct species)
      Genus Paranthropus (3 extinct species)
     Subtribe Hominina
      Genus Homo (7 extinct and 1 extant species)

Figure 1: Taxonomy of the living hominoids including extinct hominins. Based on anatomical and molecular 
evidence (Malone et al., 2012)
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The social systems of great apes species (See Fig. 2) share some social organization and 
group structure traits: female transfer is common, tend to form fission-fusion communities and 
have complex social networks, dominance relationships among females are usually weak and 
intra-sexual bonds among non-kin can be relatively strong (Meder, 2015). Although some aspects 
of orangutans’ social system remain unclear and in spite of their remarkable solitary nature, with 
abundant feeding resources individuals may spend much time with conspecifics in feeding sites 
demonstrating their social tolerance. Besides, orangutans’ social organization has been defined 
as a type of fission-fusion social system and female-biased dispersal from their natal territories. 
Orangutans are members of social networks as males that share territories have been shown to 
know each other well, dominance relationships also exist among males and these have been 
reported at least in Sumatran populations (Meder, 2015; Singleton & van Schaik, 2001).

 

Polygamous mating systems are the norm among great apes. Polygyny is typical among gorillas 
where an alpha male mates with several females (Arandjelovic, Head, Boesch, Robbins, & Vigilant, 2014; 
Harcourt, Fossey, Stewart, & Watts, 1979; Watts, 2015). Polygynandry is the mating system of both Pan 
species, in this mating system both males and females mate with several males and females (Surbeck, 
Deschner, Schubert, Weltring, & Hohmann, 2012; van Schaik et al., 2004; Watts, 2015). Orangutans 
are the most difficult to define and two predominant hypothesis have been advanced to explain their 
mating system, a roving male promiscuity system seems to be closer to the situation observed in Bornean 
orangutans, and, in contrast, a socially distinct community systems organized around a dominant male fits 
better for the Sumatran orangutans (Meder, 2015; van Schaik & van Hooff, 1996).

Despite the already mentioned similarities of great apes’ social systems, there are important 
differences across the species that compose the Hominidae family. Some of these are related to 
the type and the frequency of social interactions, to the socio-spatial proximity among members 
and also to the distribution of daytime in different activity categories that cannot be time-shared. 
Besides, differences across populations within the same species are common and are likely to 
depend on time constraints, limited partner choice or with the availability of feeding resources.

 Among gorillas and chimpanzees, the western lowland gorilla and several subspecies of 
chimpanzees are frequently found in social groups in captivity. Gorillas and chimpanzees’ social systems 
vary in several key factors such as their mating system and the type and frequency of their social interactions 
(Reynolds, 1965). In captivity, primate groups can develop social structures that can also be observed in 
the wild, with the advantage that they can be much more closely monitored and studied. For instance, in 
order to house surplus males that cannot stay in their natal group, a growing number of all-male western 
lowland gorilla groups can be found in captive settings. The analysis of the social interactions, the type of 
relationships and the way individuals manage conflicts under these circumstances provide an opportunity 
to increase our knowledge on their social complexity and their cognitive underpinnings. 

 In particular, the study of chimpanzees and gorillas under different demographic and 
environmental conditions contributes to shed light on the sources of their sociality, their ability 
to cope with different demographic conditions and on the ancestral traits that may have been 
conserved regardless of the local environment they happen to live in in present day populations. 

Figure 2:  Great apes social systems (van Schaik, Preuschoft, & Watts, 
2004). Each pictogram represents one social unit. Solid lines surround 
socially cohesive groupings that share a common range; dotted lines 
surround less stable groupings. Bars of varying thickness between the 
symbols of males and females indicate social bonds of variable strength.

SPECIES/SUBSPECIES DISTRIBUTION HABITAT

Pongo abelii
Sumatran orangutan 
 

Pongo pygmaeus pygmaeus
Northwest Bornean orangutan

Pongo pygmaeus wurmbii 
Central Bornean orangutan

Pongo pygmaeus morio 
Northeast Bornean orangutan

Sumatra 
 
 
 
 
Sarawak, northwest 
Kalimantan 
 
Southern west Kalimantan, 
central Kalimantan 
 
East Kalimantan, Sabah

Rain forest, swamp forest 
 
 
 
 
Rain forest, swamp forest 
 
 
Rain forest, swamp forest 
 
 
Rain forest, swamp forest

Table 3: After Meder (2015). Great ape species and subspecies and their distribution. Taxonomy according to IUCN (2012).  

Pongo pygmaeus 
Bornean orangutan
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 6.1 Chimpanzees 

 6.1.1 Taxonomy, ecology, dietary patterns and demographical 

distribution

 Four subspecies of common chimpanzees are commonly recognized, the Western 
chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes verus); the Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzee (P. t. ellioti); the 
Central chimpanzee (P. t. troglodytes); and the Eastern chimpanzee [P. t. schweinfurthii (Malone 
et al., 2012; Sesink et al., 2015)]. Chimpanzees have a wide but discontinuous distribution 
across the Equatorial Africa (See Fig. 3): from southern Senegal across the forested belt north 
of the Congo River to western Uganda and western Tanzania (Oates et al., 2008). In captive 
settings, hybridisation between subspecies is frequent but some pure subspecies may still be 
found in some places, as for instance the subspecies verus at La Vallée des Singes zoological 
park. Although the basic patterns of social organization, mating system, and group structure 
are the same across the four subspecies, the majority of the genetic data indicate that Western 
chimpanzees form a monophyletic group which is only distantly related to other eastern 
populations (Gonder et al., 2011; Morin et al., 1994) and it has been reported to be the most 
cohesive subspecies (Pruetz & Bertolani, 2009). 

 Chimpanzees are commonly considered territorial, the mean size of their home range 
is 21.6 square kilometres, they are mainly frugivorous and the rest of their diet consists of 
leaves and other plant parts, insects and some vertebrates that they chase via hunting parties. 
Their diet varies seasonally which results in body weight variations (Basabose, 2004; Doran, 
1997; Matsumoto-Oda, 2002; Meder, 2015). There is also huge variation across the different 
sub-species and populations. This variation is related to differences in ecological conditions 
such as the type of habitat and the season; to demographic factors, such as community size; 
and to social constraints such as the risk of encountering neighbouring communities whose 
community areas may overlap. In some sites they also have to face predation risks because 
leopards and lions prey on them (Meder, 2015). 

SPECIES/SUBSPECIES SPECIES/SUBSPECIESDISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTIONHABITAT HABITAT

Gorilla beringei beringei 
mountain gorilla 
 
Gorilla beringei graueri
eastern lowland gorilla,
Grauer’s gorilla 
 
 

Gorilla gorilla diehli
Cross River gorilla 
 
Gorilla gorilla gorilla 
Western lowland gorilla 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii
Eastern Chimpanzee 
 
 
 
 
 
Pan troglodytes troglodytes
 Central chimpanzee 
 
 
 
 
Pan troglodytes ellioti
East Nigeria-West
Cameroon Chimpanzee

Pan troglodytes verus
West African chimpanzee

Pan paniscus
Bonobo

Virunga Volcanoes, Bwindi 
(Uganda) 
 
Eastern D. R. Congo 
 
 
 
 
 
Cross River área (Nigeria/
Cameroon) 
 
From Cameroon to Cabinda 
and D. R. Congo in the 
west to the Central African 
Republic and the Congo 
Republic in the east 
 
 
 
D. R. Congo, north of the 
Congo River from its junction 
with the Oubangui into South 
Sudan and the Ituri region to 
the Rutshuru district, Uganda, 
Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania

From the Congo River mouth 
to the Congo Republic and 
the Central African
Republic to Cameroon, north 
to the Sanaga River

Nigeria and Cameroon to the
Sanaga River

 
West Africa to Togo in the 
east

D. R. Congo, south of the 
Congo River

Montane forest, occasionally  
grassland 
 
Lowland rain forest,
montane forest, occasionally 
wamps 
 
 

Lowland rain forest, montane 
forest 
 
Lowland rain forest, 
occasionally
grassland and swamps 
 
 
 
 
 
Rain forest, woodland, 
gallery
forest, semideciduous forest, 
lowland and montane rain 
forest 
 
 
Rain forest 
 
 
 
 
 
Lowland forest, montane 
forest, woodland

 
Savanna, deciduous forest, 
rain forest

Rain forest, swamp forest, 
occasionally grassland, dry 
forest

Table 3: Continued Table 3: Continued

Gorilla beringei-eastern gorilla

Gorilla gorilla-western gorilla

Pan troglodytes-chimpanzee
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6.1.2 Social organization

 Chimpanzees live in unit-groups or communities whose members form temporary 
parties that vary in size and composition (Goodall, 1986; Nishida, 1968). They are an extremely 
long-lived and slow reproducing species, with females in the wild giving birth to a single 
offspring only once every 5-6 years. Chimpanzee communities can vary from the small stable 
communities of Bossou (Sugiyama, 2004) to the large groups of 150 individuals at Ngogo 
(Watts, 2007).

 The species’ social system can be broadly defined as fission–fusion, with two levels: the 
smaller-level association unit is the subgroup (also named “party”), which is temporary and very 
variable, and the higher-level unit is the community. Communities are composed of multiple 
males and females. Males are philopatric and females disperse from their natal community after 
reaching sexual maturity (Goodall, 1986), and secondary dispersal is common too. At periods 
of fruit scarcity chimpanzees’ day range and mean party size are reduced (Meder, 2015). 

 6.1.3 Social structure and mating system

  Chimpanzees are a male-bonded. Males establish strong social ties with one another and 
they are frequently relatives (Morin et al., 1994). Mainly in Gombe (Tanzania) resident females 
usually resist and oppose the settlement of new females in their community by directing high 
rates of aggression at them (Pusey et al., 2008). When males intervene, they usually support 
immigrants, who associate more frequently with males than with resident females and seek the 

protection of males (Kahlenberg, Thompson, Muller, & Wrangham, 2008). 

 Males cooperate with each other to compete against conspecifics both within and 
between communities (Nishida, 1983; Watts & Mitani, 2001). Males develop strong bonds with 
other males, which is favoured by kin selection (Goldberg & Wrangham, 1997). These bonds 
are manifest in several behaviours, including association, grooming, proximity, coalitions, 
meat sharing and territorial behaviour (Mitani, Watts, Pepper, & Merriwether, 2002; Newton-
Fisher, 1999; Riss & Goodall, 1977; Simpson, 1973; Watts & Mitani, 2000a). Although this 
repertoire is not universally accepted (Power, 2005), territorial behaviour traditionally includes 
patrolling territorial boundaries, both extremes noisy calling and absolute silence (Goodall, 
1986), displaying between neighbouring groups, and violent, sometimes lethal, aggression if a 
large group of males encounters single males or small parties from neighbouring communities 
(Nishida et al., 2003).

 In the chimpanzee’s group structure, submissive displays aim to reassure the dominant 
that his/her position is not challenged, which, in turn, allows the dominant to treat the subordinate 
in a non-aggressive manner (de Waal, 1989a). Males’ interventions against the formal hierarchy 
are quite common. Reconciliations are less frequent amongst females than males, and the 
hierarchy among females is inconsistent and undifferentiated (Pusey et al. 1997, (Arnold & 
Whiten, 2001; de Waal, 1982, 1990; Fawcett, 2000; Pusey, Williams, & Goodall, 1997).

 Bonds between males and females are usually weak or non-existent compared to 
male-male bonds. Paternity certainty is low as females mate promiscuously (Stumpf, Emery 
Thompson, & Knott, 2008). Furthermore, male coercion of females and consortships are 
frequent in some communities (Muller, Kahlenberg, Emery Thompson, & Wrangham, 2007). 
Oestrus females sometimes disappear for a few days and copulate with extra-community males 
although it is unusual that this results in conception (Meder, 2015).

6.2 Gorillas

6.2.1 Taxonomy, ecology, dietary patterns and demographical 

distribution

The genus Gorilla is composed of eastern and western species (Vigilant & Bradley, 2004). 
Eastern gorillas are divided into mountain (Gorilla berengei berengei) and Grauer’s (Gorilla berengei 
graueri) subspecies, and western gorillas into western lowland (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) and Cross 
River (Gorilla gorilla diehli) subspecies. Eastern gorillas occupy limited portions of the mountainous 
and lowland forests of Rwanda, Uganda, and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), while western 
gorillas occur over a broader distribution encompassing Nigeria, Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea, the 
Central African Republic, Angola, and the DRC as described in Malone et al. (2012) - See Fig. 4]. 

Figure 3: Geographical distribution of the genus Pan (Sesink et al., 2015)
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Diet varies across species. While the mountain gorilla is mainly folivorous and feeds 
on green plant parts, the lowland gorilla although also feeds on plants, eats much more fruit 
and its diet varies seasonally. Gorillas are non-territorial. The largest home ranges are those 
of Grauer’s gorilla, occupying about 30-40 annual square kilometres followed by the 11-30 
square kilometres of the western lowland gorilla and finally the 8 square kilometres of mountain 
gorillas. Folivory seems to be related to shorter daily journey length (Meder, 2015; Rogers et al., 
2004). The risk of predation is virtually absent in gorilla populations. Apart from humans, the 
only predator that threatens these species is the leopard. Gorillas are mainly terrestrial although 
females and young individuals may spend some time above the ground (Meder, 2015).

6.2.2 Social organization

Most of our understanding of gorilla socioecology and sociality is based on the numerous 
studies conducted on mountain gorilla’s populations (Doran & Mcneilage, 1998; Harcourt, 
1979b; Harcourt & Stewart, 2007; Robbins, 1996). However, in the last decades differences 
between species have come to light as researches on western lowland wild populations are 

providing new insights into their sociality, social organization, and on population dynamics 
(Goldsmith, 1999; Magliocca, Querouil, & Gautier-Hion, 1999; Remis, 1997; Robbins et al., 
2004; Stokes, 2004).

In the wild, gorillas are a harem-forming species. Western lowland gorillas (Gorilla 
gorilla gorilla) live in families mainly composed of a single silverback with several females and 
their offspring, i.e., a harem structure (Harcourt & Stewart, 2007; Robbins et al., 2004). Only 
occasionally several adult males may share the same community (Gatti, Levréro, Ménard, & 
Gautier-Hion, 2004; Levréro et al., 2006), a situation that, in contrast, occurs quite frequently in 
mountain gorilla populations but only with blackback males. In this latter species, approximately 
40% of the social units are multi-male (Schaller 1963; Weber & Vedder 1983, Robbins 1999). 

Patterns of male and female philopatry, dispersal, and intergroup transfer are relatively 
complex in this genus. Female primary and secondary dispersal is the norm, while males disperse 
post-maturity, either alone or with a subset of females. When these males disperse, they may 
form their own group or join non-breeding, all-male groups, they may also become temporarily 
solitary (Gatti et al., 2004; Levréro et al., 2006; Malone et al., 2012). Mountain gorillas are better 
known for forming temporary all-male/bachelor groups and although this is rare in western 
lowland wild populations, in captivity several all-male groups have been successfully settled 
(Godwin, 2013; Grand et al., 2013; O’Brien, 2011; Sjahfirdi, Asteria, Raharjo, Maheshwari, & 
Astuti, 2012; Stoinski, Kuhar, Lukas, & Maple, 2004; Stoinski, Lukas, Kuhar, & Maple, 2004)

6.2.3 Social structure and mating system

It has been argued that the access to the male’s social services is one of the major sources 
of competition among females that belong to the same harem (Doran-Sheehy, Fernández, & 
Borries, 2009; Harcourt, 1979b; Stoinski et al., 2009; Watts, 1991). Following the immigration 
of new females into a group, competition among females may be enhanced. This competition 
is reflected in the frequency and intensity of agonistic episodes, whether or not these episodes 
escalate to serious fights (Watts, 1991). Males often intervene and stop females’ fights (Harcourt 
& Stewart, 2007; Watts, 1994a, 1994b, 1997). Usually, they do not support any of the contestants 
or when they do, it is usually to support the subordinate female (Harcourt & Stewart, 2007; 
Watts, 1997). Immigrant females seem to groom the silverback more than resident females 
(Watts, 1994a, 1994b) and they use the silverback as a shield against the aggressions from 
residents (Watts, 1991). 

Within gorilla social groups there is a clear hierarchy, the silverback being the dominant 
over all the females and young individuals. Females are attracted to and stay close to him. 
Amongst females, dominance relationships are weak: affiliative interactions and aggressions 
are not unusual. Among mountain gorilla multi-male communities, severe aggression rarely 

Figure 4: Geographical distribution of the genus Gorilla (www.igorilla.org, 2009)
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occurs, and affiliative interactions among females are also absent. 

Male aggression toward females is common in some groups and some researchers 
have regarded it as “courtship aggression” (Robbins, 2009). Females respond submissively 
to such aggression. Infanticide causes 37% of infant mortality among certain mountain 
gorilla groups (Bradley et al., 2005). During encounters with other communities, aggression 
is less frequent among western lowland gorilla males than in mountain gorilla ones, and 
western lowland gorillas often meet and feed together without hostility (Tutin, 1996).  

7. GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

Many disciplines are concerned with understanding human behaviour. Biological 
Anthropology is heavily grounded in evolutionary biology and, therefore, the comparative 
method is a key knowledge-generating and testing tool. Thus, the study of extinct and extant 
primates (especially of those more closely related to us, either phylogenetically or ecologically), 
including their socio-ecology, their social systems, and their culture and cognition, are among the 
most important sources of information that biological anthropologists use to build and advance 
our understanding of humans (Fuentes, 2012, 2017; Marks, 2017). So, by studying primates 
and, for example, their social behaviour and the social systems they produce under different 
ecological, demographic, and social setups, we can gain much information on the nature of our 
own behaviour and social organization and on the underlying explanatory principles.

In this research we investigate the social systems of chimpanzees and western lowland 
gorillas in several demographically variable captive groups; in particular we focus on the type, 
the intensity and the patterning of their relationships, and thus, their social structure. As has 
been described earlier, the three main elements of social systems –social organization, social 
structure and mating system- are interrelated elements and variations in one or some of them 
are likely to carry over changes into the others.

Chimpanzees’ and gorillas’ socioecological factors –ecology, demography and sociality - 
favoured the emergence of social systems characterized by the establishment of highly complex 
relationships. In both species female transfer is common and weak bonds are established 
between females. Male-bonding characterizes the chimpanzee’ social structure; male gorillas, 
in contrast, disperse from their natal group and the strongest bonds are established between 
females and the silverback (i.e., cross-sex bonding) within their social unit. Also, both species 
have a polygamous mating system, however, the chimpanzee is polygynandrous and the gorilla 
is polygynous. As hominoids, gorillas and chimpanzees are large-brained, behaviourally 
flexible, slow-paced, highly encephalized and capable of engaging in highly complex social 

relationships. 

Then, one of the main objectives of this research is to investigate the underpinnings of 
chimpanzee and western lowland gorilla social systems and of the behavioural changes that may 
occur under different demographic and environmental conditions in captivity. For this we will 
analyse the behaviour of several groups of chimpanzees and gorillas in captive settings, with 
different demographic conditions and under diverse environmental and social conditions. The 
allocation of time to a number of activity categories and the socio-spatial relationships between 
group members may vary across conditions, groups and species. In this respect, some behavioural 
traits and social patterns may be highly flexible whereas other traits may be conserved and will 
likely appear across conditions. The understanding of the mechanisms that are activated under 
a wide range of conditions and the coping strategies in different environments and demographic 
conditions are the core of the first study of this thesis work (See Study 1, Chapter 3). 

The second general objective of this thesis is to develop a coding and recording system 
to study conflict management strategies in social species. This system focuses on the analysis 
of social exchanges during ongoing conflicts and is thought to be suitable for all types of social 
groups. It adopts a dynamical perspective in which the interactions between former opponents, 
third parties and non-involved third parties set and may change the role of the participants as 
aggressors, victims or third parties. With this system, which is entirely compatible with previous 
traditional methods, we aim to complement the analysis of conflict resolution strategies in 
primate species. The main difference with previous methodologies and the biggest contribution 
of this system rests on the focus and the definition of the conflict period, and on the role that an 
entire group plays in the management of conflicts (See Study 2, Chapter 4).

Finally, given that evolutionary pressures regulate social interactions, relationships and 
mating strategies resulting in different social systems with specific mechanisms to deal with the 
ins and outs of social life, we focus on the social systems of chimpanzees and of gorillas under 
particular demographic conditions in which two all-male colonies were settled in captivity. 
We investigate the dominance styles and conflict management strategies in these groups. To 
study and analyse the mechanisms that emerge for coping with social life, a substantial part of 
the coding system will be applied. Dominance relationships and changes in behaviour before, 
during and after conflicts, the aggressive patterns, a set of social and no-social behaviours and 
the type of interactions during conflicts will be analysed in each species and also compared 
between chimpanzees and gorillas (See Study 3, Chapter 5). The results of this thesis will be 
discussed under the socioecological paradigm.



Chapter 2 
General material and methods
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1. SUBJECT, HOUSING CONDITIONS AND STUDY 
PERIODS 
 

1.1 Study groups and housing 

In all, the subjects of this study were 39 adult hominoid primates: 26 chimpanzees (Pan 
troglodytes ssp.) and 13 western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla), housed at different 
captive settings. I collected behavioural and socio-spatial data on 16 male and 10 female 
chimpanzees from three social groups, and on nine male and four female gorillas from two 
social groups (Table 1).

1.1.1 Chimpanzee social groups and their settings

Three social groups of chimpanzees were studied. There were one all-male group (from 
now onwards referred as AMG), one multi-male/multi-female group (from now onwards referred 
as MMG), and one one-male/multi-female group (from now onwards referred as OMG).

The chimpanzees from the AMG were housed at La Vallée des Singes (France): most 
individuals were related and they arrived together in the park in 1998. All individuals came 
from a pharmacological laboratory in the Netherlands, but no research had been conducted on 
them. This AMG was studied during two periods, in 2007 (LVS07), when the group consisted 
of 10 eight to 13 years old adolescent and young adult chimpanzees; and in 2009 (LVS09), 
when one of the members had died and the group consisted of nine young adult males. The age 
category used throughout the present study follows Howell et al. (2006).

Chimpanzees had access to an indoor facility (See Fig. 1) and an outdoor island surrounded 
by water canals (See Fig. 2). In winter time, both enclosures were available except when weather 
conditions were harsh or when the canals’ water was frozen. In most of spring and summer 
months the access to the indoor enclosure was locked. The indoor enclosure was composed of 
4 interconnected cages totalling around 300m2. They had an “ecosol” substrate and straw, and 
contained both horizontal and vertical structures, ropes, nets and other enrichment materials. 
The island totalled 7000m2 and was provided with trees, natural vegetation and foraging items, 
and was enriched with a termite mound replica with honey inside.

During the first observation period, from January to June 2007, individuals were studied 
under three different housing conditions. During the period when the park was closed to 
visitors, chimpanzees were observed in the indoor enclosure (condition 1: indoors/non-visitors) 
and in the outdoors island (condition 2: outdoors/non-visitors). When the park was open to 
visitors, chimpanzees were observed in the island (condition 3: outdoors/visitors). In the second 
observation period, from June to September 2009, chimpanzees were only studied in the island 
and with the presence of visitors (condition 3). Water was available ad libitum and chimpanzees 
were fed from 5 to 7 times a day depending on the season and on the length of daylight hours. 
Their meals were composed by vegetables, seeds, fruits, monkey chow and nuts.

Figure 1:  Chimpanzees’ indoor facility at LVS. Left side: the hall; Right side:  view of the inside of one cage with vertical and horizontal 
structures, enrichment devices, “ecosol” substrate and straw. Photographs by Magaly Degeorge.

Figure 2: Two different views of the chimpanzees’’ outdoor island at LVS. Photographs by Magaly Degeorge.
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The MMG was composed of nine sexually mature individuals, four adult and young 
adult males aged from 11 to 14 years old, one 7 years old adolescent male and four adult 
females housed at the Zoo-Aquarium of Madrid (ZAM). Data were collected from June to 
August 2008. The chimpanzee exhibit consisted of an outside 469 m2 cage with some vertical 
platforms, different height levels and visual barriers (See Fig. 3). The perimeter of the captivity 
enclosure was surrounded by glass walls. The park was open daily and the presence of visitors 
was common, animals were fed several times a day and water was available ad libitum.

Finally, the OMG was composed of 12 individuals, one adult male, six adult females 
and their five offspring, only the seven adults were subjects in the study. Chimpanzees were 
housed at the Jardim Zoológico de Lisboa, Portugal (JZL). Data were collected from February 
through May 2009 while the animals stayed at the outdoor facility. The chimpanzees’ exhibit 
was surrounded by water canals and naturalistic stone walls totalling 1092 m2, with vertical 
wooden platforms, ropes, grass lawn ground, protected trees and enrichment items. Water was 
available ad libitum (See Fig. 4).

1.1.2 Gorilla social groups and their settings

The two gorilla social groups consisted of an all-male or bachelor group (AMG) and a 
one-male family group (OMG). The AMG was housed at Loro Parque in Tenerife, Spain (LP). 
This group comprised six males of which two were 12 year old blackbacks and four were 19 to 
24 years old silverbacks (Watts, 1990). Gorillas were studied from October 2009 to March 2010. 
The gorilla exhibit consisted of an outdoor terrace with natural vegetation, wooden structures, 
trunks, rocks, waterfalls and different height levels where they could move freely. Subjects 
were isolated in individual dormitories for the two main daily meals (morning and night) and to 
sleep overnight. Animals were fed three times a day and were provided with enriching feeding 
items. Water was available ad libitum (See Fig. 5).

Data were collected under two conditions and during the most part of the study gorillas 
had access to the whole terraced compound of 3500 m2 (condition 1: whole terrace or spatially 
non-crowded), although during a small period, from the 15th November to the 11th December, due 
to maintenance and improvement works of the terrace, the access was restricted to one half of 
the terrace (condition 2: half terrace or spatially crowded). During the half terrace condition the 
most conflictive individual was removed from the group and stayed at the indoors dormitories 
in order to avoid high levels of aggressions and stress.

The OMG was composed of 12 individuals where only four were fully grown up adults, 
the silverback alpha male and three females. The other eight individuals were the offspring to 
the females and the silverback, of which one was an adolescent female of 7 years of age and 
two males were blackbacks. Adult and adolescent individuals were studied: the silverback, the 
three adult females, the two blackbacks and the adolescent female. They were housed at La 
Vallée des Singes in France (Lsvh). Data were collected from June to August 2009. During the 
study period the individuals were in a 4500 m2 island with trees, natural vegetation and trunks. 

 Figure 3: Chimpanzee exhibit at ZAM. 

Figures 5: Two different areas of the gorillas’ terrace at LP. 

Figure 4: Two different views of the chimpanzees’ exhibit at JZL. 
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The island was surrounded by water canals (See Fig. 6). This island was shared with a couple 
of Schmidt’s guenons (Cercopithecus ascanius schmidti) and four mantled guereza (Colobus 
guereza).

2. DATA COLLECTION 

Data were collected between December 2006 and April 2010. During this period focal-
group sampling and continuous recording of a selection of social and non-social behaviours 
were used. Group scan and focal scan sampling of the activities and socio-spatial behaviours of 
the individuals were also conducted (Martin & Bateson, 1993). All observations were balanced 
across individuals and across the day and identities were noted in all cases. When the identities 
were unclear, those observations were discarded. On average, I observed animals 4-8 hours daily. 
At the LVS chimpanzee group, I started observations with the first feeding session at around 
9.00 and lasted until animals were last fed, from winter to summer routines were progressively 
extended from 17.30 in winter to 19.30 in summertime following the lengthening of daylight 
time. At ZAM chimpanzees were observed four hour per day from 10.30 to 14.30, and at the 
JZL chimpanzees were observed three hours between 10.30 and 15.30. I observed two hours 
continuously the LVS gorilla group between 10 and 16 hours and 3 hours the LP gorilla colony 
between 10.40 and 16.00. 

Via scan sampling (Altmann, 1974), the frequency of the activities and socio-spatial 
behaviour of all the individuals were recorded on all study groups. These records included 
information on the identity and proximity category of neighbours. Group scan data were 

Figure 6: Gorillas’ island at LVS. Yaoundé, the Silverback in the center surrounded by its family. Fotograph by Magaly Degeorge

Table 1: Species and Study Groups

Table 1: Continued.

1. Structure: AMG: all-male group; MMG: Multi-male/multi-female group; OMG: One-male/multi-female group. 2. Age category:  based 
on Howell et al. (2006) for chimpanzees and on Watts (1990) for gorillas: Sb : Silverback; Bb : Blackback; Ado: adolescent. 3. Facility: 
Ind: indoors cages, is: island, out: outdoors cages, te: terrace. 4. Study sites: LSV: La Vallée des Singes, La Vienne, France; ZAM: Zoo- 
Aquarium Madrid, Spain; JZL: Jardim Zoologico Lisboa, Portugal; LP: Loro Parque, Tenerife, Spain. * In the whole terrace condition 
n=6, in the half terrace condition n=5.
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collected every 15 minutes or more to ensure independence between consecutive observations, 
in LVSh gorilla group, focal-scan data were collected using a 5 minutes interval between 
consecutive scans. 

Focal-scan and group scan observations provided information about proximity patterns 
and activities budgets. I collected data on various proximity categories: contact (C), within one 
arm’s reach (P1), within two arms’ reach but beyond one arm’s reach (P2), and within 3 m but 
beyond two arms’ reach (P3), I collected an additional distance category for gorillas, within 5 
m but beyond 4 meters (P4).  Activity budgets included both solitary and social interactions and 
were mutually excluding categories. Scan data provided a total of 1294 group scan observations 
distributed across the 4 study groups and conditions, and 227 focal scan at the LVSh group (See 
Table 2). 

Via group-focal sampling, social interactions and several non-social and self-directed 
behaviours were recorded in the chimpanzee and gorilla AMGs. Data collection included 43 
observation hours of the chimpanzee AMG from December 2006 to March 2007 and 27 hours 
and 30 minutes in gorillas from January to March 2010. From the overall data collection, three 
periods that were determined by the occurrence and temporality of conflicts were distinguished: 
periods without conflicts (non-conflict), with conflicts (conflict) and after conflicts (post-
conflict). Behavioural information on all individuals was collected during 15 minutes long 
periods at 15-s intervals as indicated by an MP3 (Lockard, 1976) on affiliative, agonistic, social 
play and self-directed behaviours (See Table 2).
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Table 2: Data collection and study conditions

Table 2: Continued.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Most primates live in social groups, establish different types of relationships, and exhibit 
a variety of social systems. These systems reflect the interactions of evolutionary history, and of 
historical as well as current ecological and social pressures like ambient temperature, predation, 
food distribution and abundance, and conspecific aggression (Clutton-Brock & Janson, 2012; 
Chapman & Rothman, 2009; Koenig, Scarry, Wheeler, & Borries, 2013; Thierry, 2008). 

Yet, the advantages of group living are not straightforward since social life can negatively 
impact health and, ultimately, fitness. Indeed, in order to be considered an adaptive trait, the 
benefits of social life should exceed its costs, and for this to happen, the capacity to successfully 
respond to variable environments can be critical (Dunbar, 1988; Markham & Guesquiere, 
2017; van Schaik, 2013). It seems that the development of plastic behavioural responses was 
critical to cope with highly variable environments, and that also favoured the evolution of social 
mechanisms to meet the demands of social life (Casanova, Mondragon-Ceballos, & Lee, 2008; 
Ghalambor, Angeloni, & Carrol, 2010; Piersma & Drent, 2003; Seebacher & Krause, 2017; 
West-Eberhard, 1989). 

Larger brains, slower life histories, and the development of intimate contact are associated 
with social complexity (Dunbar & Shultz, 2007) and with demanding forms of social learning. 
Indeed, brains can only increase relative to body size when the cognitive benefits they produce 
are reliably translated into improved survival prospects (van Schaik, 2013). Organisms like 
chimpanzees and gorillas, which are both more mobile and longer-lived, are less likely to 
achieve local adaptation uniquely through the selection of genetically based traits and, as a 
result, plasticity becomes key to achieve local optimum adaptations (Casanova et al., 2008; 
Chang, Forthman, & Maple, 1999; Jones, 2005; Ménard & Vallet, 1997). This plasticity may be 
reflected in variations in the allocation of time and energy to different fitness-related activities 
(Dunbar, 1988).

Life history theory predicts that life history traits such as body size, age, lifespan, 
and reproductive condition determine the extent that the time available can be distributed 
across different fitness-enhancing activities (Dunbar, 1988). Many activities cannot be time-
shared and an increased time budget spent on a given activity does it at the expense of other 
activities (Stearns, 1989). Numerous studies, both in the wild and in captivity, have shown 
that chimpanzees and gorillas, among many other species, may adjust their time budgets to 
different fitness-enhancing activities in response to variable environmental and social pressures 
(Duncan, 2012; Itoh & Nishida, 2007; Lewis & O’Riain, 2017; Yamagiwa et al., 2009).  

Activity budgets are related to important physiological and environmental factors such as 
energy balance, body size and food availability. Although other classifications are commonplace 

(Dunbar, 1988; Watts, 1988), the “time budget model” has been mainly applied to Papio species 
(Bronikowski & Altmann, 1996; Dunbar, 1992a, 1992c) and apes (Lehmann, Korstjens, & 
Dunbar, 2007a, 2008a, 2008b, 2010). Indeed, this model states that the four activities that 
account for most of an animal’s active daytime and that are important for individuals’ survival 
and reproduction are resting, moving, feeding and socializing (Williamson & Dunbar, 1999). 
Ultimately, this model places the upper limit on group size across habitats according to different 
ecological and demographic conditions that determine the investment in several of these 
categories (Dunbar, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c).

In chimpanzees and gorillas variation in time budgets may occur both within and 
between populations. For instance, changes regarding temperature-related factors affected the 
terrestrial and arboreal time (i.e., seasonal variability) of the wild chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes 
schweinfurthii) community Sonso in Budongo (Kosheleff & Anderson, 2009). Overall, 
chimpanzees from this community spent the majority of their time feeding followed by resting, 
socializing through grooming exchanges, and finally travelling (Kosheleff & Anderson, 2009). 
Results were similar across some other communities such as at Taï National Park in Ivory Coast 
in which uniquely an increased travelling time was reported compared to Sonso (Doran, 1997). 
However, Senegal chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes verus) at the Fongoli community spent less 
time feeding compared to other study sites (Wrangham, 1977, 1986). Interestingly, differences 
in Fongoli seemed to be related to ecological factors such as savannah environment and food 
availability (Pruetz & Bertolani, 2009).

In contrast to chimpanzees, seasonality did not affect mountain gorillas’ (Gorilla berengei) 
activity budgets. Regardless the season, the majority of their daily activity period was spent 
feeding, followed by resting, whereas little time was spent moving or socializing. Mountain 
gorillas’ folivore diet, in which food is available most of the time, was argued to explain the 
stability of time budgets across seasons (Watts, 1988). Such as chimpanzees, other seasonal 
species including Barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus) or western lowland gorillas (Gorilla 
gorilla gorilla) changed their activity budgets and foraging efforts in order to find feeding 
resources (Doran, 1997; Ménard & Vallet, 1997; Moscovice et al., 2007; Remis, 1997). In 
particular, variations in the time allocated to different activities were found across lowland 
gorilla populations. Adult individuals from the study group at Bai Hokou in Central African 
Republic spent the majority of their time feeding, followed by resting and traveling while very 
little time was devoted to social activities and nothing to grooming (Masi, Cipolletta, & Robbins, 
2009). Magliocca and Gautier-Hion (2002) found out that gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) that 
were studied while visiting a forest clearing at the northwest Republic of Congo also spent very 
little time in social activities. In contrats, they devoted more time to locomotion and feeding 
than at other study sites suggesting that gorillas mainly visited the clearing for food. 

In captivity, primate activity budgets can be also altered due to environmental, housing, 
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and demographic conditions. For example, mandrills’ activity budgets came closer to those 
observed in the wild after turning their enclosure more naturalistic (Chang et al., 1999), all-male 
lowland gorillas increased non-contact aggression in groups with visual and/or olfactory access 
to females than in those without such access (Stoinski, Lukas, et al., 2004), and chimpanzees’ 
foraging efforts varied in response to the availability of resources provided by a termite mound 
over time (Bonnie et al., 2012). Studies of this sort reveal the ability that some species may 
have to rapidly switch their behaviour to face different types of challenges, and also may have 
important implications to improve the management of captive populations and for welfare 
issues (Brando & Buchanan-Smith, 2017; Clark, 2017; Ortiz, Maxwell & Anderson, 2017).

In chimpanzees and gorillas, social relationships are key components of their social 
systems. Together with the analysis of the distribution of the time spent in different social 
activities, the analysis of socio-spatial relationships has been used to describe social relationships 
(Nakamichi & Kato, 2001). It has been argued that close proximities may facilitate cooperation 
through the development of tolerance, and that the study of socio-spatial behaviour can be useful 
to investigate association preferences with other individuals. Typically, studies on proximity 
relationships in gorillas and chimpanzees have included social distances that range from body 
contact up to being ten meters away. In both species proximity between neighbours like in 
contact or one arm’s reach, have been associated with intimate affiliative relationships (Clark, 
2011; Nakamichi, Onishi, Silldorf, & Sexton, 2014; Sugiyama, 1988), whereas distances further 
away such as being within 5 meters, were associated with less intimate relationships [gorillas: 
(Chalmeau & Peignot, 1998; Stoinski, Hoff, & Maple, 2003; Watts, 1994b); chimpanzees: 
(Kawanaka, 1989; Langergraber, Mitani, & Vigilant, 2009; Langergraber, Mitani, Watts, & 
Vigilant, 2013; Machanda, Gilby, & Wrangham, 2013; Mitani & Amsler, 2003)].

 In species in which social interactions are infrequent (Stoinski et al., 2003), proximity 
measures can be especially useful to provide feedback about dyadic relationships. For instance, 
among male captive gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) housed in all-male groups, affiliative 
exchanges were infrequent but they were found to spend 36% of their time within five meters of 
each other and 12% within one meter (Stoinski, Kuhar, et al., 2004). Besides, proximity patterns 
may also be useful to describe variation in the social structure across populations. The analysis 
of proximity relationships in chimpanzees demonstrated that in one study site males established 
stronger and more stable associations than females (Gilby & Wrangham, 2008), whereas in 
another study females also exhibited association preferences that, indeed, were positively 
correlated with grooming (Langergraber et al., 2009). And finally, proximity-related measures 
can also contribute to obtain valuable information about different socio-spatial indices: the extent 
to which individuals in groups may be accompanied or alone (i.e., sociality), the preference for 
specific distances (i.e., closeness) and the number of neighbours (i.e., gregariousness); and 
also about the identities of the partners and the networking of dyadic relationships through the 

analysis of their social networks (Brent, Lehmann, & Ramos-Fernández, 2011; Wasserman & 
Faust, 1994; Whitehead, 2008). 

The Social Networks Analysis (from now onwards referred as SNA) provides important 
understanding of how groups are structured through non-random associations (Girvan & 
Newman, 2002; Otte & Rousseau, 2002; Sueur, Jacobs, Amblard, Petit, & King, 2011), and 
of the type, the intensity and the stability of relationships. This perspective encompasses 
theories, models and applications that are expressed in terms of relational concepts or 
processes (Wasserman & Faust, 1994) such as grooming exchanges, agonistic encounters, play, 
consortship, winning in fights, or dominance relationships, and also on proximity relationships 
(Faust, 2006; Faust & Skvoretz, 2002). The SNA allows the study of these processes to compare 
sociality across different groups and at several levels, ranging from individual behaviour to 
group-level dynamics (Krause, Lusseau, & James, 2009; Léve et al. 2015; Sueur & Mary, 2017; 
Sueur, Petit, et al., 2011; Wey, Blumstein, Shen, & Jordán, 2008).  

In primates, the SNA has already provided insights into the pathways of disease 
transmission (Bermejo et al., 2006; Caillaud et al., 2006; Moore & Newman, 2000; Rushmore et 
al., 2013), the dynamics of the social structure of groups and the relevance of central individuals 
to maintain group cohesion (Flack, Girvan, de Waal, & Krakauer, 2006; Flack & Krakauer, 
2006; Kanngiesser, Sueur, Riedl, Grossmann, & Call, 2011). Indeed, SNA is gaining relevance 
for the study of primate societies (Brent, Lehmann, et al., 2011), for understanding the influence 
of changes and stability in association patterns (Nakamichi et al., 2014; Schel et al., 2013) and 
for improving the management of captive populations (Clark, 2011; Dufour, Sueur, Whiten, & 
Buchanan-Smith, 2011).

Chimpanzees and gorillas have been reported to vary their behaviour following changes 
in density conditions (Cordoni & Palagi, 2007; Duncan, Jones, van Lierop, & Pillay, 2013; 
Nieuwenhuijsen & de Waal, 1982; Videan & Fritz, 2007). In captivity, the analysis of proximity 
relationships and activity budgets has proven useful to study the extent to which husbandry 
protocols and housing conditions may constrain primates’ social life (Judge, 2000; Judge & de 
Waal, 1993). Indeed four predominant models that have tried to explain individuals’ responses 
under crowding have been proposed. (1) The density-aggression model posits that aggressive 
exchanges increase with the stress of crowding (Calhoun, 1962; Nieuwenhuijsen & de Waal, 
1982), (2) the conflict-avoidance model claims that all sorts of social and most non-social 
activities are partially inhibited under crowding except for self-directed behaviours (Aureli, 
Van Panthaleon Van Eck, & Veenema, 1995; Judge & de Waal, 1993), (3) the tension-reduction 
model argues that individuals increase socio-positive exchanges but self-directed behaviours 
and inactivity remain unchanged (Caws & Aureli, 2003; Videan & Fritz, 2007) and, finally, (4) 
the coping model argues that individuals learn and selectively employ different strategies to 
deal with crowding (de Waal, 1989b). 
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Crowding alone is not the unique source of stress that may affect the behaviour of captive 
primates. Among others, in chimpanzees and gorillas the presence of visitors has been argued 
to have important effects on their social dynamics and well-being (Carder & Semple, 2008; 
Lambeth, Bloomsmith, & Alford, 1997; Wells, 2005). As a matter of fact, the assumption that 
the presence of visitors has negative consequences on the well-being of primates is not clear. 
In several studies stress responses appeared among individuals with the presence of visitors 
(Chamove, Hosey, & Schaetzel, 1988; Davis, Schaffner, & Smith, 2005), while in others 
visitors seemed to have an enriching effect on behaviour (Hosey, 2000). Evidence suggests that 
the number of visitors (Hosey, 2005; Wells, 2005), the characteristics of the enclosure and the 
duration of exposure to visitors, i.e., long-term vs short term (Hosey, 2000), as well as some 
inherent characteristics of groups (Khan, 2013) are variables that should be considered. 

Both chimpanzees and gorillas have big brains relative to their body size favouring 
behavioural plasticity, they share several morphological, physiological and social traits (Malone 
et al., 2012), and they both have been argued to develop plastic responses to local conditions. 
However, despite their sharing this trait of being highly social, their social systems differ in several 
key grouping patterns (sex ratio, group size, migrations), group structure features (intensity and 
type of relationships) and in their mating systems (Meder, 2015). Altogether all of these factors 
provide an opportunity for testing predictions related to variations in the activity budgets and in 
the components of social structure (i.e., social interactions and proximity relationships) in each 
species under different conditions and for assessing them in a comparative perspective.

Demographic manipulations of captive groups for husbandry purposes may modify the 
grouping patterns that were expected for one species in the wild. The grouping patterns of 
chimpanzee and gorilla in the wild differ in many respects, although sometimes both species 
have been housed with similar demographic structures. Chimpanzees typically live in multi-
male/multi-female communities where males are philopatric and females disperse, sometimes 
subgroups composed by males can be found in hunting parties (Boesch, 1994; Gilby, Eberly, 
Pintea, & Pusey, 2006; Mitani & Watts, 2001) or while patrolling the boundaries of their 
territory (Amsler, 2010; Watts & Mitani, 2000a). Gorillas form one-male units with a dominant 
silverback and several females, both sexes disperse (Meder, 2015). Multi-male groups as well 
as all-male non-breeding groups can be observed in the mountain species but are rather rare in 
the western lowland species (Enciso, Calcagno, & Gold, 1999). As a result, chimpanzees stand 
out for being gregarious, male bonded and by forming alliances and coalitions with other males 
(Morin et al., 1994; Nishida, 1983), they invest much of their time in social exchanges and 
stay in close proximity to one another (Fawcett, 2000; Kosheleff & Anderson, 2009; Reynolds, 
2005; Wrangham, 1986). Western lowland gorillas exchange few affiliative behaviours and 
proximity relationships have been considered to describe closer relationships between pairs of 
individuals (Nakamichi et al., 2014). Moreover, gorillas’ main investment of time is related to 

food consumption (Magliocca & Gautier-Hion, 2002; Masi et al., 2009; Watts, 1988).

The current comparative study of chimpanzees and gorillas was undertaken to investigate 
the impact of environmental, demographic and phylogenetical factors on the distribution of 
activity budgets and on several proximity-related measures: three socio-spatial indices and 
social networks. By considering these measures together, this study is expected to contribute 
to our understanding of the behaviour of chimpanzees and gorillas in captivity compared to 
their wild counterparts, and of the strategies that arise in captive settings and that may reflect 
behavioural plasticity, in response to diverse environmental and social contexts that have to do 
with social living.

1.1 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

 In this study, we aim to carry out interspecific (between species comparisons), intraspecific 
(within species comparisons) and intragroup comparisons (within group comparisons). 
Regarding chimpanzees and gorillas (between species comparisons), we are interested in 
comparing:

(i) A group of chimpanzees and a group of gorillas having the species-typical sex-
ratio that has been described in the wild for each species: a multi-male/multi-female chimpanzee 
colony and a one-male/multi-female gorilla group. According to the literature, we expect 
chimpanzees to invest more time in social-related activities than gorillas.

(ii) Among captive gorillas, male surplus cannot usually remain in their natal group. 
For this reason, in captivity male gorillas are sometimes housed in all-male groups in order 
to avoid the solitary confinement. Philopatry and the establishment of strong bonds happens 
among male chimpanzees whereas, both male and female gorillas disperse and establish weaker 
isosexual bonds. However plasticity of behavioural responses that characterize great apes may 
favour other types of relationships when local conditions may require it.  For this reason we 
expect that in the absence of females, gorillas would re-direct social investment towards other 
males.  We compare an all-male group of chimpanzees and an all-male group of gorillas to find 
out whether in the absence of females to compete for, gorillas’ social structure would resemble 
the one reported for chimpanzees, with increased social exchanges between males.  

Second, several captive chimpanzee and gorilla groups with different demography will be 
compared (within species comparisons).

(i) In chimpanzees, one all-male group (AMG), one male/multi-female group 
(OMG) and one multi-male/multi-female group (MMG) are investigated and several predictions 
are set out. 
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 a.  Chimpanzees societies are known for being male-bonded (Goodall, 1986; Mitani, 
Watts, & Muller, 2002), we expect to find higher rates of social exchanges and in particular of 
affiliative behaviours and more intimate proximity relationships in the all-male group compared 
to the other two groups.

 b. Male chimpanzees associate more strongly with one another than do females 
with other females and males with females (Meder, 2015; Mitani, Watts, & Muller, 2002), 
therefore we expect to find fewer social exchanges in the one-male/multi-female group.  

 c. Increased rates of male aggression are related to female sexual swelling (Muller 
& Wrangham, 2004) and, therefore, we expect to find higher rates of aggression in the multi-
male/multi-female group.

(ii) In captivity, the establishment of all-male groups is becoming increasingly 
frequent in order to place surplus gorillas. Typically western lowland gorillas do not form all-
male groups in the wild. By investigating the behaviour of males in all-male groups the present 
study may provide important insights into the management of captive populations and into 
the feasibility of this type of housing. In order to find out how males respond to this housing 
compared to the behaviour found in the one-male group, we compare the activity budgets and 
socio-spatial behaviour of an all-male with a one-male/multi-female group.

Finally, we investigate chimpanzee and gorilla groups that undergo different changes 
(within group comparisons) with the general assumption that both, chimpanzees and gorillas, 
develop plastic local responses to deal with changes.

(i) Spatial density changes: we analyse the strategies that exhibit gorillas and 
chimpanzees in all-male groups to deal with increased spatial density (Caws & Aureli, 2003), 
in which escape opportunities are temporarily reduced. Studies on chimpanzees’ behaviour 
under crowding conditions showed that these may emit varied types of responses suggesting 
different behavioural plasticity between individuals and groups. Some of these studies reported 
that male chimpanzees did not avoid contact neither during short-term nor long-term crowding 
(Nieuwenhuijsen & de Waal, 1982; Videan & Fritz, 2007), instead affiliation increased and the 
intensity of aggressions decreased as was predicted by the tension-reduction model (de Waal, 
1989b). On the other hand, other studies reported that chimpanzees increased aggression as the 
density-aggression model proposed (Ross, Wagner, Schapiro, & Hau, 2010). Males from this 
colony have been largely habituated to being housed together in both crowded and non-crowded 
conditions and, for this reason (and given the highly gregarious nature of male chimpanzees), 
despite that aggressive exchanges are expected, we they would successfully cope with crowding 
and control aggression through increased affiliative exchanges, as proposed by de Waal’s coping 
model (1989b).

Among gorillas, studies also reported contradictory results. Some of them showed a 
short-term conflict-avoidance and a long-term coping strategy in response to spatial density 
(Cordoni & Palagi, 2007; Ross et al., 2010), while in others, both aggressive exchanges and 
self-manipulation increased (Hoff, Powell, Lukas, & Maple, 1997) supporting the density-
aggression model (Calhoun, 1962). Besides, male western lowland gorilla exchange very few 
affiliative interactions and aggressions are presumed to be more common than between females 
or across sexes (Leeds, Boyer, Ross, & Lukas, 2015). For all these, we expect to find that under 
short-term crowding conditions and with reduced escape opportunities aggressive exchanges 
would increase. 

(ii) Stability across time: It has been argued that male chimpanzees establish close 
social bonds (Langergraber, Mitani, & Vigilant, 2007; Mitani, Watts, Pepper, et al., 2002), that 
these are stable over time (Mitani, 2009). In this study the same all-male colony of chimpanzees 
was observed in two periods, the first was in 2007 and the second two years later. In the gap 
between the two periods an individual died. We expected to find stable social bonds over time 
and that those individuals with closer bonds with the individual that had died would reorganize 
their social networks, establishing closer ties with other individuals.

(iii) Finally, the presence of visitors has been argued to be enriching for individuals, 
even though it may also be a source of stress (Chamove et al., 1988; Davis et al., 2005; Hosey, 
2005). Here we examine the effect of the presence of visitors on the chimpanzees’ behaviour 
and in particular on their activity budgets, socio-spatial indices and social networks.

2. METHODS

2.1 Study groups, sampling and recording methods

Data for this study were collected during several periods between December 2006 and 
April 2010 on three captive colonies of chimpanzees and two groups of gorillas. As described 
in the general methods section, each had a different demographic structure and some groups 
underwent diverse environmental conditions (Table 1). During the study periods group and 
focal scan sampling data (Altmann, 1974; Martin & Bateson, 1993) were recorded on different 
activity categories and on socio-spatial relationships. 

In most groups, group scan data were collected every 15 minutes between consecutive 
observations, and only in LVSh gorilla group focal-scan data were collected using a 5 minute 
interval between consecutive scans (See Table 2 in Chapter 2 for details about data collection). 
My observations were mainly based on the chimpanzee social ethogram described by van Hooff 
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(1973) and on the compilation of gorilla ethograms from the Gorilla Behavior Advisory Group 
(Ogden et al., 1991). Records provided information about the identity and proximity category 
of neighbours and about activities as described in the ethogram (Table 2). Behavioural activities 
consisted of mutually exclusive categories and included both self-directed behaviours and social 
interactions. Scan data provided a total of 1294 group scan observations distributed across the 
4 study groups and conditions, and 227 focal scan at the LVSh group (See Chapter 2: General 
methods for details about data collection). 

2.2 Ethogram

The following ethogram includes the description of the activity and proximity categories 
that were recorded in both chimpanzees and gorillas. The identities of the subjects were always 
noted. When the identities, the distances or the activities were unclear, those observations were 
discarded. 

C: In physical contact

P1: Within an arm’s reach 

P2: Within two arms’ reach but beyond an arm’s reach

P3: Between two arms and four meters

P4: Between four and five meters (G*)

Out of sight 

Non-social 
and non-maintenance 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Self-directed Behaviour 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maintenance

Abnormal

Solitary play  

Resting: Sitting, lying down, standing on the four quarters but stationary.

Moving: Walking, climbing to the structures, running, jumping.

Explore: 

Objects: Structures of the enclosure and some elements used as 
enrichment.

Tools: Any object used as a tool to get something.

Self-scratching.

Rough self-scratching. 

Self-grooming: Only certain parts of the body are accessible to this 
treatment.

Self-licking: arms, underarms, hands.

Self-genital investigation: lick, touch, and investigate genial area.

Others unclassified.

Feeding: Eating or drinking.

Foraging: Finding food items.

Drink urine.

Regurgitation and re-ingestion.

Faeces eating.

Trichotillomany: Pulling out and eating the hair (*G).

Locomotor play: gymnastics, swinging, rolling, rotating, run.

Play with objects: Structures of the enclosure and some elements used 
as enrichment.

GROUPSPECIES

PROXIMITY CATEGORY 

NON-SOCIAL BEHAVIOURAL ACTIVITIESDEMOGRAPHIC
STRUCTURE1

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

Pan troglodytes verus

 
Pan troglodytes verus

Pan troglodytes ssp

Pan troglodytes ssp

Gorilla gorilla gorilla

 
Gorilla gorilla gorilla

LVS07

 
LVS09

ZAM 

JZL 

LP  

LVSh

AMG

 
AMG

MMG

OMG

AMG 

OMG

Indoors without visitors
Outdoors without visitor
Outdoors with visitors

Outdoors with visitors

Outdoors

Outdoors

Outdoors whole terrace
Outdoors half terrace

Outdoors

Table 1: Species, groups, demographic structure and environmental conditions.

Table 2: Ethogram compiled: Some behavioural measures were only observed in one of the two species, in those cases the asterisk indicates 
whether that category was observed in chimpanzees (*Ch) or in gorillas (*G). 

1. Demographic structure: AMG: all-male; MMG: Multi-male/multi-female; OMG: One-male/multi-female.
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2.3 Behavioural measures

Data obtained from the focal and group-scan samplings were used to study the activity 
budgets, several socio-spatial indices and the social networks of gorillas and chimpanzees (See 
Table 2 in Chapter 2 for details about data collection). We carried out comparisons between 
species, between different groups within the same species and we studied behavioural changes 
within the same groups under different demographic and environmental conditions as described 
in Table 3.

Table 2: Continued. Table 2: Continued.

SOCIAL BEHAVIOURAL ACTIVITIES SOCIAL BEHAVIOURAL ACTIVITIES

Social Play 
 
 
 
 

Affiliative 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agonistic/aggressive

Agonistic/submissive

Sexual

 
Stare (*G) 

Playful interactions between two or more individuals that include run, 
bites, hitting, follow one another. Wrestling (*G) consist of at least 
several seconds of body contact holding, embracing, biting, hitting, 
pulling, bumping against the partner (Meder, 1989). Play-face and 
head-head contact and jumps (*CH).

Touch: Any contact of a fellow’s body with the hand.

Embrace: An animal stands or squats in front of the other and clasps 
it by putting the arms around the partner’s body, also includes ventral-
back embrace with side-to-side movements (*CH).

Grooming: Mostly both hands and the lips are used in grooming; one 
hand mainly pushes the hairs apart whereas dislodged particles may be 
picked up with the other hand or with the lips (*CH). 

Supplant: Place and social supplant. One takes another’s place or 
places himself between two other individuals that were in a social 
behaviour. No aggressive answer from the supplanted (Casanova, 
2002). 

Hit: One individual hits another one with its arms or with an object.

Stand facing: One individual approaches another one and stays 
looking at him straight in front of him during at least 5 seconds 
(Meder, 1989) (*G).

Quarters: Stand-facing alike but without the straight regard towards 
the other individual (*G). 

Threats: Quarters or Stand-face followed by intimidating movements 
(approaching, trying to supplant, sudden advance towards the other 
individual) (*G). 

Bite.

Chase: One individual follows another one that flights.

Chest-beating: hitting one’s chest in a biped position (*G).

Charge: One individual suddenly goes or runs aggressively towards 
another one.  

Charging-displays: One individual runs from one side of the 
enclosure to the other side where there is no one (*G).

Piloerection and vocalizations (*CH).

Displays with stamps (*CH):  strong vocalizations, piloerection, 
charges and stamps on the floor on structures. It might be clearly 
directed towards another individual or not.

Get away from one another’s way: One individual gets away from the 
way of another one to avoid direct confrontation with that subject (*G).

Submission present: A subject approaches another and stays at a 
quadruped position with his back turned towards the individual showing 
his genitals (*G). 

Crouch present: The hind quarters of an animal are turned towards a 
partner mostly in an active manner. Often there is flexion of the arms as 
well, thus the body can be brought to a horizontal position close or even 
touching the ground (*CH).

Gaze aversion (*G).

Flight.

Grimace (*CH).

Yell (*CH).

Masturbation.

Mating.

Mouth-Mouth contact (*CH).

Genital investigation: Males and occasionally females, would 
investigate the genital area of other females. The labia and bulba might 
also be manipulated intensively and inspected both olfactorily and 
visually (*CH).

Stare at other gorillas.being vigilant or monitoring
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in gorillas (See Table 4)]. All the variables were recorded outside of the feeding periods. Given 
that feeding periods were routinely scheduled, virtually all feeding related behaviours were 
restricted to those time slots. Therefore, in order to avoid biased results, all feeding related 
activities were excluded from these analyses.

2.3.2 Socio-spatial indices (SSI) 

On the basis of the information provided by the proximity categories: C, P1, P2, P3 
and P4 (See Table 2), three proximity-related association indices were built up. These were 
labelled closeness, sociality and gregariousness (Amezcua-Valmala, Hernández-Lloreda, & 
Colmenares, 2008). The three of them complement each other and provide information about 
the group socio-spatial relationships, the individuals’ preferred social distances and the number 
of neighbours at every proximity category (See Table 5).

2.3.1 Activity budgets

Activities were classified into three non-social categories and one social category:  resting 
(R), self-directed behaviours (SDB), moving (M), and socializing (S). The social category was 
broken down into different subcomponents: social play (SP), social affiliative behaviours [(SAF) 
only observed in chimpanzees], aggressive behaviours (SAG), and staring [(S) only observed 

Table 3: Comparisons and study groups. 

Table 4: Behavioural measures: activity budgets

AMG: all-male group, OMG: One-male group, MMG: multi-male/multi-female group. (1) Chimpanzee and gorilla groups with equivalent 
demographic conditions: (1.1) AMG and (1.2) groups with the typical social organization for the species: a chimpanzee MMG and a gorilla 
OMG. (2) Within the same species, chimpanzee and gorilla colonies: (2.1) chimpanzee AMG, MMG and OMG (2.2) gorilla AMG and 
OMG. (3) The same groups were studied under different conditions: (3.1) Changes on spatial density: Chimpanzees AMG indoors (C1) 
versus outdoors (C2) and gorillas AMG with the half-terrace available (C2) versus the whole terrace (C1) conditions. (3.2) Stability across 
time: chimpanzees AMG in 2007 and 2009 where two changes occurred, individuals were older and one chimpanzee had died between 
2007 and 2009. (3.3) Effect of the visitors in chimpanzees AMG: non-visitors (C2) versus visitors (C3).

STUDY CONDITIONS

CATEGORIES DESCRIPTION

GROUPS

BETWEEN SPECIES (1)

 
WITHIN SPECIES (2)

 

WITHIN GROUPS (3)

AMGs (1.1)

 

OMG VS MMG (1.2)

CHIMPANZEES (2.1)

 
GORILLAS (2.2)

Changes on spatial density (3.1)

 

 
Stability across time (3.2)

Effect of visitors (3.3)

Lvs09AMG

LpC1AMG

 
Zam MMG

Lvsh OMG

Lvs09 AMG

Jzl OMG

Zam MMG

 
LpC1 AMG 

Lvsh OMG

Lvs07C1

Lvs07C2

 
LpC1

LpC2

 
Lvs07C2

Lvs09

Lvs07C2

Lvs07C3

Resting (R)

Self-directed behaviours (SDB) 

 
Moving (M)

Social Play (SP)

Affiliative behaviours (SAF)

 
Aggressive behaviours (SAG)

 
Staring behaviour (S)

Resting and other types of static and relaxed behaviours.

Included several types of SDB: Self-grooming, self-scratching, 
rough self-scratching, self-licking and other sporadic self-
directed behaviours as described at the ethogram.

Moving from one point to another and pacing.

Playful interactions between two or more individuals.

The ensemble of affiliative behaviours explained in the ethogram 
were considered.

All the directed and undirected aggressions described in the 
ethogram were considered.

Staring at someone, being vigilant. This behaviour appeared not 
only in aggressive contexts, therefore it was analysed separately 
from the general aggressive category.
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2.3.3 Social Networks

Social Network Analysis (SNA) regards social systems as a network composed of a set of 
nodes (subjects) connected by edges (proximity) that indicate their interactions. This approach 
was originated in the mathematical graph theory, and one important benefit of using SNA for 
nonhuman social analysis is the sophistication of the network-drawing computational routines 
(Krause, Croft, & James, 2007; Whitehead, 2008).  

In this study, chimpanzee and gorilla subjects are the nodes that are connected by edges 
indicating proximity relationships. SNA provides information about the identities of social 
partners at a given proximity category, if these relationships may be more or less permanent 
and intense, where some individuals may stay in close proximity while others may be part of a 
broader social grouping.

Two main forms of SNA are studied, the “ego” or individual measures, which refer to each 
individual’s social network and the global or group measures which refer to the characteristics 
of the group as a whole [(Castles et al., 2014; Otte & Rousseau, 2002; Wey et al., 2008) – See 
Tables 6 and 7].

Table 5: Behavioural measures: socio-spatial indices (Amezcua-Valmala et al., 2008).

Table 6: Global measures.

INDEX

GLOBAL MEASURES

DEFINITION

DESCRIPTION

Studies the frequency of being alone or accompanied in each of the 
different proximity categories. Closeness can range from low to high. 
When individuals stay at nearby proximities the closeness is higher than 
at distant categories. Closeness studies proximity rings, each category 
is independent from the others providing non-cumulative proximity 
data. An individual’s closeness score tells us how often (proportion of 
scan samples) s/he was with somebody else (or alone) in each category 
distance (i.e., ring).  

Studies the patterns of being alone or accompanied in different proximity 
categories. To assess sociality, this index studies proximity discs: being 
accompanied or alone in contact, from contact up to one arm’s reach, 
up to two arms’ reach, and up to four meters in chimpanzees, and 
additionally up to five meters in gorillas. An individual’s sociality score 
tells us how often (proportion of scan samples) s/he was with somebody 
else (or alone) in the various accumulated distance categories (i.e., 
discs).

A ratio of the number of edges per node to the number of possible 
edges of the network. It ranges from 0 to 1. Zero means that no one is 
connected and one means that all the nodes are connected.

Maximal distance between all pairs of nodes. When the all the 
individuals of the network are very well connected, diameter is close to 
1. Where 1 means that all the nodes are connected to all others.

Modularity is the probability that an edge would fall into a module 
minus the probability that a random edge would fall into that module. 
Values between -1 and 1, values lower than 0.4 indicates that the graph 
does not have a prominent community structure (Blondel, Guillaume, 
Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008; Newman & Girvan, 2004).

Informs about proximity clique sizes. Subjects in groups can be alone, 
with one or with more fellows. Gregariousness studies the number 
of companions within every proximity category. Like sociality, 
gregariousness analyses proximity discs. This index is assessed 
through the study of the number of neighbours that are accumulated 
from the nearest proximity category (contact) to the largest one (four 
or five meters).

Gregariousness ranges from low to high, being low to be alone or 
with few fellows and high to be accompanied by many neighbours. 
An individual’s gregariousness score tells us how often (proportion of 
scan samples) and with how many s/he was in the various accumulated 
distance categories (i.e., rings).

Density (De)

 
 

Diameter (Di)

 
 

Modularity
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Table 7: Ego measures

EGO MEASURES DESCRIPTION

The degree of a node is the number of nodes adjacent to it that is the 
total number of social partners for a given individual. The degree 
of a node is a count that ranges from a minimum of 0 if no nodes 
are adjacent to a given node, to a maximum of group size minus one 
(Wasserman & Faust, 1994). 

The total frequency of interaction with other individuals for a given 
individual (Brent, Semple, Dubuc, Heistermann, & MacLarnon, 2011)

Indicator of a node’s centrality in a network. It is equal to the number of 
shortest paths from all vertices to all others that pass through that node. 
A node with high betweenness centrality has a large influence on the 
transfer of items through the network, under the assumption that item 
transfer follows the shortest paths. It is often interpreted as a measures 
of information control (Brent, Semple, et al., 2011). When all the nodes 
are directly connected, betweenness is 0.

Measures how well connected an individual is within the network. 
For each individual, it gives a number that indicates its connectedness 
within the network. It may be highly skewed. EC can be high (1) for a 
few well-connected individuals and virtually zero (0) for the remaining 
members of the population (Whitehead, 2008). 

Individuals that have the same degree do not necessarily have the same 
EC: an individual that is connected to several individuals that do not 
have many partners will have low EC, while another that is connected 
to individuals who themselves have a large number of partners will 
have high EC (Brent, Lehmann, et al., 2011; Sueur, Jacobs, et al., 2011).

Detects communities within the network by using the edges weights. 
The nodes that are more densely connected to one another than to the 
rest are considered to belong to the same community (Newman, 2006).

Degree (D)

 
 
 
 

Weighted Degree (WD)

Betweenness Centrality (BC)

Eigenvector Centrality (EC)

Modularity Class (MC)

Degree and weighted degree (or strength) reflect connections between pairs of individuals based on their 
direct interaction with one another.

BC and EC metrics are based in both direct and indirect connections within the network. Indirect connections 
are connections between pairs of individuals which result from their mutual direct connection to a third  
(Brent, Semple, et al., 2011).

2.4 Data analyses

Activity budgets, socio-spatial indices, and social networks of both gorillas and 
chimpanzees were studied and compared between and within species, and across different 
conditions within the same groups (See Table 3).

Activity budgets and socio-spatial were analysed in all colonies for every proximity 
category. To study gregariousness and to determine the largest clique size at every proximity 
category we established a cut-off point, this was based on two criteria that had to be satisfied: 
the percentage of neighbours at any particular distance should be greater than 5% of the 
observations and this should hold for at least 30% of the subjects. Next, comparisons were run 
between the clique sizes that met these criteria between the study groups and conditions.

For SNA, the dyadic proximity relationships measured up to two arms’ reach (P2) were 
analysed; the choice of P2 responded to several criteria. Contact among adult gorillas is rare 
and one arm’s reach was too conservative, any of both individuals can touch the other simply 
by stretching one of their arms, altogether comparisons with chimpanzees would be difficult. 
As we did not want to focus on too intimate relationships, and given that these were included 
in larger discs, we studied the next proximity disc, up to two arms’ reach. P2 includes those 
individuals that were in contact and at one arm’s reach, and incorporates another arm distance. 
We also excluded the largest distance, up to four meters, to reduce the influence of the enclosure 
size and the fact that individuals were within the P3 distance due to space restrictions. 

Graphic representations of the networks (i.e., sociograms), ego and global measures were 
obtained with Gephi 0.8.2 (Bastian, Heymann, & Jacomy, 2009). Normalized betweenness 
centrality results are given. Finally, weighted degrees across all the networks were compared. 

All the statistical analyses were non-parametric as the sample sizes were small and 
the scores were not normally distributed. For comparisons of independent samples, the 
non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis test for k independent samples and the Mann-Whitey U for 
two independent samples were run. When post-hoc comparisons were required, the Mann-
Whitney U test with the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was run with the level 
of significance set at p<.016 (three comparisons). For comparisons of two related samples, 
the non-parametric Wilcoxon test was run. To compare related samples when the N changed 
because an individual died (Lvs09) or because it was locked indoors (LpC2), the information 
of the subject that was removed was eliminated in both periods. SPSS 15 software was used to 
perform all non-parametric tests.
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 ACTIVITY BUDGETS

3.1.1 Between species

3.1.1.1 All male groups: Lvs09 versus Lpc1

Chimpanzees engaged more often in self-directed behaviours (SDB) and socializing 
activities (affiliation [SAF], aggression [SAG] and social play [SP]) than gorillas did 
(Socializing: Mann-Whitney test, df =1, Lvs09>Lpc1, U =1, p<.01; See Fig. 1; SDB: df=1, 
Lvs09>Lpc1 U=0, p<.001. See Fig. 2). 

3.1.1.2 Zam MMG versus Lvsh OMG

Comparisons of groups whose demographic structure was the expected for the species, 
i.e., OMG for gorillas and MMG for chimpanzees, revealed that chimpanzees engaged more 
often in SDB and resting (R) than gorillas did; on the other hand, gorillas moved (M) more than 
chimpanzees (Mann-Whitney test, df=1, SDB: zam>lvsh, U=0, p<.001; R: zam>lvsh, U=12, 
p<.05; M: lvsh>zam, U=7, p<.01; See Fig. 2). Overall, chimpanzees were more often engaged 
in socializing activities than gorillas (Mann-Whitney test, df =1, Lvs09>Lpc1, U=12, p<.05; 
See Fig. 1).

3.1.2 Within species

3.1.2.1 Chimpanzees: Lvs09 AMG versus Zam MMG versus Jzl OMG

There were differences across the three chimpanzee colonies in the percent of R, SDB, 
SP, SAF and SAG exchanges, but no differences were found in M (Kruskal-Wallis test, df= 2, 
R: χ2=14.4, p<.01; SDB: χ2=18.9, p<.001; SP: χ2=9.72, p<.01; SAF: χ2=17.5, p<.001; SAG: 
χ2=14, p<.01; See Fig. 3).

Post-hoc comparisons revealed that the OMG was the most inactive (R: Mann-Whitney 
test, df=1, jzl>zam, U =7, p <.01; jzl>lvs09, U=1, p<.001); that chimpanzees in the AMG were 
the most often engaged in SDB, and that were followed by the MMG (Mann-Whitney test, 
df=1, lvs09>zam, U =8, p<.01, lvs09>jzl, U =0, p<.001, zam>jzl, U =0, p<.001). Amongst the 
MMG chimpanzees, these were more often engaged in SP than in the AMG (Mann-Whitney 
test, df=1, zam>lvs09, U=11.5, p<0.01); and in the AMG chimpanzees affiliated and aggressed 
more often than in the OMG and the MMG (Mann-Whitney test, df=1, SAF: lvs09>jzl, U=0, 
p<.001;  lvs09>zam, U=3, p<.001; lvs09>jzl, U=1, p<.01, lvs09>zam, U =6, p<.01; See Fig. 3).

Chimpanzees in the AMG were the most often engaged in social interactions (SAF, SAG 
and SP) and the least were the chimpanzees in the OMG (Kruskal-.Wallis test, df= 2, χ2=17.81, 

Figure 1: Socializing: Mean time invested in social-related activities in the study groups of gorillas and chimpanzees. Gorillas: lined bars; 
chimpanzees: solid bars.

Figure 2: Distribution of behavioural activities of chimpanzees and gorillas. Left side: chimpanzee vs gorilla all-male groups; right side: 
Chimpanzee multi-male/multi-female group vs gorilla one male group. See Table 4 (behavioural measures: activity budgets) and Table 3 
(comparisons and study groups) for codes of activities and groups. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05. 
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p<.001; Post-hoc Mann-Whitney test, df=1, lvs09>zam, U=3, p<.001; lvs09>jzl, U=0, p<.001 
zam>jzl U=9.5, p<.0167; Fig. 1)

3.1.2.2 Gorillas: Lpc1 AMG versus Lvsh OMG

OMG gorillas moved more than AMG gorillas (M: Mann-Whitney test, df=1, M: 
lvsh>lpc1 U=6, p<.05) and AMG gorillas rested more. Interestingly, OMG gorillas were never 
observed aggressing or staring at each other during the whole study period (Mann-Whitney test, 
df=1 lpc1>lvsh, R: U=6, p<.05; SAG: U=3.5, p<.01; S: U=0, p<.01; Fig. 4).

Gorillas from the AMG tended to be more often engaged in social behaviour (SP, SAG 
and S) than gorillas from the OMG (Mann-Whitney test, df=1, Lpcl>lvsh U=7, p=.051; Fig. 1).

3.1.3 Within groups

3.1.3.1 Changes in spatial density

3.1.3.1.1 Chimpanzees: Lvs07c1 versus Lvs07c2 AMG

Socializing time increased in the indoor (increased spatial density [C1]) condition 
compared to outdoors (C2) (Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, c1>c2 z=-2.803, p<.01; Fig. 1), 
chimpanzees aggressed and affiliated more indoors, and they moved more outdoors (Wilcoxon 
signed ranked test, df=1, Lvs07c1>c2, SAF: z=-2.8, p<.01; SAG: Lvs07c1>c2, z= -2.366, 
p<.05; M: Lvs07c2>c1, z =-2.59, p<.01; Fig. 5)

Figure 3: Distribution of behavioural activities of chimpanzees in an all-male, a multi-male/multi-female and a one-male social groups. See 
Table 4 (behavioural measures: activity budgets) and Table 3 (comparisons and study groups) for codes of activities and groups. ***p<0.001, 
**p<0.01, *p<0.05.

Figure 4: Distribution of behavioural activities of gorillas in an all-male (LPC1) and in a one-male group (LVSh). See Table 4 (behavioural 
measures: activity budgets) and Table 3 (comparisons and study groups) for codes of activities and groups. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.
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3.1.3.1.2 Gorillas: Lpc1 versus Lpc2 AMG

In general gorillas spent more time socializing under the crowding condition than in the 
whole terrace condition (Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, c2>c1 z=-2.023, p<.05; Fig.1) 
and), no other differences were found on the time budgets distribution (See Fig. 6). 

3.1.3.2 Stability across time: Lvs07c3 versus Lvs09

The activity budgets and socializing time remained stable across time (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 
7) except for that in 2009 where chimpanzees engaged more often in SDB (Wilcoxon signed 
ranked test, df=1, lvs09>lvs07c3, z=-2.42, p<.05).

3.1.3.3 Effect of visitors: Lvs07c2 versus c3

With visitors chimpanzees were more often engaged in socializing activities (Wilcoxon 
signed ranked test, df=1, c3>c2, z=-2.803, p<.01; Fig. 1). Chimpanzees did both aggress and 
affiliate significantly more when visitors were present (C3) than when the Park was closed to 
the public [(C2) Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, Lvs07c3>c2: SAF: z=2.8, p<.01, SAG: z= 
2.3, p<.05; See Fig.8].

Figure 5: Distribution of behavioural activities of the chimpanzee LVS07 colony outdoors (C2) and in the spatial density condition (C1). See 
Table 4 (behavioural measures: activity budgets) and Table 3 (comparisons and study groups) for codes of activities and groups. ***p<0.001, 
**p<0.01, *p<0.05.

Figure 6:  Distribution of behavioural activities of the gorilla LP colony in the whole terrace condition (C1) and in the spatial density 
condition (C2). See Table 4 (behavioural measures: activity budgets) and Table 3 (comparisons and study groups) for codes of activities and 
groups. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.

Figure 7: Distribution of behavioural activities of the chimpanzee LVS AMG colony in 2007 and in 2009. See Table 4 (behavioural measures: 
activity budgets) and Table 3 (comparisons and study groups) for codes of activities and groups. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.
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3.2 SOCIO-SPATIAL BEHAVIOUR: SOCIO SPATIAL 
INDICES (SSI) AND SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS (SNA) 

3.2.1) SSI: CLOSENESS AND SOCIALITY 

3.2.1.1 Between species

3.2.1.1.1 All male groups: Lvs09 versus Lpc1

At any proximity ring AMG chimpanzees were more often accompanied than AMG 
gorillas, chimpanzees were also more sociable up to four meters than gorillas were (Mann-
Whitney test, df=1, closeness: lvs09>lpc1: C, U= 0, p<.001; P1, U=0, p<.001; P2: U =0, p<.001; 
P3: U =3, p<.01; sociality:  zam>lvsh: U=0, p<.001; P1: U=0, p<.001; P2: U=0, p<.001; P3: 
U=0, p<.001; See Fig. 9).

3.2.1.1.2 Zam MMG versus Lvsh OMG

Comparisons of groups whose demographic structure was the one that has been typically 
observed in the wild revealed that closeness scores were higher in chimpanzees than gorillas, 
and that chimpanzees were more sociable (Mann-Whitney test, df=1, closeness: zam>lvsh: C, 

U=0, p<.001; P1, U=0, p<.001; P2, U=6 , p<.01; P3, U=0; sociality: zam>lvsh: U=0, p<.001; 
P1, U=0, p<.001; P2, U=0, p<.001; P3, U=0, p<.001; See Fig. 9).

Figure 8: Distribution of behavioural activities of LVS07 colony of chimpanzees with visitors (C3) and without the presence of visitors 
(C2). See Table 4 (behavioural measures: activity budgets) and Table 3 (comparisons and study groups) for codes of activities and groups. 
***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.

Figure 9: Closeness and sociality: between species comparisons. Closeness (graph at the top): being accompanied or alone in every proximity 
ring (non-cumulative distances); Sociality (graph at the bottom): being accompanied or alone in every proximity disc (cumulative distances). 
See Table 5 for detailed information about socio-spatial indices (behavioural measures: socio-spatial indices). Left side: chimpanzee vs gorilla 
all-male groups; right side: Chimpanzee multi-male/multi-female group vs gorilla one male group. See Table 2 (ethogram) and Table 3 for 
codes of distances and for further details about groups. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05. 
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3.2.1.2 Within species

3.2.1.2.1 Chimpanzees: Lvs09 AMG versus Zam MMG versus Jzl 

OMG 

Closeness and sociality differed across the three chimpanzee colonies. Differences in 
closeness were found in contact, at one arm’s reach and at four meters rings; differences in 
sociality were found in all distances: in the four discs from contact up to four meters (Kruskal-
Wallis test, df=2, closeness: Cχ2=15.1, p<.01, P1χ2=8.01, p<.05,  P3χ2=17.12, p<.001; 
sociality: Kruskal-Wallis test, df=2, Cχ2=15.1, p<.01; P1χ2=12.8, p<.01; P2χ2=14.26, p<.01, 
P3χ2=8.42, p<.05; See Fig. 10). 

Post-hoc comparisons revealed that scores of closeness in contact were highest in the 
AMG condition. In P1 scores were higher in the AMG than in the MMG. Furthermore, post-
hoc comparisons also reveal that scores of closeness in contact in P3 were highest in the MMG 
condition (Mann-Whitney test, df=1; C: lvs09>zam, U=0, p<.001; lvs09>jzl, U=6, p<.01; P1: 
lvs09>zam, U=12, p<.016; P3: zam>lvs09, U=2, p<.001; zam>jzl, U=0, p<.001). 

In any distance studied from contact up to four meters, AMG chimpanzees were the most 
sociable with only two exceptions where no differences were found: in the P1 disc between 

Figure 10: Percentage of scans that chimpanzees at the AMG, MMG and OMG were accompanied or alone in every proximity ring (closeness) 
and disc (sociality). See Table 5 for detailed information about socio-spatial indices (behavioural measures: socio-spatial indices). ***p<0.001, 
**p<0.01, *p<0.05.  

Figure 11: Percentage of scans that gorillas at the AMG and at the OMG were accompanied or alone in every proximity ring (closeness) and 
disc (sociality). See Table 5 for detailed information about socio-spatial indices (behavioural measures: socio-spatial indices). ***p<0.001, 
**p<0.01, *p<0.05.

the AMG and the OMG, and in the P3 disc between the AMG and the MMG (Mann-Whitney 
test, df=1; C: lvs09>zam, U=, p<.001; lvs09>jzl, U=6, p<.01; P1: lvs09>zam, U=4, p<.01; P2: 
lvs09>zam, U=1, p<.001; lvs09>jzl, U=6, p<.01; P3: lvs09>jzl, U=8, p<.016). No differences 
were found between MMG and OMG conditions.

3.2.1.2.2 Gorillas: Lpc1 AMG versus Lvsh OMG

Scores of closeness in P1 were higher in the AMG than in the OMG and were higher in P4 
in the OMG (Mann-Whitney test, df=1; closeness: P1:lpc1>lvsh, U=5, p<.05; P4: lvsh>lpc1, 
U=0, p<.01; See Fig.11). No differences were found in sociality scores.

3.2.1.3 Within groups

3.2.1.3.1 Changes on spatial density

3.2.1.3.1.1 Chimpanzees: Lvs07c1 versus Lvs07c2 AMG

Scores of closeness in contact and in P1 rings were higher in the indoor (increased spatial 
density) than the outdoor condition and chimpanzees were more sociable indoors than outdoors 
from contact up to P2 (Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, closeness: c1>c2: C_z=-2.49, p<.05; P1_
z=-2.49, p<.05; sociality: C: z=-2.49, p<.05; P1: z=-2.803, p<.01; P2: z=-2.80, p<.01; See Fig. 12).
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3.2.1.3.1.2 Gorillas: Lpc1 versus Lpc2 AMG

Scores of closeness in P1 were higher in the whole terrace (C1) than in the half terrace 
condition (increased spatial density [C2]), in contrast, at P2 and P3 scores were higher with 
increased spatial density. Gorillas were more sociable up to P3 and up to P4 with increased 
spatial density than in the whole terrace condition (Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1; closeness: 
c1>c2, P1_z=-2.02, p<.05; c2>c1: P2_z=-2.02, p<.05; c2>c1:  P3_z=-2.02, p<.05. sociality: 
c2>c1: P3_z=-2.02, p<.05, P4_z=-2.02, p<.05; See Fig. 13).

3.2.1.3.2 Stability across time: Lvs07c3 versus Lvs09

No changes in the scores of closeness and sociality were found within the chimpanzee 
colony in the two study periods, i.e., 2007 and 2009 (See Fig. 14).

Figure 12: Percentage of scans that chimpanzees at the AMG were accompanied or alone in every proximity ring (closeness) and disc 
(sociality) in the spatial density condition (C1) and outdoors (C2). See Table 5 for detailed information about socio-spatial indices (behavioural 
measures: socio-spatial indices). ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.

Figure 13: Percentage of scans that gorillas at the AMG were accompanied or alone in every proximity ring (closeness) and disc (sociality) 
under the spatial density condition (C2) and the whole terrace condition (C1). See Table 5 for detailed information about socio-spatial indices 
(behavioural measures: socio-spatial indices). ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.

Figure 14: Percentage of scans that chimpanzees at the AMG were accompanied or alone in every proximity ring (closeness) and disc 
(sociality) in 2007 and in 2009. See Table 5 for detailed information about socio-spatial indices (behavioural measures: socio-spatial indices). 
***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.
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3.2.1.3.3 Effect of visitors: Lvs07c2 versus c3

Closeness was higher at contact and at P1 with the presence of visitors (C3) than when the 
Park was closed (C2), and individuals were more sociable from contact up to P3 with visitors 
than in their absence (Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, c3>c2; closeness: C: z=-2.29, p<.05;  
P1: z=-2.39, p<.05; sociality: C: z=-2.29, p<.05;  P1: z=-2.80, p<.01; P2: z=-2.70, p<.01; P3: 
z=-2.19, p<.05; See Fig. 15).

3.2.2) SSI: GREGARIOUSNESS

The study of the accumulated number of partners in every proximity disc revealed that in 
most groups and proximity categories the gregariousness index was higher in chimpanzees than 
in gorillas. In both species gregariousness differed across conditions and groups. As explained 
elsewhere, we established a cut-off point in order to study gregariousness and to determine the 
largest clique size at every proximity category. This was based on two criteria that had to be 
met: i) the percentage of neighbours at any particular distance should be greater than 5% of the 
observations and ii) this should hold for at least 30% of the subjects. Then we compared groups 
that met these criteria.

 For instance, in the closest distance, chimpanzees were found very often in dyads and in 

triads whereas gorillas were alone or in dyads; and in the loosest disc, P3, chimpanzees formed 
cliques with a maximum of 4 other partners (in quintets) while gorillas formed cliques with a 
maximum of only 2 others (in triads). Interestingly the relative clique sizes in P3 (percentage 
of the group size that composed the largest clique size) showed important differences between 
groups, study conditions and species. In chimpanzees, it ranged from the minimum of 40% in 
non-spatial crowding and with visitors in the Lvs07 group to the maximum of the 55% in this 
group two years later and in the MMG. Larger differences were found in the maximum clique 
size in gorillas, ranging from a minimum of 29% in the OMG, to a maximum of the 60% 
under spatial density in the AMG and with an intermediate value of 33% in the whole terrace 
condition (See Table 8).

3.2.2.1 Between species

3.2.2.1.1 All male groups: Lvs09 versus Lpc1

Dyads up to P1, P2 and P3 met the double criterion explained above (this criterion is 
applied across all comparisons) and were compared between species. In P1 and P2 discs, AMG 
chimpanzees were more often in dyads than gorillas were but no differences were found in P3 
(Mann-Whitney test, df=1, lvs09>lpc1: P1_dyads, U=0, p<.001; P2_dyads, U=1, p<.01; See in 
Fig 16. Line charts D and G).

Table 8: Largest cliques in every group of every proximity disc in each study group. Maximum clique sizes:  5% of the observations and at 
least the 30% of the individuals

 Figure 15: Percentage of scans that chimpanzees at the AMG were accompanied or alone in every proximity ring (closeness) and disc 
(sociality) in the visitors (C3) and non-visitors (C2) conditions. See Table 5 for detailed information about socio-spatial indices (behavioural 
measures: socio-spatial indices). ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.
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3.2.2.1.2 Zam MMG versus Lvsh OMG

P2 in dyads was compared between the chimpanzee MMG and the gorilla OMG: 
chimpanzees were more often in dyads than were gorillas (Mann-Whitney test, df=1, zam>lvsh: 
P2_dyads, U=3, p<.01; P3_dyads, U=1, p<.01; See in Fig. 16: Line charts E and I).

3.2.2.2 Within species

3.2.2.2.1 Chimpanzees: Lvs09 AMG versus Zam MMG versus Jzl OMG

Scores of dyads in contact and in P1, and dyads and triads in P2 and P3 were compared 
across the three chimpanzee colonies. Significant differences were found in the percent of scans 
in dyads in contact and in P1. Significant differences were also found in triads in P2 (Kruskal-
Wallis test, df=2; lvs09≠zam≠jzl: C_dyads, χ2=13.8, p<.01; P1_dyads, χ2=9.8, p<.01; P2_
triads, χ2=10.8, p<.01). Post-hoc comparisons yielded differences in dyads and triads. Scores 
of dyads in contact and triads in P2 were highest in the AMG condition and the scores of 
dyads at P1 were higher in the AMG than in the MMG (Mann-Whitney test, df=1; C_dyads: 
lvs09>zam, U=1, p<.001; lvs09>jzl, U=8, p<.016; P1_dyads: lvs09>zam, U=8, p<.01; P2_
triads, lvs09>zam, U=9, p<.01; lvs09>jzl, U=5, p<.01; See in Fig. 16: Line charts D, E and F).

3.2.2.2.2 Gorillas: Lpc1 AMG versus Lvsh OMG

No statistical differences were found in the percentage of scans of dyads in P2, P3 and P4 
between the gorillas AMG and OMG (See in Fig. 16: Line charts G and I).

3.2.2.3 Within groups

3.2.2.3.1 Changes on spatial density  

3.2.2.3.1.1 Chimpanzees: Lvs07c1 versus Lvs07c2 AMG

Dyads in contact, dyads and triads in P1 and dyads, triads and quartets in P2 and P3 
discs were compared for spatial density and in the outdoor conditions in chimpanzees. The 
analyses revealed scores of triads in P2 more often in the spatial density condition than outdoors 
[(Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, P2_triads, c1>c2 z=-2.09, p<.05); See in Fig. 16: Line 
charts A and B].

3.2.2.3.1.2 Gorillas: Lpc1 versus Lpc2 AMG

Dyads in gorillas in the spatial density and in the whole terrace condition were compared 
from P1 up to P2, P3 and P4. For the spatial density condition gregariousness was higher in P3 

than in the non-crowding condition (Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, c2>c1 P3_dyads z=-
2.023, p<.05; See in Fig. 16: Line charts G and H).

Figure 16: Gregariousness line charts. Maximum number of neighbours of each study group and condition. Abscissa axis: number of 
neighbours; Ordinate axis: mean of scans.
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3.2.2.3.2 Stability across time: Lvs07c4 versus Lvs09

Across time gregariousness index remained stable in the chimpanzees AMG. No 
differences were found in dyads in contact and in P2, and in dyads and triads at P2 and P3 discs 
(See in Fig. 16: Line charts C and D).

3.2.2.3.3 Effect of visitors: Lvs07c2 versus c3

Dyads in contact, dyads and triads up to P1 and from dyads to quartets up to P2 and up 
to P3 were analysed. In general, chimpanzees were more gregarious when visitors were present 
than when the Park was closed (Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1; c3>c2: C_dyads, z=-2.54, 
p<.05; P1_dyads, z=-2.49, p<.05; P2_dyads, z=-2.59, p<.001; P2_triads, z=-2.49, p<.05; P3_
triads, z=-2.803, p<.01; See in Fig. 16: Line charts B and C).

3.2.3) SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS

3.2.3.1 GLOBAL MEASURES

The global measures diameter, density and modularity of all networks indicated that 
individuals in all groups were very well connected to one another (diameter: 1-2) and that 
all networks were dense up to P2 (density: 0.67-1). No network had a prominent community 
structure (modularity values were lower than 0.4) although some communities were detected. 
The gorilla OMG had the lowest density value (0.66) and was the one with the highest modularity 
value (0.234).

3.2.3.2 EGO MEASURES

3.2.3.2.1 Between species

3.2.3.2.1.1 All male groups: Lvs09 versus Lpc1

In both chimpanzee and gorilla AMGs, most individuals were connected to all others 
(D). We found that AMG chimpanzees associated to others significantly more often than 
AMG gorillas (WD: Mann-Whitney test, df=1, lvs09>lpc1, U=0, p<.001; See Fig. 18]. In both 
species, two communities were detected, most individuals were well connected to all others and 
no individual was likely to connect independent communities [(BC all= 0); See D and G Ego 
measures in Table 9 and Sociograms in Fig. 17].

3.2.3.2.1.2 Zam MMG versus Lvsh OMG

All MMG chimpanzees were observed within two arms’ reach to every other chimpanzee 

at least once during the study period (maximum degree: n size minus one). On the contrary, 
whereas some gorillas also reached the group maximum degree (5), others were only observed 
accompanied by two out of the five possible neighbours. Chimpanzees’ were more intensely 
connected to others than gorillas were (WD: Mann-Whitney test, df=1, zam>lvsh, U=0, p<.001; 
See Fig. 18). While in gorillas the most connected individuals were the silverback (Ya) and his 
adolescent daughter (Kw), in chimpanzees the most connected individual was an adult female 
(Ul). All chimpanzees were well connected within their network while in gorillas there were 
some individual differences: for instance Kw was more likely to connect different communities 
of the network than others (with highest BC). In chimpanzees two communities emerged and 
one was characterized by being composed by males. In the gorilla OMG three communities 
were detected, one composed by the silverback and a female (Ya and Vi), another one by a 
female and her adolescent daughter (Ga and Kw), and the last one composed by a female, her 
blackback son, and the other blackback [(Mo, Ki and Ba); See E and I Ego measures in Table 9 
and Sociograms in Fig. 17].

3.2.3.2.2 Within species

3.2.3.2.2.1 Chimpanzees: Lvs09 AMG versus Zam MMG versus Jzl OMG 

Almost all the chimpanzees within the three networks were directly connected to others 
up to two arms’ reach. WD significantly varied across groups and the post-hoc comparisons 
revealed that these differences were found between the AMG and the MMG (Kruskal-Wallis 
test, df=2, χ2=4.2, p<.05; Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1 lvs09>zam, U=11, p<.005; See Fig. 
18). In the three groups most individuals were central and well connected within the network. 
Two communities were detected in every group (See D, E and F Ego measures in Table 9 and 
Sociograms in Fig. 17).

3.2.3.2.2.2 Gorillas: Lpc1 AMG versus Lvsh OMG

Most gorillas were connected to all others in the AMG whereas in the OMG the number 
of connections was variable. No differences were found in weighted degree. In the OMG a 
young female (Kw) was very central in the network whereas none was notably central in the 
AMG. In the AMG all individuals were well connected while in the OMG two individuals were 
especially well connected. In the AMG two communities were detected and three in the OMG 
(See G and I Ego measures in Table 9 and Sociograms in Fig. 17).
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Table 9:  EGO-MEASURES: SNA results per study group and condition. D=degree, MC= modularity class, WD=weighted degree, BC= 
betweeness centrality, EC=Eigenvector centrality.

Figure 17: Sociograms obtained from each network and study group (A-I, see SNA ego measures results in Table 9). The size of the node 
represents the relative degree of the individuals in its network, edges thickness refer to the intensity of the links between different pairs of nodes. 
Node colours illustrate the communities detected in each network, those coloured equally belong to the same community.    
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3.2.3.2.3 Within groups

3.2.3.2.3.1 Changes in spatial density 

3.2.3.2.3.1.1 Chimpanzees: Lvs07c1 versus Lvs07c2 AMG

All the chimpanzees were connected to all others in the spatial density condition (C1) with 
three best connected individuals. In the outdoors condition (C2), although still very high, the 
degree value decreased a little bit, and two out of the three best connected individuals remained 
the same (C1: Jg, Dy and Js; C2: W, Jg, Dy). Chimpanzees were more intensely connected in 
the spatial density condition than outdoors (WD: Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, c1>c2, 
z=-2.803, p<.01; See Fig.18). Under increased spatial density all the chimpanzees were very 
central whereas outdoors some individuals were slightly more central than others. Indoors two 
communities were detected and outdoors three communities were identified (See A and B Ego 
measures in Table 9 and Sociograms in Fig. 17).

3.2.3.2.3.1.2 Gorillas: Lpc1 versus Lpc2 AMG

In the whole terrace condition most gorillas were connected to every other one at least 
once whereas in the spatial density condition an individual, P, was connected only to two other 

individuals (out of the four possible neighbours). Although no statistical differences were found 
in WD (See Fig. 18), some individual changes occurred across conditions. An individual, No, 
was the least connected gorilla in the whole terrace condition and another one, Po, was the 
least in the spatial density condition. Po was also the least connected individual of its network 
as shown by EC (See D, WD and EC values in Table 9). Especially under the whole terrace 
condition most individuals were very well connected to others. Two different communities that 
were not stable across conditions emerged in each condition (See G and H Ego measures in 
Table 9 and Sociograms in Fig. 17)

3.2.3.2.3.2 Stability across time: Lvs07c3 versus Lvs09

Degree values were very high in both periods. In 2007 the best connected individuals 
were Jg, Dy and Co, two years later Dy had died but Jg and Co still were the two best connected 
males. No statistical differences were found in WD across periods (See Fig. 18). As can be 
observed in the sociogram (See in Fig. 17: Sociograms C and D), in 2007 Ma and Dy were 
very close to each other, had strong ties between them and also formed a community together. 
In 2009, after Dy’s death, Ma’s ties became much weaker and from the three communities that 
were detected in 2007, the one in which Ma, Ry and Dy were together, faded. Interestingly the 
community composed by Ri and Wd remained stable from 2007 to 2009. In both periods all 
individuals were very well connected (See C and D Ego measures in Table 9 and Sociograms 
in Fig. 17).

3.2.3.2.3.3 Effect of visitors: Lvs07c2 versus c3 

Most chimpanzees were connected to all others either with or without visitors, and two 
out of the three best connected individuals were the same (Jg and Dy). Males were significantly 
more intensely connected with the presence of visitors (WD: Wilcoxon signed ranked test, 
df=1, c3>c2, z=-2.19, p<.05; See Fig. 18). All individuals were central and well connected in 
both conditions. Three communities were detected in each condition and Dy and Ma remained 
in the same subgroup (See B and C Ego measures in Table 9 and Sociograms in Fig. 17). 

4. DISCUSSION 

The results from this research shed light on various important aspects of chimpanzee 
and gorilla sociality. In particular this study contributes to increase our understanding of the 
strategies that gorillas and chimpanzees are likely to exhibit in response to variable local 
conditions and social pressures (Duncan, 2012; Itoh & Nishida, 2007; Yamagiwa et al., 2009). 

Figure 18: Weighted Degree: Intensity of ties between pair of individuals. Asterisks in LVS07_03 indicate that the individual that later died was 
removed from the analysis, asterisk in LP_C1 indicate that the individual that was later removed from the group was removed from the analysis.
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As the time budgets model predicts (Dunbar, 1988, 1992c; Lehmann et al., 2008a, 2008b, 
2010), our results indicate that gorillas and chimpanzees differentially invested in the different 
activities under the social, demographic and environmental conditions analysed. The analysis 
of the diverse socio-spatial indices, closeness, sociality and gregariousness (Amezcua-Valmala 
et al., 2008), and the study of non-random associations of social networks (Krause et al., 2009; 
Nakamichi et al., 2014; Sueur, Petit, et al., 2011) also revealed diverse proximity relationships 
under the different conditions (Clark, 2011; Chalmeau & Peignot, 1998; Kawanaka, 1989; 
Nakamichi et al., 2014).

In both wild chimpanzees and gorillas, the analyses of time budgets across different 
populations have revealed an unequal allocation of time to the different fitness-enhancing 
activities during their daytime. These differences have been related to environmental 
(temperature, habitat quality), as well as social factors (sex ratio, group size) and to the trade-
offs between the four activity categories (feeding, resting, moving and socializing) that cannot 
be time-shared (Doran, 1997; Dunbar, 1992c; Kosheleff & Anderson, 2009; Lehmann et al., 
2007a, 2008b; Magliocca & Gautier-Hion, 2002; Masi et al., 2009; Stearns, 1989). It seems 
reasonable to think that the plasticity of behavioural responses (Ghalambor et al., 2010; Piersma 
& Drent, 2003; Seebacher & -Krause, 2017; West-Eberhard, 1989) that has been reported in 
species such as chimpanzees and gorillas, are long-lived, mobile, with larger relative brain 
size and with high social complexity (Casanova et al., 2008; Dunbar & Shultz, 2007; Jones, 
2005) and favoured the achievement of local adaptations to successfully respond to variable 
environments, both in the wild and in captivity. 

4.1 The distribution of the available time: the time budgets 

distribution in the wild and in captivity

Although resting time in chimpanzees varied a lot across the study groups, in general it 
was higher than what is reported for wild communities. Compared to their wild counterparts, 
in the multi-male group and in the one-male group chimpanzees spent more time resting. In the 
all-male group the overall resting time was similar to the Sonso and Taï communities where 
it accounted for the 30% to 40% of their active day (Doran, 1997; Kosheleff & Anderson, 
2009). In the all-male colony resting was also higher than at other study sites in the wild [see 
Lehmann et al. (2007a) for a review of chimpanzees activity budgets at different sites]. Whereas  
locomotion time varied less than resting across the three captive colonies, and was similar to the 
investment reported for Sonso and Taï communities, it was lower than at other study sites in the 
wild (Lehmann et al., 2007a). With respect to the socializing category, we found out that also 
this value was highly variable across the three captive groups. In the all-male group socializing 
was much higher than at Sonso whereas it was lower in the one-male and in the multi-male 
groups. On average affiliative exchanges accounted for much of socializing time in the all-male 
group and varied a lot across the various study conditions. Still, in the all-male group affiliative 

scores in any condition were higher than in wild populations (Lehmann et al., 2007a). On the 
contrary, affiliation scores were higher in the wild than in the one-male group and were similar 
to the multi-male group.

 In line with previous researches, our results suggest that male chimpanzees are 
particularly gregarious and sociable (Mitani, Merriwether, & Zhang, 2000; Simpson, 1973). It 
seems reasonable to think that in the absence of both female or feeding competition, males in 
the all-male group were more sociable in terms of affiliative, aggressive and play exchanges 
altogether, and that in particular, they exchanged more affiliative behaviours with other males 
compared to wild cross-sexed populations. 

Wild gorillas invest much of their daytime in feeding-related activities. In contrast to wild 
conditions, the captive colonies of our study had scheduled feeding periods, and this was likely 
to increase the time available to other fitness-related activities such as social or resting time. Yet 
our results revealed that resting time was higher in both captive populations compared to Bai 
Hokou (Masi et al., 2009) but, on average, values were lower compared to Mondika gorillas 
[see Lehmann et al. (2008b) for a review of gorillas’ activity budgets at several study sites in 
the wild]. Surprisingly even with limited space to move, locomotion was a little bit higher in 
captivity than at some study sites in the wild (Lehmann et al., 2008b; Magliocca & Gautier-
Hion, 2002; Masi et al., 2009). These results suggest that the captive settings of this study did 
not constrain locomotor requirements in gorillas. Besides, we hypothesized that other factors 
such as finding enrichment items or being curious about the presence of visitors may have 
increased locomotion time in these groups. Social time was very variable across conditions 
and groups, but was always higher than in the wild (Magliocca & Gautier-Hion, 2002; Masi et 
al., 2009). As reported in previous studies affiliative exchanges between adult gorillas are rare 
(Harcourt, 1979a, 1979b; Hoff et al., 1997; Stoinski, Kuhar, et al., 2004; Stokes, 2004), and the 
gorillas from our study groups did not affiliate at all. Both aggression and staring behaviours 
only appeared among males in the all-male group while the rest of the socializing time was 
devoted to playful exchanges.

 4.2 What does it account for changes on the distribution of the 

available time and on proximity relationships? Species, demography 

and conditions

Chimpanzees are known for being more socially active than gorillas (Lehmann et al., 
2007a, 2008b). The results from our research provide evidence that the chimpanzees from this 
study spent more time in social activities than gorillas did. From this social time we found 
out that chimpanzees did not aggress each other nor played more than gorillas but instead, 
they exchanged affiliative behaviours whereas gorillas did not at all. Even if in both species 
their networks were cohesive (Kanngiesser et al., 2011), gorillas established weaker social ties 
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(Maryanski, 1987), and chimpanzees were more sociable, more gregarious and closeness values 
were higher at any proximity ring. As already pointed out by previous researches (Fawcett, 
2000; Wrangham, 1986), it seems that social contact characterized much more of the society of 
chimpanzees than that of gorillas. As a matter of fact it seems this was not the result of their sex-
ratio composition, as gorillas in the all-male group were also less sociable than chimpanzees in 
the all-male group. On the other hand we found out that chimpanzees also performed more self-
directed behaviours. Self-directed behaviours have been regarded as displacement activities 
related to stressful situations in several species (Castles, Whiten, & Aureli, 1999; Kutsukake, 
2003; Raper et al. 2018; Maestripieri, Schino, Aureli, & Troisi, 1992). These results suggest 
that one of the costs that were associated with more intimate relationships was increased stress. 

Given that chimpanzees have been generally described as being more active than gorillas, 
we were surprised to find out that in the chimpanzees’ multi-male group resting time was higher 
than in the gorillas’ one male group, and that the latter moved more. Chimpanzees’ community area 
is usually bigger than the home range of gorillas as chimpanzees need to travel more due to their 
mainly frugivorous diet whereas gorillas are more folivorous. In spite of this, the chimpanzees’ 
facility was around nine times smaller than that of gorillas and its group size was only three 
individuals smaller, this difference in their enclosure size may partly explain these results.

The demographic composition of groups is likely to influence the type of relationships 
that individuals establish. Within the chimpanzee society males are known for being more 
gregarious than females (Boesch & Boesch-Achermann, 2000; Goodall, 1986; Pepper, Mitani, 
& Watts, 1999; Simpson, 1973; Watts, 2000a). Indeed, they have been traditionally described 
as male-bonded (Mitani, Watts, Pepper, et al., 2002). These bonds, that are manifest through 
the exchange of different types of behaviours and of proximity relationships, may also come 
along with increased likelihood of conflicts and, therefore, greater stress (Kutsukake, 2003). 
In line with the already mentioned previous researches, social exchanges were most intense 
in the group composed only by males. Proximity relationships indicated that males in the all-
male group preferred closer distances, were more sociable within most distances and formed 
larger cliques within three meters. The male social network was very cohesive and ties amongst 
individuals were more intense than in the multi-male group. These males also affiliated most 
with each other than in the other two groups, but although mating and feeding competition was 
absent, they were not especially friendly, they aggressed the most and displayed the most self-
directed behaviours compared to the multi-male and the one-male groups, suggesting that more 
intense relationships also intensified stress.

In the multi-male/multi-female group the presence of several males and females was 
expected to cause mating competition (Muller & Wrangham, 2004). Although they performed 
more self-directed behaviours than in the one-male group, suggesting more stress, we failed to 
find out that neither the affiliative nor the aggressive exchanges stood out over the one-male 

and the all-male groups. Their enclosure size was the smallest, but in this group individuals 
preferred more distant proximity rings, and closeness at the four meters ring was higher than 
in the other two groups. Two communities were detected of which one of them was composed 
exclusively by males suggesting male-male companionship preferences. Altogether it seems 
that in this group, and maybe due to the enclosure size, social contact was reduced compared to 
the other two. Contact reduction might be the result of a strategy closely related to the conflict-
avoidance one in which contact and social exchanges were reduced in order to decrease the 
risk of conflicts (Duncan et al., 2013). Interestingly chimpanzees spent more time playing with 
each other in this group than in the all-male group. The function of play exchanges remains a 
very interesting issue to be investigated. We suggest that playful exchanges may reduce stress 
in groups in which other types of interactions are avoided.  

Female chimpanzees are known for being less gregarious than males (Boesch & Boesch-
Achermann, 2000; Goodall, 1986; Meder, 2015), in the one-male group the absence of other 
males to socialize with may explain that they exchanged fewer social interactions compared 
to the other two groups. Actually we found out that these chimpanzees were less gregarious 
and more inactive but that they were also the least stressed as shown by their lowest rates 
of self-directed behaviours. In order to understand how demographic conditions and mating 
competition can affect male-male relationships, we think that future studies should compare 
the type of interactions of males in the all-male and in the multi-male groups. Another issue 
apart from sex-ratio and that may impact on the distribution of activity budgets and proximity 
relationships in the one-male group is that, since in this research we focused on the activity 
budgets and socio-spatial relationships of adult individuals, the interactions between mother-
offspring pairs in the one-male group were not analysed. As time is a limited resource and an 
increased time budget spent in a given activity does it at the expense of others (Stearns, 1989), 
we should also explore whether females from this group may have selectively invested more 
in rearing than in other social activities, thus reducing social interactions with each other and 
with the male. 

Our results suggest that among gorillas, even without feeding or mating competition, 
male co-residency entails costs. Indeed, while in the one-male group animals never aggressed 
nor stared at others, aggressions were usual in the all-male group. Besides, in the all-male group 
closeness was higher at one arm’s reach and was lower at the 5 meters ring than in the one-male 
group. Although usually closer distances have been associated with socio-positive relationships 
(Clark, 2011; Sugiyama, 1988), in the present study, higher closeness, nearer proximities 
and aggressive exchanges came along together in the same group. In this group proximity 
relationships seemed to be related with tensions rather than with affiliative relationships, and 
thus, we believe that the interpretation of proximity measures should be taken with caution. In 
line with previous studies (Nakamichi et al., 2014), other additional measures may be necessary 
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to understand the value of proximity relationships.  

In the one-male group relationships were more selective than in the all-male group. These 
preferences seemed to be related to kinship since the most intense proximity relationships were 
found between the silverback and his adolescent daughter. Interestingly, three communities 
emerged in their network, the first one between this young female and her mother, the second 
one was composed of the two blackbacks and the mother of one of these, and the last one 
between a female who was the mother of the eldest blackback and the silverback. When males 
reach sexual maturity they are likely to be rejected by the silverback, and therefore these are 
usually removed from their natal group (Coe, Scott, & Lukas, 2009; Stoinski, Lukas, et al., 
2004). It seems that in this group proximity relationships between the blackbacks and the 
silverback were also more distant. The eldest blackback instead of being close to the silverback 
as his mother was, he stayed closer to the mother of the other blackback. We wondered whether 
this was a strategy to reduce the risk of being aggressed by the alpha male.

These results have important implications for welfare issues in captivity. In order to have 
an optimal management of all-male captive colonies, several measures may be useful to reduce 
the risk of conflict and the likelihood of being severely injured, especially in groups in which 
affiliative exchanges are absent and the opportunities to repair the damage from conflicts is 
dwindled. Some of these measures may include implementing physical barriers that allow 
individuals to avoid visual contact with others, reduce other sources of stress, or having big 
enough and enriched facilities, as those from this study, to provide escape opportunities from 
fights. Even though in the one-male group aggressions were absent and given that blackbacks 
seemed to avoid contact with the silverback, zoological parks should be equipped with alterative 
housing enclosures for grown up males in case hostility increases between them.

Primate species may vary their behaviour and develop plastic local responses in order 
to face environmental changes and potentially stressful conditions (Cordoni & Palagi, 2007; 
Duncan, 2012; Duncan et al., 2013; Nieuwenhuijsen & de Waal, 1982; Videan & Fritz, 
2007; Wells, 2005). We tested the four predominant models that have been used to explain 
primates responses under crowding conditions, i.e., the density-aggression (Calhoun, 1962; 
Nieuwenhuijsen & de Waal, 1982), the conflict-avoidance (Aureli et al., 1995; Judge & de 
Waal, 1993), the tension-reduction (Caws & Aureli, 2003; Videan & Fritz, 2007) and the coping 
models (de Waal, 1989b). We found out that, even though our data were incomplete to fully 
understand the strategies that emerged, the behaviour of chimpanzees and gorillas in all-male 
groups under spatial crowding and with the presence of visitors fitted best into two of these 
models: the coping and the conflict-avoidance models.

Chimpanzees from this colony were largely habituated both to spatial crowding and to 
the presence of visitors; they were regularly housed in an indoor enclosure during shorter (to 

sleep at night) and longer periods (in winter time), and every year the Park opened to visitors 
from March to September. We found that chimpanzees responded similarly to crowding and 
to visitors, in both conditions aggressive and affiliative exchanges increased, closeness was 
higher in near distances, sociality increased and they formed larger social cliques and also their 
social networks were more intense within two arms’ reach compared to the non-crowded and 
non-visitors conditions. Self-directed behaviours did not increase neither under crowding nor 
with visitors. Although their proximity relationships were more intense with visitors and under 
crowding, their preferred neighbours remained stable. This finding suggest that, as previously 
found in other groups (Mitani, 2009) closer bonds and friendship relationships were established 
between some pairs. This patterns fitted with de Waal’s coping model (1989b) which claims 
that habituated individuals may selectively engage in alternative modes of interaction, such 
as appeasement behaviours and affiliative exchanges to reduce both social tension and the 
incidence of aggressions under stressful situations. 

In contrast to chimpanzees, male gorillas were less gregarious and they dispersed during 
crowding: in the half-terrace condition closeness was higher at two arms’ reach and at four 
meters whereas it was higher at one arm’s reach in the whole terrace condition. The analysis of 
the male gorilla’s networks revealed individual differences to cope with space restrictions and, 
indeed, one male dramatically reduced social proximity with others. Socializing time, which 
included the sum of playful exchanges, staring behaviour and aggressive exchanges, increased 
under crowding but we failed to find increased investment in any of these when they were 
analysed separately. Altogether these results suggest that although social-related activities may 
have increased under crowding, gorillas seemed to avoid proximity to each other, and these 
behavioural patterns mostly support a conflict-avoidance strategy (Aureli et al., 1995; Judge & 
de Waal, 1993). In this group husbandry routines actively tried to reduce the risk of conflicts: 
gorillas slept in single dormitories in both conditions and a particularly aggressive male was 
removed from the group during crowding. Although the removal of this male was likely to alter 
social dynamics, we still believe that this study provides important insight into the strategies 
that arise among gorillas in all-male groups. Furthermore, results also point out the relevance 
of using adapted husbandry practices that reduce higher risks and additional stress to improve 
the individuals’ well-being.

Our results suggest that different socioecological pressures determined several aspects of 
chimpanzees and gorillas societies (Clutton-Brock & Janson, 2012; Chapman & Rothman, 2009; 
Koenig et al., 2013). These factors may help to explain male gorilla and chimpanzees’ social 
mechanisms under potentially stressful conditions. In chimpanzees, evolutionary pressures 
favoured social contact, male co-residence and bonding. In this research male sociability became 
evident when they had to deal with socially demanding conditions: chimpanzees increased both 
affiliations and aggressions and proximity relationships also increased. It seems that social 
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contact was essential for males even if it can entail costs (i.e., increased risk of aggressions). In 
contrast to chimpanzees, the society of western lowland gorillas evolved towards social groups 
in which adult males rarely live together and are not usually tolerated around. Socioecological 
pressures did not favour male co-residency, therefore we hypothesized that they lacked some 
of the skills to manage the presence of several males within the same group and this may have 
resulted in increased aggressions. However, gorillas from this group rather avoided contact 
with one another, probably reducing the likelihood of conflicts and of serious injuries. The 
conservative husbandry protocols together with their own ability to deal and to respond to 
socially challenging conditions are factors that were likely to help to manage the social milieux 
under crowding conditions.

Finally, we found out that the behaviour of the chimpanzees in the all-male group remained 
stable from 2007 to 2009, even when one individual died in 2008. Although no major changes 
were observed neither in their activity budgets nor socio-spatial behaviour across time, the 
analysis of their social networking revealed the existence of some individual changes. Some males 
maintained proximity relationships within two arms’ reach with specific partners from 2007 to 
2009 suggesting the existence of long-term stable relationships likely because enduring social 
bonds existed between some pairs (Mitani, 2009). Interestingly, although the general structure 
of the group did not change, the strength of the ties of one chimpanzee that was very close to 
the individual that died were much weaker in 2009 compared to 2007. This finding suggests that 
much of this individual’s social relationships were based on his social ties with the one that died 
and that he failed or did not have enough time to establish and reinforce other close relationships.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of the activity budgets in captivity and compared to several wild populations 
revealed great variability in both species. In the all-male group individuals spent more time in 
affiliative exchanges than in the wild whereas in the one-male group they spent less and the 
situation was similar for the multi-male group. It seems that the demography of groups had 
consequences on the distribution of time budgets and that males were the most responsible for 
affiliative exchanges. The lack of a systematic description of the behaviours that have been 
traditionally included in the socializing category in the time budgets model hindered direct 
comparisons between captive and wild populations. 

Independently of their grouping patterns and, in particular, of their sex-ratio, chimpanzees 
were more likely to invest in social activities, were closer, more sociable, more gregarious and 
their networks were more cohesive than those of gorillas.

The demographic composition of groups seems to have an impact on the type of 
social exchanges and proximity relationships, and also on the stress in the different groups. 
Male bonding was evident in the all-male group in which social interactions and proximity 
relationships were more intense than in the other two colonies, besides a community composed 
only by males was found in the multi-male group. In the all-male group individuals aggressed, 
affiliated and emitted more self-directed behaviours. As expected, in the one-male group contact 
was reduced but, despite that, stress responses were higher in the multi-male than in the one-
male group and increased aggression was not found in the multi-male group due to mating 
competition, as expected.

It seems that in gorillas, housing several males together can be a useful husbandry practice 
but that should only be implemented with caution. Individuals aggressed one another in the all-
male group, whereas they did not at all in the one-male group. Although living in one-male 
groups may be the optimal strategy for gorillas, the number of males to be housed outnumbers 
the available groups and thus all-male groups may become an adequate housing alternative. 
The role that keepers play to reduce the risk of injuries was capital in the all-male group and 
in order to reduce the risk of serious fights, keepers may have to survey aggressive exchanges, 
increase enrichment activities and provide areas to reduce visual contact between individuals. 
In one-male groups in which there are maturing males, special attention need be paid to changes 
in the relationships of these with the silverback and provide alternative housing for males in 
cases where conflicts arise.

In general both species successfully coped with crowding reflecting the plasticity to 
adjust their behaviours to changing conditions. Chimpanzees responded similarly to crowding 
and to the presence of visitors and they selectively employed alternative modes of interaction 
as predicted by de Waal’s coping model. Although affiliations increased, so did aggressions 
too, but stress responses did not blow up. In gorillas, and contrary to our predictions, contact 
was reduced. Neither aggressions nor affiliations increased which fits with a conflict-avoidance 
strategy. Husbandry practices may have helped to reduce the risk of conflicts in the gorilla all-
male group.

Finally, chimpanzees’ activity budgets and proximity relationships remained more or less 
stable across time. Besides some companionship, preferences were the same in both periods 
suggesting that in this group some pairs established friendship relationships.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Social interactions: the building blocks of social life 

The study of social interactions is instrumental in examining the structure of the social 
system within any species. Social exchanges can vary along multiple dimensions and their 
meaning is likely to be related to the context where they take place. In this sense, the content 
of behaviours (e.g., affiliative, agonistic, playful, assertive, and so on), their sequential 
arrangements, and the direction and the number of participants (e.g., dyads, triads, polyads) are 
structural components of the exchanges that may be differently understood in different contexts 
(e.g. competition over food, social or mating partners, during weaning processes, in conflicts, 
following conflicts, etc.). 

 Ideally, a fuller understanding of primate social relationships and group structure should 
take into account all of these dimensions characterising inter-individual interactions. Actually, 
the context in which the greatest complexity of social interactions occurs is when individuals 
are engaged in social conflicts (Aureli & de Waal, 2000; Huntingford & Turner, 1987; Mason 
& Mendoza, 1993). This is the context we will focus on.

Historically, the knowledge of primate societies has relied on the search for underlying 
structures and social dynamics that may arise when individuals engage in interactions under 
different contexts and/or involving different partners. The analysis of different species in 
different environmental, social and demographic conditions (Harcourt, 1979b; Kano, 1980; 
Nishida, 1968; Reynolds, 1965; Sugiyama, 1969; van Lawick-Goodall, 1968), the establishment 
of diverse criteria to set the focus of the research, and the development of specific methodologies 
provided important understanding of primate sociality (Colmenares & Rivero, 1986; de 
Waal, 1986a; Hinde, 1976; Noe, de Waal, & van Hooff, 1980; Simpson, 1973; Thierry, 1990; 
Thompson, 1969; van Hooff, 1973).  

Early studies in social behaviour essentially focused on the analysis of dyadic interactions. 
Certainly, it was assumed that the structure of relations within a group could not be understood 
exclusively in terms of dyadic interactions, but yet, from this perspective, those studies 
considered that the use of the sum of a number of dyadic exchanges was enough to explain 
much of the structure and dynamics of a social system (Thompson, 1969). Soon, the influence 
of third parties on dyadic interactions came to the fore and it was argued that, if we are to 
understand primate societies, a systematic analysis of behaviour in triads or larger groups is 
also necessary (Kummer, Götz, & Angst, 1974). 

The social context became increasingly important, and polyadic exchanges were also 

assessed in order to understand social interactions during conflicts. In 1976, de Waal and 
collaborators approached the study of conflicts by analysing and describing polyadic agonistic 
interactions in java monkeys (Macaca fascicularis). The interactions were differentiated on the 
basis of the nature and the direction of the behaviours, and on the basis of the existence of other 
types of (non-agonistic) interactions towards dominant third parties that occurred more or less 
simultaneously with aggressive behaviours. In this initial attempt to understand and to analyse 
conflicts in a larger context window, de Waal pioneered the distinction of several components 
during conflicts: the dyads, the dyadic components of complex interactions, the triads and the 
polyads (de Waal, van Hooff, & Netto, 1976).   

Later, in 1986, Colmenares and Rivero stressed the need for identifying the components 
of behavioural interactions and provided a conceptual scheme to analyse social exchanges. 
They were concerned with two issues: first, the lack of systematic research on the sequences 
of actions exchanged between different individuals and second, the consideration of higher 
order levels of participation in behavioural exchanges through active or passive individuals. 
To address these questions Colmenares and Rivero (1986) developed a model to study baboon 
social interactions in which both, the sequences of the exchanges and the number of individuals 
involved were analysed from a bottom-up perspective. In each level of analysis the previous 
levels were included accumulating information about social exchanges and the meaning of the 
interactions. In order to identify the nature of the constraints that may be operating in social 
structuring, a conceptual framework was set up to describe systematically the behaviours of 
two or more individuals that were involved in social interactions, to interpret the causation 
and the function of the behaviour of each social actor and to provide a procedure for analysing 
quantitatively the structure of the interactions (Colmenares & Rivero, 1986).

1.2 Major contributions to the study of social conflicts

One keystone for the understanding of social dynamics is based on how individuals cope 
with conflicts. The blast of a conflict may be prevented by avoiding aggressive exchanges, but 
when aggressions occur, its negative consequences may be managed through different types of 
interactions.

There are two main strategies to prevent the aggressive escalation of conflicts, i) through 
dominance/submission dynamics in which subordinates signal their unwillingness to compete 
over a particular resource, or ii) by anticipating the negative consequences of conflicts i.e., 
when the recipients of aggression are likely to counter-aggress or to redirect the aggression 
towards third parties. And thus, when costs outweigh benefits, aggressive conflicts are likely 
to be avoided (de Waal, 1996; Wittig & Boesch, 2003b). However, once a conflict starts, other 
strategies may appear helping to mitigate the damage produced and even reducing the likelihood 
of future attacks, amongst them, there might be peaceful interactions between former opponents 
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or with third parties either during conflicts themselves or soon after (Aureli & van Schaik, 
1991a; de Waal, 1986a; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Kappeler & van Schaik, 1992).  

Even if it was assumed that population-level dynamics were important to investigate the 
meaning of individual behaviours and of dyadic social exchanges, the analysis of these during 
conflicts was too complex to be addressed in practice. Recording the responses of more than a 
few individuals in major agonistic interactions was complicated and could provide unreliable 
information. For the sake of simplicity, the study of agonistic interactions and conflict resolution 
strategies evolved towards methodologies relatively easy to apply that provided valuable 
information about the processes and the relationships among individuals.

The development of a systematic methodology appeared to shed light on two ideas about 
conflict resolution strategies. The first one argued that the integrity of the society demands 
a dissociation to be followed by a decrease in distance, and the second one claimed that an 
approach may even be the only way to terminate the conflict (de Waal & Roosmalen, 1979: 55). 

To examine these questions, the analysis of conflict resolution strategies led to rather 
simplistic (and unrealistic) but very suitable and systematic methods. They established several 
rules to decide the start and end of conflicts and to determine the quality of the relationships 
between former opponents, sometimes third parties that interacted with the former opponents 
were also considered in the analysis. Several criteria were established to define conflicts, to 
determine the number of participants and to study post-conflict affiliations between former 
opponents and from victims to third parties. 

To investigate whether interactions following conflicts were influenced by the preceding 
conflict, in the early eighties a conflict and a post-conflict period were defined. The terms 
reconciliation and consolation appeared for the first time to refer to post-conflict affiliative 
interactions (affiliative PCIs) between former opponents, and from the aggressed individual 
towards third parties (de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979).

In an attempt to provide insight about the relevance of social exchanges over and above 
the opponents, de Waal and van Hooff (1981) stressed the need to consider triadic and polyadic 
exchanges during conflicts in order to provide further insight into primate communication (See 
Fig. 1). Triadic interactions referred to the exchanges with third individuals involved in the conflict 
whereas in polyads the exchanges occurred with third individuals that were not initially involved. 
Side-directed polyadic interactions occurred when an initial participant in an agonistic dyad 
showed behaviours towards third animals during the performance or the reception of agonistic 
behaviour (or immediately before or after this). The third partner should be a non-involved 
individual at that stage and side-directed communication was argued to have different context-
dependent meanings. For this reason researchers agreed that information about the sender, the 

recipient and other contextual variables should be taken into account (de Waal & van Hooff, 
1981).

Few years later, de Waal and Yoshihara (1983) analysed post-conflict interactions among 
rhesus monkeys (Macaca fuscata). They developed a method to investigate whether affiliative 
exchanges between former opponents and towards third parties occurred earlier during the post-
conflict period (PC) than in a matched control period (MC). This method, the post-conflict/
matched-control method (PC/MC), allowed for the quantitative study of conflict resolution 
strategies and dyadic relationships. In rhesus macaques, relationships were studied via the 
analysis of the so-called Conciliatory Tendency (CCT). The CCT index provided information 
about the type of relationship and the changes on the opponents’ behaviour after conflicts. CCT 
was defined as the percent of “attracted” pairs after conflicts, in relation to contact time during 
control observations. From that time onward, the PC/MC method with its variants, namely the 
rate (Judge, 1991) and time rule methods (Aureli & van Schaik, 1991a; Aureli, van Schaik, & 
van Hooff, 1989), have been the main paradigms to analyse conflict resolution strategies in 
primates (Aureli & van Schaik, 1991b; Aureli et al., 1989; Castles & Whiten, 1998; Cordoni, 
Palagi, & Tarli, 2006; Kappeler & van Schaik, 1992; Palagi & Norscia, 2015; Preuschoft et al., 
2002; Swedell, 1997; Webb et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2016). 

Figure 1: Types of triadic agonistic interactions (de Waal & van Hooff, 
1981).
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The hypothesized functions of reconciliation and consolation were analysed and discussed 
since then, however the study of affiliative PCIs hitherto remains the standard method in most 
studies (Koski, 2015; Palagi & Norscia, 2015; Webb et al., 2014). It has been suggested that 
aggressive encounters produce anxiety and that affiliative PCIs may serve to reduce the stress 
following conflicts (Aureli & van Schaik, 1991b; Baker & Aureli, 1997), to restore tolerance 
between opponents and to repair the damage between former opponents (Preuschoft et al., 2002; 
Watts, Colmenares, & Arnold, 2000); also these exchanges may function to indicate through 
honest signals the end of the conflicts and that the actor is unwilling to carry on fighting (Silk, 
1997). Sometimes results were inconsistent across studies and within the same species and two 
possible reasons were highlighted, the existence of cultural variations between groups (Fuentes, 
Malone, Sanz, Matheson, & Vaughan, 2002) and the relevance of socio-environmental factors 
(Arnold & Whiten, 2001). 

1.3 And so, what is a conflict? 

Given that societies have been defined as complex behavioural systems composed by 
more or less elaborated interrelated behavioural chains and interactions between members 
(Hinde, 1983), conflicts can be seen as the type of exchanges that appear under competitive 
regimes that are occasionally characterized by the presence of agonistic interactions between 
two or more individuals. Agonistic exchanges may be not only disruptive for the individuals 
involved but they also may impact the social community at large (Colmenares & Rivero, 1986; 
de Waal & van Hooff, 1981; de Waal et al., 1976). 

Conflicts have been characterized by aggressive interactions between pairs of individuals 
that very often escalate to polyadic interactions in which third parties are involved. The type 
of interactions to be considered agonistic and that are used to define the opening of a conflict 
are highly dependent upon the species’ behavioural repertoire and upon the research’s goals. 
Typically, when aggressive exchanges cease between the opponents the conflict is said to end for 
that dyad (Aureli & van Schaik, 1991b; Watts, 1995a; Wittig & Boesch, 2003a). And according 
to the PC/MC methods, immediately following the last aggression, the PC period for one or for 
both of the antagonists starts. 

To date, most studies on conflict management strategies have focused on the interactions 
between former opponents, from opponents to third parties and vice versa, and on the analysis 
of post-conflict interactions between aggressors and victims. However, this tendency to focus on 
PC periods and on the interactions between the opponents, from third parties towards opponents 
(towards-opponents) and from opponents towards third parties (opponents-outwards) has 
oversimplified a complex social phenomenon by overlooking important factors such as other 
individuals and the conflict period itself. 

In this study we propose a methodology that considers the behaviours of all the individuals 
present during conflicts and investigates management strategies during the conflicts themselves. 
This is important because when conflicts arise within a social unit, the behaviour of other 
individuals that are not directly involved might also be disturbed by the presence of aggressions, 
especially in very cohesive groups, small communities, and when space is restricted, such as in 
different captive settings.

1.4 Towards a more comprehensive understanding of conflict 

management strategies

In line with early studies (Colmenares & Rivero, 1986; de Waal et al., 1976), here we also 
stress the relevance of assessing higher level dynamics and build on them to develop a recording 
and coding system for studying social behaviour in groups in which: 1) group level dynamics 
are considered, moving from dyadic and triadic exchanges towards whole-group levels, 2) 
interactions may occur across three periods, non-conflict, conflict or post-conflict periods, and 
3) conflict resolution strategies are expected to occur also during conflicts and not only during 
post-conflict periods. To study conflict management strategies, we analysed the roles that the 
participants play during conflicts, and these may vary throughout the conflict while different 
behavioural chains occur, i.e. an aggressor of a dyad may be the victim of another exchange.

i.  Group level dynamics

Despite the inestimable contributions of the PC/MC paradigm, these methods 
underestimate the link between dyadic, triadic or polyadic relationships as well as the group 
level dynamics. These latter aspects are essential for the understanding of conflict resolution 
strategies in primates and peaceful post-conflict interactions. 

In the recording and coding system described below, the behaviours performed by the 
all the individuals present during the recording sessions are taken into account. Therefore, 
during conflicts we will consider the former opponents, subsequent aggressive and affiliative 
interactions towards-opponents and opponents-outwards, and also interactions between non-
involved third parties. 

ii. Non-conflict, conflict and post-conflict periods

The entire study period is split into three sub-periods: the non-conflict, conflict and 
post-conflict periods. The non-conflict period also serves to set a baseline for comparing the 
social exchanges and non-social behaviours in each period. As will be explained later, all the 
individuals present during the recording sessions (hereafter individuals) must meet the criteria 
to set a period and not only the directly involved individuals, aggressive dyads or subsets of 
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2. THE SYSTEM  

Social conflicts over a variety of welfare- and fitness-enhancing resources are an inevitable 
consequence of life in groups. Conflicts can take many forms, some may involve a pair of 
individuals (i.e., dyadic conflicts), while in others multiple individuals may participate (i.e., 
polyadic conflicts); they can range from low to high intensity (depending on the behaviours 
used), can be short or long (according to the duration), and can be managed through diverse 

individuals. 

iii. Conflict management and roles

Finally, and in line with both the hypothesis concerning the function of peaceful post-
conflict interactions as honest signals to end conflicts (Silk, 1997) and with the idea that third 
parties’ interventions help halting aggressions (Petit & Thierry, 1994), we argue that conflict 
management strategies are already operating not only during PC periods but also and likely 
the most, during conflicts themselves. Previous studies such as those described above (Aureli 
& van Schaik, 1991a; Castles & Whiten, 1998; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Palagi & 
Norscia, 2015; Preuschoft et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2016) have ignored concurrent aggressions, 
and have underappreciated the effect that other aggressions may have on former opponents and 
for conflict management strategies. During group level conflicts the entire range of social and 
non-social behaviours displayed by any individual witnessing aggressions can be recorded and 
analysed.

Besides, to study these strategies, roles as aggressors, victims and third parties are 
assigned to all the individuals during conflicts. As behavioural exchanges progress, the roles 
of the participants may change: an aggressor may become a victim of another individual when 
a third party aggresses that subject. Therefore, roles are dynamical, they can vary throughout 
the conflict interactions, and the stress is set on the relevance of the immediate causes and 
consequences of aggressive interactions to investigate how the group restores calm (i.e. when 
aggressions stop in the group).

The model proposed here, rather than an attempt to provide an alternative to analyse 
conflict dynamics, should be seen as a complement for what other researchers have already 
recognized but have not incorporated into the analysis (See Fig. 2). Conflicts are complex 
interactions that involve not only direct antagonists but also other individuals within the social 
community whose interactions may be mediated by the presence of aggressive exchanges. 
Finally this method tries to give more parsimonious answers to social interactions during 
conflicts, arguing that closer interactions in time may explain better the reactions and social 
exchanges between individuals than those isolated from the context where they happened. 

Figure 2:  All possible social exchanges during conflicts are analysed for all the individuals during conflicts. Individuals may have the role 
of aggressors, victims or third parties. TYPES OF EXCHANGES: Aff= affiliations, Agg= aggressions, Subm= submissions, SP= social play. 
ROLES: A=aggressor, B=victim, C= third party, D and E= non-involved third parties.
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behavioural and social strategies. This variability may be related to the species’ social structure, 
to environmental or sociodemographic conditions, to the individuals’ rearing history and 
personality, to the competition-causing resource and so on. 

The coding system proposed here is offered to complement the well-established approach 
based in the comparison between the behaviour of the antagonists or third-parties involved 
in the conflict during a so-called post-conflict period (PC) and the behaviour of these same 
individuals during a so-called matched-control period (MC) without aggression. Our method 
incorporates two dimensions neglected in the conventional PC/MC method. First, it records 
and codes information that takes places from the very moment the conflict erupts. That is, 
our system is an attempt to follow the stream of behaviours once the occurrence of a conflict 
is detected. Second, our method takes into account not only the behaviour of the individuals 
directly involved as antagonists or third-parties, but also the behaviour of any other non-involved 
member of the group. That is, the participants may have an active role when interactions escalate 
to aggression; and here we considered dyadic (between former opponents), triadic (from 
opponents to third parties or from third parties to opponents), and even higher-order polyadic 
interactions (simultaneous pairs of opponents). And participants may also have a passive role 
within the conflict by being non-involved third parties that exchange non-aggressive behaviours 
with other non-involved individuals.

To study conflict management strategies, the system focuses on the recording and coding of 
behaviours (1) that take place during conflicts themselves, during a post-conflict and in non-conflict 
periods; and (2) that are displayed between the opponents, from the opponents towards third parties, 
from third parties toward the opponents or between non-involved third parties simultaneously.  

The description of this recording and coding system requires three key issues to be 
addressed. First, we must establish the catalogue of behaviours to be considered as performed by 
individuals in the study group. Second, we shall work out criteria to define the aforementioned 
three key periods in the study of conflict management, the non-conflict, the conflict and the 
post-conflict periods. Finally, and given that the role of any given individual may change during 
the conflict, we need to work out rules to address these role dynamics. 

2.1 Describing the three axes of the system

1. The group and the behaviours

A predetermined catalogue of social and non-social behaviours is monitored and noted 
for all the individuals during the recording sessions. In any of the three periods (non-conflict, 
conflict and post-conflict) non-social behaviours, dyadic, triadic and polyadic interactions 
are recorded and then split into their dyadic components (See Fig. 3).  For instance, polyadic 

grooming cliques in which several individuals may be involved are recorded and then dyadic 
grooming exchanges are drawn to compare them with other dyadic exchanges in conflict and 
post-conflict periods. Similarly to polyadic behavioural chains of specific behaviours such 
as grooming, the directions of interactions related to aggressive exchanges are all monitored 
during conflicts: dyadic (the opponents), triadic (towards-opponents and opponents-outwards) 
and polyadic (between third parties).

The decision to record any specific interaction depends largely on the research’s objectives, 
and on the environmental and social setting of the studied groups. One possible ethogram 
used in the study of conflict management strategies (See the ethogram in Chapter 5, Table 1) 
includes several categories of social behaviour, such as agonistic (aggressive and submissive 
behaviours), affiliative, and playful exchanges; and several non-social activities.

 
2. Operationalizing non-conflict, conflict and post-conflict periods

As indicated elsewhere, data can be recorded during non-conflict, conflict and post-
conflict periods. These three “settings” are group-level concepts in which the behaviour of all 
individuals is noted. For this reason, to set any of these periods, such individuals must meet 
several criteria (See Fig. 4). 

Figure 3: Schematic depiction of the type of interactions and behaviours analysed for the study of conflict resolution strategies in chimpanzees 
and gorillas (Chapter 5). At the left, the content of behaviours and interactions studied for all the individuals. Polyadic exchanges are after 
splitting into their dyadic components. Triangles represent individuals and arrows indicate the direction of social exchanges. GR=grooming, 
SP=social play, R=resting, SDB=self-directed behaviours.
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iii. Post-conflict period 

The post-conflict period (PC) starts immediately after the last aggression in the absence of further 
aggressions within the group for at least two minutes. Like in the non-conflict and conflict periods, during 
the PC period the behaviour of all the individuals is monitored. The PC period lasts 5 minutes unless 
aggressions resume before its ending, in which case the PC period stops to start a new conflict.

3. The roles

i.  What is a role?

An individual’s role (or roles, see below) refers to the behaviour that any given individual displays 
at a particular point in time during a conflict or post-conflict period. Each and every individual has a 

i.  Non-conflict period

The non-conflict period is characterized by the absence of any type of aggression within the group. 
To favour independency of observations to record matched control periods we determine a time window 
without conflicts to define the non-conflict period (Aureli, 1997; Colmenares & Silveira, 2008; Fraser & 
Aureli, 2008; Koski, Koops, & Sterck, 2007; Mallavarapu, Stoinski, Bloomsmith, & Maple, 2006; Palagi, 
Chiarugi, & Cordoni, 2008; Romero & de Waal, 2011; Watts, 2006). In this coding system the non-
conflict period starts only when no aggression has occurred at least 5 minutes before starting the recording 
session in order also to avoid overlapping post-conflict and non-conflict periods.

ii. Conflict period

A conflict period starts whenever any type of aggression (See Table 1 for aggression 
conceptualization) is observed in the group. All the individuals are monitored and considered participants 
regardless of whether their behaviour is triggered by the aggression. Participants may use affiliative, 
agonistic and play interactions or display non-social self-directed behaviours. 

Several parallel dyadic aggressions may co-occur during conflicts and thus there may be multiple 
aggressors and victims besides the former opponents, i.e. the first aggressor-victim dyad. 

Following previous studies on conflict resolution strategies, a dyadic conflict only finishes when 
aggressions between the opponents stop for, at least, two minutes (de Waal & Yoshihara, 1983; Fraser & 
Aureli, 2008; Fuentes et al., 2002). Similarly, a conflict ends up when aggressive exchanges stop within 
the group for two minutes. If any individual displays any type of aggression within this two-minute time 
window, then the conflict period is re-activated until aggressions completely stop for at least two minutes. 

Table 1 describes the behavioural markers of aggression that can be used to establish the beginning 
and the end of an agonistic conflict.

Figure 4. Three periods can be distinguished during the coding process. A non-conflict period that is characterized by the absence of 
aggressive exchanges, the only condition to determine a non-conflict period is that no aggression can happen five minutes before, the non-
conflict period is used as a baseline to compare behavioural patterns across different periods.. The conflict period start with any type of 
aggressive exchange and lasts until no individual within the group aggresses for two minutes, during conflicts individuals acquire roles as 
aggressors, victims or third parties. The post-conflict period starts immediately after the end of a conflict and lasts 5 minutes.

Table 1: Behavioural markers of aggression to study conflict resolution strategies in chimpanzees and gorillas (Chapter 5). These markers 
determine the opening and the end of conflicts. Behaviours are based on the social ethogram described by van Hooff (1973) and for the gorilla 
on the compilation of gorilla ethograms from the Gorilla Behaviour Advisory Group (Ogden et al., 1991)

CONFLICTS IN CHIMPANZEES AND GORILLAS

Initiation markers included instances of displacements when they occurred 
along with a strictly aggressive behaviour within the following minute. 

Strictly aggressive behaviours: screaming against an opponent, vocal 
threats, sway walk, arm-sway, displays with charges, stamp trot, brusque 
rush, and instances of body contact such as hits, bits, kicks and attacks. 

Initiation markers included instances of displacements and staring 
when they occurred along with a strictly aggressive behaviour within 
the following minute. 

Strictly aggressive behaviours: threats, strut standing and walking, stand-
face, chest-beating, displays, and aggressive body contact instances such 
as hits, bits or attacks.

 

In both species a conflict context ends up when for two minutes no 
individual displayed none of the previous behaviours for two minutes.

Conflict 
initiation 

Markers

Conflict 
dissolution 
criteria

CHIMPANZEES

GORILLAS
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role either as an aggressor, as a victim or as a third party that may or may not be involved as the conflict 
arises and goes on. Initial aggressions between pairs of individuals define the role of aggressor (the first 
one to aggress) and the role of victim (the recipient of the aggressor’s behaviour). There might be several 
simultaneous or sequential aggressor-victim dyads during a conflict, and the role of individuals who are 
neither aggressors nor victims is called third party (TP). Although roles are defined by the direction of 
aggressive exchanges, these are maintained for other social and non-social behaviours that an individual 
performs during conflicts. Since roles are related to aggressive exchanges, they may vary inasmuch as 
players participate in different aggressions with different individuals. 

To sum up, in order to determine roles, we considered the identities of the actors, the nature 
and direction of the behaviours. In Table 2 we describe the roles and content of social and non-social 
behaviours, and the direction of social interactions of individuals during conflicts (See Table 3 in Chapter 
5 for details about chimpanzees and gorillas interactions during conflicts).

Conflicts may range from very simple forms with a unique aggressive encounter where 
roles are very easy to determine, to complex forms with consecutive or concurrent polyadic 
aggressions or with triadic aggressive exchanges (towards-opponents and opponents-outwards). 
In complex conflicts, roles may be more difficult to identify. In order to systematize the 
assignment of roles in a study of conflict management strategies within a social community, 
three rules will be described.

Table 2: Possible social exchanges and behaviours recorded during conflicts. Terms have been based and adapted from researches on conflict 
resolution strategies during post-conflict periods (Colmenares, 1996a, 1996b; de Waal & van Hooff, 1981; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; 
de Waal & Yoshihara, 1983; Wittig & Boesch, 2003a). Agg=aggressor, vi= victim.

Table 2: Continued.

SOCIAL INTERACTIONS

SOCIAL INTERACTIONS

NON SOCIAL INTERACTIONS

DIRECTION

DIRECTION

ACTORS

CONTENT AND TERMS

CONTENT AND TERMS

CONTENTS

FROM WHO TO WHOM

From 
aggressor
to victim

Between 
former 
opponents

From victim 
to third party

From 
aggressor to 
third party

From third 
party to 
victim

From third 
party to third 
party

Aggressor
Victim
Third party

From third 
party to 
aggressor

AGG-VI

VI-AGG
AGG-VI

VI-TP

AGG-TP

TP-VI

TP-TP

AGG
VI
TP

TP-AGG

AFFILIATIVE

Non-applicable

Affiliative 
exchange 
between former 
opponents. 
Reconciliation

Triadic 
affiliation.
Solicited 
consolation

Side Directed 
Affiliation. 
Solicited 
consolation

Affiliative 
intervention to 
victim. 
Consolation vi 

Collateral 
affiliation

Self-Directed Behaviours: Self-grooming, self-genital investigation, self-
scratching, rough self-scratching, self-licking.

Affiliative 
intervention to 
aggressor.
Consolation agg

SUBMISSIVE

Non-applicable

Submission 
from victim

Triadic 
Submission

Side Directed 
Submission

Submissive 
intervention vi

Collateral 
submission

Submissive 
intervention agg

Submission 
from aggressor

AGGRESSIVE

Initial aggression

Counter-
aggression 
(vi     agg)

Re-direction

Side Directed 
Aggression

Aggressive 
Intervention vi

Collateral 
aggression

Aggressive 
Intervention agg

Re-aggression 
(agg      vi)

PLAY

Non-applicable

Between 
opponents 
Social Play

Triadic play

Side directed play

Playful 
intervention to vi

Collateral play

Playful intervention 
to agg

FIRST EXCHANGE

CONSECUTIVE EXCHANGES
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ii. Roles change: what do changes depend on?

Jos hits Dylan who responds by screaming against Jos. Bastiaan displays against Jos 
who fights back Bastiaan with charging displays. Bastiaan then attacks Jos, who flees away 
from Bastiaan. Vincent approaches Jos and grooms with him. 

Figure 5 illustrates an example of a conflict amongst chimpanzees. Jos was initially the 
aggressor of Dylan, who, as a victim, counter-aggressed Jos. Bastiaan, who was at that moment 
a (non-involved) third party, intervened against Jos, i.e., against the aggressor. When Jos fought 
back Bastiaan, he targeted his aggressor, as he was the recipient of Bastiaan’s aggression. Then 
Bastiaan re-aggressed Jos, his victim, who submitted by fleeing away. Another third party, 
Vincent, consoled Jos, Bastiaan’s victim.

 

One of the contributions of this system is that each interaction can redefine the role structure 
and meaning of subsequent exchanges. The first dyadic aggression during a conflict sets the first 
aggressor-victim pair and the rest of the individuals are third parties that may exchange behaviours 
between them or with the opponents, or may be engaged in self-directed behaviours.

If there is a unique dyad of antagonists during the whole conflict period, as soon as this 
pair of individuals stops aggressing for two minutes, the conflict ends. However, simultaneous 
aggressive encounters between different dyads occur frequently, third parties (TPs) may aggress 
each other, becoming immediately a new aggressor-victim dyad. In these cases in which the 
first dyad stops aggressing for two minutes but others in the group are exchanging aggressive 
behaviours, the roles of this first dyad are redefined because their dyadic conflict is over, they 
are no longer an aggressor and a victim, and thus they become third parties. 

Any aggression towards-opponents or opponents-outwards will automatically change the 
role of the opponents for future interactions and a new pair of opponents is established: the 
individual aggressing becomes the aggressor and the one who received the aggression, the 
victim. This way, it may happen that after an aggressive intervention from a tp (C) towards an 
aggressor (A), when A has any kind of reaction towards C, A is really reacting to its aggressor. 
A can respond to his aggressor, C, by counter-aggressing, by reconciliating, by submitting or 
through playful exchanges (See Fig. 2).

iii. Rules for assigning roles: the two-minute-time window, the 

immediacy and the aggressor criteria

 The role of every individual is assigned with regard to aggressive exchanges but this same 
role is maintained for all types of interactions exchanged with others (i.e. affiliative, submission 
and playful exchanges) as well as for non-social behaviours (i.e. self-directed behaviours). 

There are three interrelated rules that work together to assess roles: the two-minute-time 
window, the immediacy and the aggressor rules (See Table 3). 

a. The two-minute-time window rule

 Whenever there is a dyadic aggression during a conflict, an aggressor and a victim are 
defined. The relation between them as aggressor and victim ends 1) when these opponents do 
not re-aggress or counter-aggress each other for two minutes and 2) when no other intermediate 
aggressions redefine the roles (immediacy rule, see below). When other dyadic aggressions 
occur within the group, the relationship between these opponents is reset to zero. They become 
tps but conflict continues. So any interaction beyond this two-minute period will be emitted 
or received as tps. Hence if this same dyad aggresses each other again, it is considered as a 
collateral aggression between tps that will define a new aggressor-victim dyad.

Therefore, within an agonistic dyad, the aggressor will always be the aggressor for its 
victim, and the victim will always be the victim for its aggressor unless they do not aggress 
each other for two minutes or  unless other intervening aggressions change their roles. This is 

Figure 5: Representation of a conflict and how the roles of the individuals may change over the course of the conflict. Triangles represent the 
individuals, arrows indicate the direction of the exchanges (SAG=social aggressive, GR=grooming, SUBM=Submission). Grey boxes indicate 
the former roles and green boxes represent changes in roles. B was a third party that aggressed Js who was an aggressor, now B becomes the 
aggressor of Js. See text for further details about this conflict.
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relevant for practical reasons because:

- An aggressor can re-aggress its victim as many times as it aggresses the victim, but 
aggressors can never counter-aggress.

- Aggressors never become victims when victims counter-aggress, they always re-aggress 
when they respond aggressively to counter –aggressions.

b. Immediacy rule

 Intervening aggressions may re-define the roles. Re-directions, side-directed aggressions 
and aggressive interventions from tps to either aggressors or victims will change their roles in their 
subsequent interactions. For instance, every time that there is a towards-opponents aggression, in 
addition to being an aggressive intervention, the recipient of this aggression becomes its victim in 
subsequent interactions with this tp that aggressed him. The individual that intervenes as a tp is the 
aggressor while the target of the aggression, the victim (and this occurs regardless that the target was 
either the aggressor or the victim of the previous interaction). Similarly, when another tp aggresses any 
of the new pair of opponents, a new aggressor-victim pair emerges. This exchange will first be analysed 
as an aggressive intervention towards the aggressor or the victim, and afterwards the tp becomes the 
aggressor and the target becomes the victim. This may happen as many times as aggressions occur 
towards-opponents and opponents-outwards: if a victim redirects the aggression, this victim is the 
aggressor of a new dyadic aggressive encounter, there will be a new aggressor-victim dyad.

In cases in which the same individual is involved in two different previous agonistic 
interactions, and then intervenes in another aggression as an actor or as a recipient, the nearest 
interaction in time will determine the role to assign. 

c. The aggressor

 The role of both participants is given regarding the previous role of the actor i.e., the 
aggressor. When the actor is a tp and the recipient had a previous role, then the recipient 
determines the roles of both participants. 

Two-minute-time window + immediacy + the aggressor rules working together

Any dyad keeps their relation for two minutes after the last aggression, if aggressions are 
resumed within these two minutes, they continue as aggressor and victim (two-minute-time window 
rule) but if any other individual intervenes aggressing or if they aggress another one, the former 
relationship changes and a new dyad is defined as an aggressor and a victim (immediacy rule). 

To attribute new roles, the actor of the aggression is first studied and so, we can identify a 

“redirection” when the victim aggresses a tp (the aggressor being the previous victim). However, when 
a tp aggresses the victim, the victim defines this interaction, being an aggressive intervention towards 
a victim. In cases in which both individuals had a previous role, as for instance when the victim of an 
aggression aggresses the aggressor of another dyad, the aggressor of this last interaction will determine 
the role, it is therefore a redirection and not an aggressive intervention (the aggressor rule). 

Table 3: Conflict coding system tips

GROUP AND 
BEHAVIOURS

PERIODS

RULES FOR 
ROLES

The whole group is studied for a selection of behaviours

The selection of the behaviours depend on the nature of the research

No aggression during the 5 minutes before the 
non-conflict recording. 
 
No one aggress during the non-conflict.

Any individual aggresses.

Finishes when no one aggresses for two minutes.

5 minutes after the ending of the conflict.

If aggressions are resumed during the PC, a new 
conflict starts.

The dyadic relationship between an aggressor and 
its victim lasts as long as the aggressions between 
them continue, and until aggressions between 
them stop for two minutes. When this two minutes 
period ends without further aggressions, they are 
no longer an aggressor and a victim. 

When others in the group continue aggressing, 
the former aggressor and the victim become third 
parties (of other aggressions).

When nobody else aggresses in the group, the 
conflict period ends.

NON-CONFLICT

POST-CONFLICT

TWO-MINUTE-TIME

CONFLICT
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2.2 Implementing the coding system in conflict management 

strategies

Conflict management strategies can be addressed through two complementary procedures: 
first, by analysing a set of behaviours performed by any individual during the conflict and, 
second, by comparing the behaviours and interactions that appear between the three periods 
(i.e., conflict, the non-conflict and post-conflict). The analysis of the behaviours that occur 
during conflicts provides information about very relevant issues such as i) how individuals 
cope with conflicts and ii) the mechanisms that emerge to restore the calm in the group. Conflict 
management strategies in each group can be compared between species, across populations and 
within the same species under different conditions.

Labels from other studies such as reconciliation, consolation, redirection or counter-
aggression are used here and refer to the content, the direction, and the roles individuals adopt 
throughout the conflict. Although one of the main differences between this method and previous 
PC/MC studies of conflict resolution strategies is that the relevance of the interactions during 
conflicts is enhanced at the expense of post-conflict interactions, the terms applied here such as 
reconciliation or consolation (Table 2) have been adapted from the prevailing researches in which 
post-conflict interactions were analysed and described (Arnold & Whiten, 2001; Colmenares, 

1996a, 1996b; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Kutsukake & Castles, 2004; Mallavarapu et 
al., 2006; Palagi, Paoli, & Tarli, 2004; Romero & de Waal, 2010; Wittig & Boesch, 2003a). For 
every interaction, we recorded the identities, the content, the direction, the occurrences and 
the duration of the behaviours for the first and consecutive interactions as detailed in Table 2.  

3. DISCUSSION  

When one regards the evolution of the research on primate social systems, several levels of 
complexity can be easily recognized. Initial attempts to understand the structure of social groups 
focused on dyadic exchanges (Thompson, 1969) and triadic levels were soon after included 
(Kummer et al., 1974). Few years later polyadic perspectives to study social interactions were 
emphasized and these exchanges were considered essential to fully understand social groups 
(Colmenares & Rivero, 1986; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979). 

Conflicts usually occur in social groups and the study of conflicts led to the development 
of important researches that were focused on the analysis of conflict management and resolution 
strategies. Conflict interactions were so complex that even assuming that those social exchanges 
cannot be considered as unrelated events, analysing them together was problematic. At that time 
several studies appeared to analyse conflict management strategies, both during post-conflict 
periods (de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979) and during conflicts themselves (de Waal & van 
Hooff, 1981). Although researchers recognized the influence of the interactions of individuals 
other than former opponents during conflicts, these studies focused on dyadic levels to analyse 
the responses to aggressive exchanges, and to investigate conflict resolution strategies (de Waal 
& Yoshihara, 1983). 

The study of conflict resolution strategies led to the well-known PC/MC methods to 
analyse the post-conflict interactions between former opponents in order to study their function 
in dyadic relationships. The coding system proposed here considers that during conflicts 
themselves resolution strategies arise to restore the calm within a social group. Conflicts are 
regarded as involving more than a single aggressor-victim dyad, when there are several dyads 
exchanging aggressions, all of them are analysed. These two dimensions, resolution strategies 
and simultaneous exchanges during conflicts, are studied together. 

The traditional PC/MC approaches to analysing conflict resolution strategies have 
provided valuable information about social exchanges at dyadic and triadic levels and have 
also allowed for a systematized methodology in which several important issues regarding the 
consequences of agonistic encounters have been addressed (Aureli & van Schaik, 1991b; Aureli 
et al., 1989; Castles & Whiten, 1998; Cordoni et al., 2006; de Waal & Yoshihara, 1983; Kappeler 

Table 3: Continued.

RULES FOR 
ROLES

Intermediate aggressions may re-define the roles

In cases in which the same individual was 
involved in two different previous agonistic 
interactions, and then intervenes in another 
aggression as an actor or as a recipient of 
the same, the closest interaction in time will 
determine the role to give. 

The role of both participants is given regarding 
the previous role of the actor i.e. the aggressor. 

If both individuals had a previous role, for 
instance, the victim of an aggression aggresses the 
aggressor of another dyad, then the one to aggress 
determines the role, this will be a redirection (not 
an aggressive intervention).

IMMEDIACY

THE AGGRESSOR
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& van Schaik, 1992; Palagi & Norscia, 2015; Preuschoft et al., 2002; Swedell, 1997; Webb 
et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2016). The conclusions regarding the function of affiliative PCIs in 
reducing post-conflict stress, repairing the damage caused by the conflict, and signalling the end 
of conflicts are some of the main contributions of these conventional PC/MC methods (Aureli 
& van Schaik, 1991b; Baker & Aureli, 1997; de Waal, 1986a; Koski, 2015; Palagi & Norscia, 
2015; Preuschoft et al., 2002; Silk, 1997; Watts et al., 2000; Webb et al., 2014). However these 
methods acknowledged that some interactions were being neglected, i.e., those performed by 
others in the group, and these interactions could modify the meaning of the interactions between 
former opponents. With the method proposed here the roles can change during the conflict and 
a conflict only ends when no one aggresses, therefore a wider range of behaviours are being 
considered and a fuller appreciation of how conflicts are managed is gained. 

Some previous studies already focused on the type and the direction of behaviours that 
occurred during conflicts, finding out that peaceful interactions may serve as honest signals to 
end conflicts (Silk, 1997) and third parties interventions may be relevant in halting aggressions 
(Petit & Thierry, 1994). In the coding system described here, interactions are analysed under the 
hypothesis that individuals are more probably concerned with the immediate interactions than 
with long-term consequences of aggressions. At this stage, the type of exchanges that may serve 
to restore the calm within a social group are explored, this approach is not meant to replace 
previous investigations in which long-term consequences of agonistic encounters have been 
analysed (Arnold & Whiten, 2001; Aureli, Cords, & van Schaik, 2002; de Waal, 2000; Koski, 
Koops, et al., 2007; Watts, 2006; Wittig & Boesch, 2003b), but this is regarded as just another 
step towards the understanding of conflict dynamics that complements previous researches.

We are aware that several authors previously recognized that interactions are not isolated 
events and that these are related to other social dynamics, and so are conflicts. The main 
contribution of this research is rolling out a system that allows the study of these dynamics 
to provide a general idea about how conflicts are managed during conflicts themselves. 
Implementing this system also permits the comparison of behaviours across the non-conflict, 
the conflict and the post-conflict periods. Besides, this method allows for the study of the PC 
periods given that polyadic interactions can be split into their dyadic components and PC 
periods can be obtained for some dyads by following each opponent during several minutes after 
conflicts. However, matched control methods are not specifically chosen and so the baseline can 
be obtained from dyadic interactions during non-conflict periods. Finally, with the proposed 
coding system comparisons between species or groups with variations on their demographic 
conditions are possible.

Group size may be a constraint for the use of this method. In larger groups where all 
individuals are difficult to monitor simultaneously, other alternatives may be selected such as, 
for instance, the choice of sub-sets of individuals on the basis of spatial proximity, visibility, or 

by those sharing a physical environment or being at a certain proximity distance. For this same 
reason, the selection of behaviours to be recorded should be selected and pre-determined with 
caution. We are also aware that the lack of a MC period precludes the study of CCT as it has 
been done to date. 

We believe that this method is especially adequate for studies in captivity for several 
reasons. First, in captive settings the group size is usually smaller compared to wild conditions, 
making it easier to monitor all or most individuals at the same time. Second, in captivity 
individuals are easier to observe due to space restrictions. As a matter of fact, in captivity the 
side effect of dyadic aggression on other group members may be intensified as a result of space 
constraints providing an interesting environment to analyse social exchanges (Aureli et al., 
1995; de Waal, Aureli, & Judge, 2000; Hayashi, Mizuno, & Matsuzawa, 2005; Judge & de Waal, 
1993; Judge, Griffaton, & Fincke, 2006; Nieuwenhuijsen & de Waal, 1982; Paoli, Tacconi, 
Borgognini Tarli, & Palagi, 2007; Sannen, van Elsacker, & Eens, 2004; Stoinski, Lukas, et al., 
2004). And finally, since in captivity individuals have more limited options to avoid escalated 
aggression due to the fact that they can’t leave the group, this setting provides an opportunity 
to study how individuals cope with and manage conflicts in those environmental conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The content, quality and patterning of social interactions, and the relationships that result 
from these are key elements of primates social life (Hinde, 1976, 1983). Social exchanges can 
be studied in terms of the frequency, intensity and direction of aggressions and affiliations, 
peace-making behaviours, support in fights, and the levels of inter-individual tolerance. The 
analysis of these elements, that have been studied in several primate species, contributes to 
increasing our understanding of primate sociality and to explain how group cohesion can be 
maintained (Allanic et al. 2016; Crook, 1970; Dunbar & Shultz, 2010). 

One of the main costs of group-living is the conflicts of interest between the individuals that 
live in that group. These costs can be offset through a diversity of conflict management strategies. 
These strategies can take place before, during or after conflicts. In most primate species, group 
members establish dominance relationships with one another where dominants usually have 
priority of access to the limited supply of fitness-enhancing resources available (Dunbar, 1988; 
Hinde, 1976). The formalization of these relationships through dominance and submissive signals 
allows the individuals to predict future interactions (Flack & de Waal, 2004; Preuschoft & van 
Schaik, 2000; Rebout et al. 2017), and to recognize which individuals are capable of successfully 
using force in agonistic situations (Thierry, 2000). The establishment of dominance relationships 
and the ability to evaluate the negative consequences of conflicts are processes that serve to avoid 
the escalation to serious fights (de Waal, 1996; Wittig & Boesch, 2003b). 

When aggressions have not been successfully avoided, the duration and intensity of the 
resulting aggressive exchanges can be determined by agonistic interventions (Scott & Lockard, 
2007), that can be biased on behalf of one of the contestants or can be impartial (i.e., policing) 
when the intervener does not side with any of the antagonists (Von Rohr et al., 2012; Watts, 
1995a). But, post-conflict affiliative reunions between the opponents or with third parties 
may also mitigate the consequences of conflicts on the relationships between the antagonists 
(Aureli et al., 2002), by reducing the risk of further injuries and decreasing stress (Aureli & van 
Schaik, 1991a, 1991b; Baker & Aureli, 1997; de Waal, 1986a; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; 
Preuschoft et al., 2002; Watts et al., 2000).

An approach that analysed dominance relationships to classify macaque societies into 
four grades of dominance styles (de Waal & Luttrell, 1989) considered several aspects of dyadic 
relationships such as the affiliative, aggressive and submissive exchanges, the asymmetries 
in relationships as well as post-conflict interactions (Flack & de Waal, 2004; Hemelrijk & 
Gygax, 2004). This model was later generalized to other primate species, arguing that primate 
dominance styles lie somewhere between the two extremes, egalitarian versus despotic. In 
despotic societies large dyadic asymmetries and intense unidirectional aggressions towards 

lower-ranking individuals are common. In despotic societies there is strong emphasis on kinship 
and post-conflict affiliation is infrequent (McCowan, Anderson, Heagarty, & Cameron, 2008). 
In tolerant, relaxed and egalitarian societies, in contrast, there are higher levels of bidirectional 
aggression, and these are of lower intensities. Some relationships can be unresolved; there 
is less emphasis on kinship; and post-conflict affiliation is more frequent (Flack & de Waal, 
2004). Dominance styles might vary across groups within the same species, and across different 
categories of individuals [i.e., males and females (Flack & de Waal, 2004; Hemelrijk & Gygax, 
2004; Zhang & Watanabe, 2013)].

Chimpanzees and gorillas are both hominoids, and share a common ancestor 6-8 million 
years ago. They are both highly social primates that differ in their social structure, social 
organization and mating system (Hinde, 1976, 1983). These species are characterized by having 
large relative brain sizes, long life history phases and complex social relationships (Malone et 
al., 2012). Among great apes, male sociality is highly variable, ranging from the infrequent 
associations of orangutans, to the close relationships of chimpanzees. Besides, within the 
same species, different social contexts may provide considerable variations in patterns of male 
association and in relationships quality (Harcourt & Stewart, 2007; Ridley, 1986; Snyder-
Mackler, Alberts, & Bergman, 2012).

In chimpanzees, kin selection favoured male-bonding (Goldberg & Wrangham, 1997; 
Morin et al., 1994) with the relationships among females being more distant and  aggressions 
from resident to immigrants relatively frequent (Pusey et al., 2008). Sometimes males may 
intervene to protect female immigrants (Kahlenberg, Emery Thompson, & Wrangham, 2008), 
but cross-sex bonding is usually weak (Meder, 2015). Among gorillas, in contrast, there is a 
single silverback male who is dominant over all other individuals. Immatures and females are 
attracted to this male (Harcourt, 1979b), and females establish long-term social bonds with him 
(Watts, 1996). Female-female affinitive interactions are rare (Harcourt, 1979a; Stokes, 2004) 
and moderate aggression by males towards females can be frequent (Watts, 1992). 

Associations between males for different reasons are common in primates. Male philopatry 
favours the formation of multi-male kin groups that boosts inclusive fitness. Associations and 
co-residence of unrelated males although less frequent, may be encouraged for communal 
defence against external males or in between group encounters (Ostner & Schülke, 2014; 
Port, Kappeler, & Johnstone, 2011; Scarry, 2013). Sometimes males are unable to monopolize 
females, and in these cases unrelated males may also be accepted in the group. Such pattern is 
more likely when females are numerous, their reproductive cycles are synchronized and when 
the risks of trying to monopolize females are too high (Sterck, 1999).

Male-male interactions and relationships among chimpanzees and gorilla differ notably. 
Male chimpanzees associate and form close and long-term bonds with other males and they 
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cooperate with each other both within and between communities (Itoh & Nishida, 2007; Mitani, 
2006a; Nishida, 1983; Watts & Mitani, 2001). Male-bonding manifests itself in several contexts, 
including association, grooming, proximity, coalitions, meat sharing and territorial behaviour 
(Mitani, Watts, Pepper, et al., 2002; Newton-Fisher, 1999; Riss & Goodall, 1977; Simpson, 
1973; Watts & Mitani, 2000b). Social interactions among male chimpanzees also include the 
exchange of different kinds of services where grooming –that cannot be completely obtained by 
oneself- is the main trading currency (Barrett & Henzi, 2001; Hemelrijk & Ek, 1991). The value 
of grooming is based on certain social traits of each society, with great variability both between 
and within species (Koyama, Ronkainen & Aurel, 2017; Stevens, Vervaecke, de Vries, & Van 
Elsacker, 2005). Biological markets paradigm (Noë, 2001; Noë, van Schaik, & van Hooff, 
1991) predicts that when grooming is a valuable resource by itself it will tend to be reciprocated, 
whereas when other interests outweigh the value of grooming it might be exchanged for other 
services as, for instance, coalitionary support, food or mate access (de Waal, 1997; Hemelrijk 
& Ek, 1991; Mitani, 2006b; Stevens et al., 2005; Watts, 2002).

In contrast to chimpanzees, in western lowland gorillas there is no evidence of bonding 
among adult males. In this species males usually live in one-male units with several females 
and their offspring, and do not benefit from forming multi-male groups (Magliocca et al., 
1999; Remis, 1997; Robbins, 1999; Robbins et al., 2004; Weber & Vedder, 1983; Yamagiwa, 
Kahekwa, & Basabose, 2003). Most of our knowledge about all-male groups (i.e., bachelor 
groups) in the wild is based on studies of mountain gorillas, in bachelor groups males have 
been reported to socialize more with one another through play, groom and closer proximity than 
in heterosexual groups, the frequency of agonistic behaviours was also higher but it was less 
serious than in heterosexual groups (Pullen, 2005; Robbins, 1996).

Our knowledge about male chimpanzee dominance relationships is vast in contrast to that 
of gorillas. Male chimpanzees typically form linear and steep hierarchies that may be variable 
across communities (de Waal, 1986b; Kaburu & Newton-Fisher, 2015; Watts, 2000a). Their 
dominance relationships are based on the levels of tolerance and agonism among individuals (de 
Waal & Luttrell, 1989), and lie between tolerant and relaxed styles. Dyadic asymmetries exist 
between some pairs that can be reinforced through moderate aggressions (Flack & de Waal, 2004). 
Submissive displays reassure the dominant that his position is not challenged, which, in turn, 
allows the dominant to treat the subordinate in a non-aggressive manner (de Waal, 1989). Males’ 
interventions against the formal hierarchy are quite common. Conflict management strategies 
in chimpanzees also include post-conflict affiliative reunions between former opponents, (i.e., 
reconciliations), and with third parties [i.e., consolations (de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Fraser 
& Aureli, 2008; Wittig & Boesch, 2005)]. The frequency of these reunions may depend on the 
intensity of the aggressions (Webb et al., 2014). Reunions vary across populations (Arnold & 
Whiten, 2001; Fuentes et al., 2002), between pairs of individuals (Koski, de Vries, van den Tweel, 

& Sterck, 2007; Watts, 2006) and also across individuals (Webb et al., 2014).

In western lowland gorillas dominance relationships in one-male units are clearly 
differentiated and the alpha male is dominant over females and subadults. The silverback is 
usually the single adult male as blackbacks leave their natal group before reaching maturity. 
Studies conducted on bachelor gorilla groups in captivity have failed to find a dominance 
hierarchy among like-aged and inconsistent results were found across age classes (Pullen, 2005; 
Sjahfirdi et al., 2012; Stoinski, Hoff, Lukas, & Maple, 2001). Coalitions and interventions in 
conflicts among females (Scott & Lockard, 2007) and instances of reconciliations, consolations, 
both victim-initiated and from third-parties to aggressors were found between different age and 
sex classes in captive settings (Cordoni & Palagi, 2007; Mallavarapu et al., 2006; Palagi et al., 
2008). In mountain gorillas counter-aggressions were found to be more likely between females 
than against a male (Watts, 1995a, 1995b). In both wild mountain and captive lowland gorillas, 
reconciliations were essentially found among heterosexual pairs, and in particular directed from 
adult females to males (Cordoni et al., 2006). 

In captivity, space restriction may benefit intense relationships and this may promote 
conflicts (Hosey, 2005; Judge et al., 2006). In the absence of opportunities to migrate and find 
a new social unit, the management of conflicts becomes critical to cohabitate (Caws & Aureli, 
2003; Cordoni & Palagi, 2007; de Waal, 1989b). In this context, captivity provides an excellent 
opportunity to investigate social dynamics and the strategies that may arise to co-reside with 
others (Colmenares, 2006). Husbandry protocols try to reduce the risk of serious injuries with 
structures that limit visual contact, and by reducing the competition over resources. In all-male 
groups the absence of resources to monopolize (mates or food) may help a more peaceful co-
residence among males. 

Chimpanzee social units in captivity usually contain several males that share the same 
enclosure, establish dominance relationships, exchange different types of behaviours, and 
deal with social conflicts (Alford, Bloomsmith, Keeling, & Beck, 1995; de Waal & van Hooff, 
1981; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Kanngiesser et al., 2011; van Hooff, 1973). Gorillas 
in captivity have been generally housed in one-male units. When males reach sexual maturity, 
their putative father is likely to reject them and, in order to avoid the escalation of conflicts, 
these are usually removed from their natal group (Coe et al., 2009; Stoinski, Lukas, et al., 
2004). One of the options for the consequent male surplus is to integrate them into all-male 
groups (O’Brien, 2011; Stoinski et al., 2001). Thus, in the last decades several all-male groups 
have been settled and successfully managed in captivity (Bemment & Pullen, 2017; Lukas, 
Elsner, Long, & Groome, 2012; Vermeer, Abelló, & Holtkötter, 2014). Similarly to other studies 
conducted on bachelor groups of mountain gorillas (Robbins, 1996; Yamagiwa, 1987), Stoinski 
et al. (2001) found out that immature individuals and blackbacks housed in all-male groups 
exchanged affiliative behaviours, including grooming and social play, more than the silverback 
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did, and that they engaged in fewer agonistic behaviours. 

1.1 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

This research aims to increase our understanding of the dominance styles of male 
gorillas and chimpanzees housed in all-male groups in captivity. Since the dominance style 
model proposes a set of behavioural traits to define social structures, and given that these 
may vary between and within populations, we investigate here the elements that have been 
used to classify the different primate societies into the four-graded dominance style scale (de 
Waal & Luttrell, 1989; Flack & de Waal, 2004; Hemelrijk & Gygax, 2004; McCowan et al., 
2008; Zhang & Watanabe, 2013). In particular, we focus 1) on the type, the direction and the 
intensity of different interactions that serve to establish a dominance rank, to maintain social 
relationships, and to manage conflicts; 2) on variations of behaviour comparing non-conflict 
baseline, conflict and post-conflict periods; and finally 3) on behavioural patterns and conflict 
management strategies comparing both species.

Chimpanzees have been classified as having large dyadic asymmetries reinforced via 
displays and aggressions that range from lethal to mild (Flack & de Waal, 2004). In order for 
individuals to maintain their hierarchical rank, dominance strategies may involve the establishment 
of co-operative to despotic relationships (de Waal, 1982), they may use force, form coalitions 
and exchange grooming (Foster et al., 2009; Simpson, 1973; Watts, 2000a, 2000b).  We expect 
to find that in this captive chimpanzee colony a reproduction of relationships that have been 
observed in other communities and that fit with a tolerant to relaxed dominance style. Therefore, 
dominance hierarchy will be linear and steep, subordinates indicating their lower position through 
formal signals of subordination towards dominants (e.g., pant-grunts). Aggressive exchanges will 
be of mild to moderate intensities and higher intensity aggressions will be mainly displayed by 
higher-ranking males. It has been argued that agonistic support serves to maintain dominance 
rank (Kaburu & Newton-Fisher, 2015). However, in a context in which mating and feeding 
competition have been removed, the maintenance of a dominant position through agonistic 
alliances may be reduced, especially because it entails costs (i.e., risk of injuries). In this captive 
chimpanzee colony where several males cohabitate, and given the highly gregarious nature of 
males, grooming exchanges may become more relevant for maintaining social cohesion (Fedurek 
& Dunbar, 2009; Lehmann, Korstjens, & Dunbar, 2007b; Simpson, 1973). For this reason, 
interchanges of grooming for support will not be expected, and grooming will be more valuable 
for itself than to be traded for any other service. Conflict management strategies in chimpanzees 
have been well documented and involve consolation, reconciliations as well as affiliative and 
agonistic interventions [i.e., coalitions (de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Fraser & Aureli, 2008; 
Preuschoft et al., 2002; Wittig & Boesch, 2005)]. In this colony we expect to find reconciliations 
between opponents, submissions from victims to aggressors rather than counter-aggressions and 
consolation sought by victims. Interventions against the victims will be more likely than against 

the aggressors, and the latter are expected to be performed by dominants. Behavioural changes are 
expected in the group after conflicts with increased stress responses as displacement activities, such 
as self-directed behaviours, that may indicate stressful emotional states (Maestripieri et al., 1992) 
and increased socio-positive social exchanges aimed to reduce stress (Brent, Semple, et al., 2011).

Dominance relationships among adult male gorillas remain poorly understood. Aggressive 
interactions are expected to be balanced, with more counter-aggressions than submission towards 
aggressors. Conflicts are expected to be highly bidirectional, both aggressors and victims counter-
aggressing and re-aggressing each other, and with a small number of subordination signals from 
any of both. Adult male western lowland gorillas socialize primarily with females and with 
immature individuals in heterosexual groups. In the absence of different age and sex classes, and 
therefore of mating competition, we expect social exchanges between males to be closer to those 
described in mountain gorillas’ bachelor groups. In these, males were found to socialize through 
social play and other socio-positive behaviours, and also that aggressive exchanges were frequent 
but they were of lower intensity than in heterosexual groups. Thus, we expect to find mild to 
moderate aggression and some playful exchanges between males. Consolations through affiliative 
exchanges are not expected, and we want to investigate the role of playful exchanges during and 
after conflicts. Male-male bonding is generally weak, and therefore, coalitions during aggressive 
encounters are not expected. We want to increase our understanding of male gorillas’ dominance 
styles, and to explore whether the interactions of males from this group fit into the four graded 
scale (Flack & de Waal, 2004). After conflicts stress responses are also expected. Among males 
of this species conflict management strategies do not include increased social contact (Cordoni et 
al., 2006) and we wonder whether playful exchanges would increase or reduce tensions or instead, 
whether males would reduce all sorts of social interactions.

Finally, this research provides the opportunity to test and to apply the coding system 
explained in Chapter 4 to analyse conflict management strategies in primates and, in particular, in 
chimpanzees and gorillas.

 

2. METHODS 

2.1 Study groups, sampling and recording methods

This study analyses social exchanges and conflict management strategies of two all-male 
groups, one of chimpanzees (Lvs07C1) and one of gorillas (LpC1). The chimpanzee group was 
composed of 10 young adults. During the study period they were housed in a 300 square meters 
indoor facility. The gorilla group was composed by 2 blackbacks and 4 silverbacks housed 
together in a 3500 square meters terrace (For details about the study groups see Chapter 2: 
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General methods).

In the present study group-focal sampling (Altmann, 1974; Martin & Bateson, 1993) was 
used to collect behavioural information on all individuals on a set of social interactions (socio-
positive: affiliative and social play and agonistic: aggression and submission) and self-directed 
behaviours. Group-focal sampling was conducted continuously during a 15 minutes-long periods 
at 15-s intervals. For chimpanzees I based my observations on the social ethogram developed by 
van van Hooff (1973) and for gorillas on the compilation of gorilla ethograms from the Gorilla 
Behavior Advisory Group (Ogden et al., 1991). Social interactions often consisted of polyadic 
interactions that were then split into its dyadic components (Noe et al., 1980) and each behavioural 
pattern was scored only once per individual per dyadic encounter (See Table 1).

We always recorded the temporal distribution of behaviours, the direction and the identity 
of the actors. For social behaviours the identity of the recipient was also noted. When recipients 
of aggressions were unknown the aggressions were coded as undirected aggressions. For the rest 
of social exchanges, if any of either the actor or the recipient were not clear, those observations 
were discarded. Data collection included 43 observation hours on the chimpanzee AMG from 
December 2006 to March 2007; and 27 hours and 30 minutes on gorillas between October 2009 
and March 2010 split into two periods, the first one was from October to November 2009 and 
the second one from February to March 2010 (See in Chapter 2 Tables 1 and 2 for details about 
study groups and the data collection).

2.2 Ethogram

The following ethogram includes the description of the social and non-social interactions 
that were recorded in both chimpanzees and gorillas. The identities of the subjects were always 
noted and when the identities were unclear, those observations were discarded (Table 1)

Table 1: Chimpanzee and gorilla ethogram: description of behavioural categories that were recorded. Some behavioural measures were only 
observed in chimpanzees or in gorillas, in those cases an asterisk appears indicating whereas that category was only observed in chimpanzees 
(*CH) or in gorillas (*G).

Table 1: Continued.

NON-SOCIAL (SELF-DIRECTED) BEHAVIOURS

NON-SOCIAL (SELF-DIRECTED) BEHAVIOURS

Self-scratching 

Rough self-scratching 

Self-grooming: Only certain parts of the body are accessible to this treatment

Self-licking: arms, underarms, hands

Self-genital investigation: lick, touch, and investigate genital area

Others unclassified

Playful interactions between two or more individuals that includes run, bites, 
hitting, follow one another. Wrestling (*G) consist of at least several seconds of 
body contact holding, embracing, biting, hitting, pulling, bumping against the 
partner (Meder, 1989). Play-face and head-head contact and jumps (*CH).

Touch: Any contact of a fellow’s body with any the hand.

Embrace: An animal stands or squats in front of the other and clasps it by putting 
the arms around the partner’s body, also includes ventral-back embrace with side-
to-side movements (*CH).

Grooming: Mostly both hands and the lips are used in grooming; one hand 
mainly pushes the hairs apart whereas dislodged particles may be picked up with 
the other hand or with the lips (*CH) .

Genital investigation and manipulation: Genital parts of another individual are 
manipulated intensively and inspected both olfactory and visually (*CH).

Supplant: Place and social supplant. One takes another’s place or places himself 
between two other individuals that were in a social behaviour. No aggressive answer 
from the individual that has been supplanted (Casanova, 2002). 

Stare: Stare at other gorillas, being vigilant. An animal looks towards and fixates 
on another for an extended time. The brow is furrowed and face is tense. Only 
aggressive when it appears accompanied of other agonistic-aggressive behaviours 
(*G).

Scream against opponents (*CH)

Hit: One individual hits another one with its arms or with an object.

Stand facing: One individual approaches another one and stays looking at him 
straight in front of him during at least 5 seconds (Meder, 1989) (*G)

Quarters: Stand-facing alike but without the straight regard towards the other 
individual (*G) 

Strut-standing and walking: While in the stiff stance, an animal walks with 
stiff, short steps (*G). 

Bite

Chase: One individual follows another one that flights

Chest-beating: hitting one’s chest in a biped position (*G)

Charge: One individual suddenly goes or runs aggressively towards another 
one (*CH).  

SELF-DIRECTED 
BEHAVIOURS

Socio-positive/
social play

Socio-positive/
affiliative

Agonistic/
aggressive 
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2.3 Behavioural measures and analyses

To analyse dominance, friendship, and conflict management strategies we used social 
interaction data (i.e., aggressive, submissive and socio-positive interactions) and non-social 
self-directed behaviours (See Table 2). We also studied the contexts in which behaviours 
appeared and the roles of the participants during conflicts (sensu Chapter 4).

A visibility index was estimated by using the proportion of time that every individual was 
visible out of the 100% of the same period group scan records. If an animal was in sight during 
80% of the scans, this 80% was used to determine its visibility index during the group focal 
records (For details about data collection see data collection in Chapter 2: General Methods).

The net duration of the behaviours was analysed: if a specific behaviour stopped during 
15 seconds (i.e., a full sampling interval) or more, these seconds were removed from the total 
duration of the behaviour. 

Finally, behavioural data were split into three periods: non-conflict, conflict and the post-
conflict periods. The conflict period (C) started when any type of aggressive exchange erupted, 
and finished when no aggression occurred for two minutes in the group. The post-conflict period 
(PC) started immediately after the last aggression and lasted 5 minutes, the PC was shortened 
in cases in which the group-focal following ended up, or when a new conflict started. The non-
conflict period (NC) was defined by the absence of aggressions beyond the PC period, this period 
was eventually used as the baseline to compare neutral contexts with C and the PC contexts (See 
Fig. 4 in Chapter 4 for details about the NC, C and PC periods). All the statistical analyses were 
non-parametric as the sample sizes were small and the scores were not normally distributed.

Table 1: Continued.

Table 2: Behavioural Measures 

NON-SOCIAL (SELF-DIRECTED) BEHAVIOURS

Charging-displays: One individual runs from one side of the enclosure to the 
other side where there is no one (*G). 

Piloerection and vocalizations (*CH).

Displays with stamps, stamp trot:  strong vocalizations, piloerection, charges 
and stamps on the floor on structures. It might be clearly directed towards another 
individual or not (*CH). 

Sway-walk: Bipedal. Arms fully stretched or slightly bent with elbows outward 
extended laterally at an almost 90º angle. Usually with a strong piloerection. The 
animal may swing its arms rhythmically in a parallel fashion in front of his body, 
in a lateral plane, or above his head. Legs stay in a normal position (*CH).

Arm sway: Like sway-walk but without locomotion (*CH).

Brusque rush: One moves towards a partner quadrupedally at full speed, often 
with the hairs erected (*CH).

Grooming, genital investigation and manipulation and different types of embraces 
in chimpanzees, touch in both species.

Grooming in chimpanzees was also studied apart from the rest of affiliative 
behaviours. During grooming mostly both hands and the lips are used, one hand 
mainly pushes the hairs apart whereas dislodged particles may be picked up with 
the other hand or with the lips.

Withdraw from one another’s way and retreat: One individual gets away from 
the route of another one to avoid direct confrontation with that subject (*G).

Submissive present: A subject approaches another and stay at a quadruped position 
with his back turned towards another individual showing his genitals (*G). 

Pant-grunt: Submissive vocalization (CH*).

Crouch present: The hindquarters of an animal are turned towards a partner, mostly 
in an active manner. Often there is flexion of the arms as well, thus the body can be 
brought to a horizontal position close or even touching the ground (*CH).

Gaze aversion (*G).

Flight

Bared teeth face: The mouth-corners are withdrawn and the lips retracted from 
teeth and mostly also gums (*CH).

Bared teeth scream: Is the most intense vocal display, the mouth is widely 
opened and the lips are fully retracted from teeth and gums (*CH).

Squat-bobbing: An animal approach a fellow quite closely by shuffling towards 
it, slowly or quite rapidly, in a squatting position with the hind legs more or less 
strongly flexed. The body is kept in a low horizontal or oblique position. Close in 
front of his partner, the animal may bow down by flexing its arms or it may flex 
and stretch its arms in turn a few times, thus making bobbing movements with the 
upper body. Frequently accompanied by ohoh vocalizations (*CH).

Agonistic/
aggressive 

Agonistic/
submissive

Affiliation

Grooming
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2.3.1 Social structure: dominance rank and subordination signals 

In each species dominance rank was obtained from the outcome of dyadic agonistic 
encounters (de Vries, 1995; Kaburu & Newton-Fisher, 2015). Two hundred and ninety three 
dyadic conflicts were analysed in chimpanzees, and ninety-four in gorillas. We analysed the 
identity of both aggressor and victim. The individual who aggressed first was considered 
“aggressor” and the recipient of the aggression was considered “victim”. In some rare cases 
(less than 1%) aggressions were simultaneously initiated by the two incumbent antagonists. In 
this situation, the first directed aggression determined who the aggressor and the victim were. 

I also analysed the identity of both winner and loser. The “winner” of each contest was 
defined as the individual who aggressed last and the “loser” was the individual who submitted 
last (Arnold & Whiten, 2001). The outcome of a conflict was undecided when subordinations 
and counter-aggressions occurred equally from victims and from aggressors, and when the 
victims ignored the aggressions.

A dominance hierarchy matrix was constructed using Matman 1.1.4 (de Vries, 1998; de 
Vries, Netto, & Hanegraaf, 1993; Landau, 1951), which assigns individual ordinal ranks to all 
individuals, and is based on the number of wins and losses in dyadic conflicts from the total 
of dyadic aggressive encounters. The linearity of the hierarchy was assessed with the Landau’s 
linearity index h′ corrected for unknown relationships (de Vries, 1995). The steepness of 
dominance hierarchies was determined by calculating normalized David’s scores (Gammell, de 
Vries, Jennings, Carlin, & Hayden, 2003; Klass & Cords, 2011) based on the normalized dyadic 
dominance index, and then calculating the slope of the straight line found by linear regression of 
these values on the ranks (de Vries, Stevens, & Vervaecke, 2006; Stevens et al., 2005). 

To study whether aggressors were dominants over victims, an additional aggressor/
winner matrix was built-up. This matrix contained the percentage of dyadic aggressions that 
the aggressor won from all the dyadic conflicts started by the aggressor. 

To examine submissive patterns in both chimpanzees and gorillas a submission matrix 
was constructed with the direction of the total amount of submissions. The subordination matrix 
was correlated with both the dominance and the winner/aggressor matrices using Matman 1.1.4.

2.3.2 Social structure: Aggressive interactions and dominance

 The study of aggressive interactions included aggressions directed to particular targets 
and undirected displays of power (Goodall, 1986). To analyse general aggressive patterns, 
both directed and undirected aggressions (overall aggressions henceforth) were studied. To 
investigate the aggressive patterns towards particular individuals, only the aggressions with 

Table 2: Continued.

Dyadic aggressions were 
obtained from conflicts. In-
teractions were divided into 
three categories based on 
increasing intensity of ag-
gressive behaviour (Robbins, 
1996). If two aggressive be-
haviours occurred simulta-
neously, only the behaviour 
of the highest level of inten-
sity was analysed (Robbins, 
1996).

Mild: in both species mild aggression 
included instances of supplants when 
they occurred along with a strictly 
agonistic behaviour (de Waal & van 
Hooff, 1981). In chimpanzees mild 
aggression included screaming against 
an opponent, piloerections and vocal 
threats, sway walk and arm-sway. In 
gorillas included staring behaviour 
only when it occurred along with 
agonistic behaviours. 

 Moderate: in both, moderate 
aggressions included chasing another 
individual. Only in chimpanzees it 
also comprised displays with charges, 
stamp trot and brusque rush. Only in 
gorillas moderate intensity aggressions 
contained strut-standing and walking, 
stand-face, chest-beating and charging-
displays. 

´

High: in both, high intensity aggressions 
comprised instances of body contact 
such as hits, bits, and attacks.

Aggression

Flight behaviour was a clear submissive signal in both. Bared teeth and bared 
teeth scream, crouch present and squat-bobbing were submissive signals in 
chimpanzees. Deviate regard, get away from someone and retreat were submissive 
signals in gorillas.

A combination of behaviours with no obvious immediate benefits for the performer, 
but which involved motor patterns typical of functional contexts exaggerated, 
reordered, incomplete, brief, repeated and varied in sequence were studied as 
playful interactions (Bekoff, 1984; Bekoff & Byers, 1998). In chimpanzees these 
behaviours were accompanied by play-face.

Included auto-groom, self-licking, rough and light self-scratching, self-genital 
investigation and manipulation.

Submission

Social Play

Self- directed 
behaviours
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clear targets were considered (directed aggressions henceforth).

We examine the type and the patterns of aggressive interchanges during conflicts.  In 
first place and in both species, the duration of mild, moderate and high overall and directed 
aggressive interactions was calculated over conflict time corrected with the visibility index of 
each individual. I computed the non-parametric Friedman test for k related samples to compare 
mean durations. When post-hoc comparisons were required, the Wilcoxon signed ranked test 
for two related samples was run with the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (level 
of signification set at p<.0167 for three paired comparisons).

Next, to examine the relationship between the intensity of aggressive interactions and 
dominance, rank order was correlated with both overall and directed mild, moderate, high 
and total aggressions (sum of mild, moderate and high). All correlations were run with the 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. 

2.3.3 Social structure: Behavioural patterns of high and low ranking 

males

First, we investigated whether there was a relationship between hierarchy, based on the 
outcome of dyadic conflicts, and other behavioural measures in gorillas and chimpanzees. In 
chimpanzees, the correlation was run between dominance rank and the proportion of time that 
the individuals groomed and were groomed, gave and received affiliative behaviours, played, 
and performed self-directed behaviours. In gorillas, we ran correlations between rank and social 
play, self-directed behaviours and with staring behaviour. 

And second, the correlation was calculated between the two directions (initiator versus 
recipient) of these behaviours and of the behaviours with one another in order to investigate 
patterns of reciprocity and interchange, respectively.

For the analyses, individual behavioural data extracted from the marginal of dyadic 
matrices were used for the correlations and were analysed with the Spearman’s rank correlation 
coefficient for non-parametric samples.

2.3.4 Social structure: reciprocity and exchanges in chimpanzees

To analyse patterns of reciprocity and interchange in chimpanzees raw data on grooming 
and on support exchanges were analysed. Support was defined as all instances in which a 
male intervened on behalf of another during an on-going conflict (Nishida, Kano, Goodall, 
McGrew, & Nakamura, 1999). Support was coded as aggressive interventions towards any of 
the opponents that occurred in the two- minute-time window after the encounter, and when 
any of the contestants directed aggressions towards third parties prior to that intervention 

(“redirections” or “side directed aggressions”: See Table 3 for terms).

Grooming and support matrices were constructed and analysed. For reciprocity, the 
grooming given and support given matrices were correlated with their transposed, grooming 
received and support received. For interchanges, the matrices of grooming given with support 
received and grooming received with support given were correlated. Additionally, reciprocity 
in grooming and in support was controlled for proximity within two arms’ reach and reciprocity 
in support was also controlled for dominance rank with Partial Kendall rowwise correlations 
(de Vries, 1993). 

2.3.5 Social structure and conflict management: Comparisons 

between species

In order to compare the behavioural patterns of male chimpanzees and gorillas, we 
compared the proportion of time that gorillas and chimpanzees spent in aggressive (mild, 
moderate, high and total directed aggressions), playful exchanges, and self-directed behaviours 
over the whole study period. 

 Additionally, aggressive patterns during conflicts were investigated by comparing the 
percentage of time that each species directed aggressions (total directed aggressions) to others 
and the intensity of the aggressions (mild, moderate or high) during conflicts (See Table 2).

Comparisons across species were computed with the non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests 
for two independent samples.

2.3.6 Conflict management: behaviours in context 

Behaviour may be context-dependent (Kutsukake, 2006; Mitani, 2006a; Mitani, Watts, 
Pepper, et al., 2002; Wittig & Boesch, 2003b). To analyse whether the behaviour changed 
across contexts, the non-conflict (NC), the conflict (C) and the post-conflict (PC) periods were 
compared (See Chapter 4 for specific details about methodological details of the coding system).

The proportion of time grooming, general affiliation, social play and self-directed 
behaviours in chimpanzees and of social play, staring behaviour and self-directed behaviours 
in gorillas were compared across the NC, C and PC periods with the non-parametric Friedman 
test for k related samples. For post-hoc comparisons the Wilcoxon pairwise test was computed 
with the Bonferroni correction for three comparisons.
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2.3.7 Conflict management: social exchanges and roles during conflicts 

As it has already been described elsewhere (See Chapter 4 for coding system description) 
conflicts have been regarded here as events that may potentially modify the behaviour of the 
individuals who witness the aggressions (i.e., non-involved third-parties). In captive settings 
conflicts generally involve several individuals or even the whole group. 

A conflict may consist of a unique aggressive exchange or may be composed of several 
simultaneous or sequential aggressive exchanges between the same, or different individuals. 
Aggressions can be dyadic when they occur between former opponents or polyadic when 
individuals other than the aggressor and the victim get involved, i.e., third parties (TP). 

Therefore, during a given conflict, the interactions of different aggressors and victims 
and of other non-involved individuals (TPs) can be studied (See Fig. 2 in Chapter 4 for details 
about the direction of the interactions; See Table 3). TPs may: (a) be recipients of interactions 
from former opponents, (b) interact with former opponents, or (c) interact with other non-
involved third parties. A TP becomes immediately an aggressor or a victim if that individual 
itself initiates an aggression or becomes target of aggressions by others. In order to understand 
the mechanisms that may help to restore the calm in social groups, type and direction of 
interactions that occurred immediately after the initial aggression and until the conflict ended 
up were studied (For details about the conflict coding system, see Chapter 4).

Table 3: Roles and types of interactions during conflicts. Terms based on previous conflict-related researches (Colmenares, 1996a, 1996b; 
de Waal & van Hooff, 1981; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; de Waal & Yoshihara, 1983; Wittig & Boesch, 2003a). AGG=aggressor, VI= 
victim, TP=third party.

DIRECTION CONTENT AND TERMS

FROM WHO TO WHOM

From 
aggressor
to victim

AGG-VI

AFFILIATIVE

Non-applicable

SUBMISSIVE

Non-applicable

AGGRESSIVE

Initial aggression

PLAY

Non-applicable

FIRST EXCHANGE

Between 
former 
opponents

From victim 
to third party

VI-AGG
AGG-VI

VI-TP

Affiliative 
exchange 
between former 
opponents. 
Reconciliation

Triadic 
affiliation.
Solicited 
consolation

Submission 
from victim

Triadic 
Submission

Submission 
from aggressor

Counter-
aggression 
(vi     agg)

Re-direction

Re-aggression 
(agg      vi)

Between 
opponents 
Social Play

Triadic play

CONSECUTIVE EXCHANGES

VI-AGG

From 
aggressor to 
third party

From third 
party to 
victim

From third 
party to third 
party

From third 
party to 
aggressor

AGG-TP

TP-VI

TP-TP

TP-AGG

Side Directed 
Affiliation. 
Solicited 
consolation

Affiliative 
intervention to 
victim. 
Consolation vi 

Collateral 
affiliation

Affiliative 
intervention to 
aggressor.
Consolation agg

Side Directed 
Submission

Submissive 
intervention vi

Collateral 
submission

Submissive 
intervention agg

Side Directed 
Aggression

Aggressive 
Intervention vi

Collateral 
aggression

Aggressive 
Intervention agg

Side directed play

Playful 
intervention to vi

Collateral play

Playful intervention 
to agg
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The overall occurrence of affiliative, aggressive, submissive, play and other exchanges 
during the conflicts was recorded totalling 1275 exchanges for chimpanzees in 549 conflict 
intervals, and 643 exchanges for gorillas in 324 conflict intervals. 

Descriptive analyses were computed to examine the direction of affiliative, aggressive, 
submissive and play exchanges during conflicts. The percentage of behaviours that occurred 
between former opponents, from TPs to opponents, from opponents to TPs and between TPs in 
each species was obtained and represented in histograms (See Table 3).

Finally, in chimpanzees, the proportion of affiliations, aggressions and submissions 
between former opponents and with third parties, and in gorillas the proportion of 
aggressions and submissions between victims and aggressors were analysed (See Table 3). 
Next, the proportion of both aggressions and submissions in victims and aggressors was 
compared between species. The Pearson’s Chi-square test was computed for these analyses. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Social structure: dominance rank and subordination signals 

The analysis of the dominance matrices revealed that the hierarchy was linear and steep in 
both species (Chimpanzees: h’= .92, p<.001, B= -.797, p<.001; gorillas h’= .97, p<.05, B= -.44, 
p<.01; See Figs. 1 and 2). The study of the aggressor/winner matrix indicated that the hierarchy 
remained linear and steep in chimpanzees whereas no hierarchical relationships were found 
in gorillas (Chimpanzees: h’= .84, p<.001, B= -.675, p<.01; Gorillas: h’= .85, p=.09). These 
results indicate that, in general, aggressors were dominants over victims among chimpanzees, 
but not necessarily among gorillas.

In both species the submission and the dominance matrices were negatively correlated 
(Chimpanzees:  r=-.47, p<.01; Gorillas: r=-.277, p<.05) indicating that the lower the rank, the 
higher the emission of submissive behaviours. 

In chimpanzees, the submission and the aggressor/winner matrices were also negatively 
correlated, victims lost more conflicts and submitted more to aggressors (r=-.39, p<.05).

Although overall these results indicate that there was a hierarchy amongst gorillas, 
aggressors were not always dominants over victims. Thus, in the gorilla colonies conflicts could 
be initiated by either individual regardless of their dominance rank. 

 
3.2 Social structure: Aggressive interactions and dominance 

We found significant differences in the mean duration of mild, moderate and high 
intensity overall and directed aggressions in chimpanzees (Friedman test, df=2, Overall: 
X2=18.2, p<.001; Directed: X2

2=16.20, p<.001; See Fig. 3).

Post-hoc analyses of overall aggressions revealed that individuals engaged more time 
in lower intensity aggressions than in higher intensity ones; the lower the intensity of 
aggression, the longer the duration of the aggressive interaction (Wilcoxon signed ranked 
test, df=1, mild>mod z= -2.803, p<.01, mild>high z= -2.803, p<.01, mod>high, z=-2.701, 
p<.01). The analyses of the directed aggressions revealed that the mean duration of high 
intensity aggressions was higher than that of moderate intensity aggressions (Wilcoxon 
signed ranked test, df=1, high>mod, z= -2.803, p<0.01).  

In gorillas significant differences between mild, moderate and high intensity overall 
and directed aggressions were found (Friedman, test, df= 2; overall, X2

2=9.33, p<.01; 

Figure 1:  A) Steepness of dominance (normalizedDS) in chimpanzees based on the dominance matrix and  on the aggressor/winner/aggressor 
matrix. B) De Vries h’ hierarchy rank order and submissive order. 

Figure 2: A) Steepnes of dominance (normalizedDS) in gorillas based on the dominance matrix and on the aggressor/winner matrix. Individuals 
2 and 3 changed the rank position in the aggressor/winner matrix. B) De Vries h’ hierarchy rank order and submissive order. 
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directed, X2
2=9, p<.05; See Fig.3), however, post-hoc comparisons with the Bonferroni 

corrections failed to detect differences between pairs neither in overall nor in directed 
aggressions.

As for the relationship between aggression and rank, in chimpanzees a positive correlation 
was found between rank and mild, moderate and total overall aggressions, i.e., those that 
aggressed more time, in general tended to be more dominants. Also moderate and total directed 
aggressions were positively correlated with rank: the proportion of time that dominants emitted 
moderate aggression to particular individuals and that emitted directed aggression was higher 
than those of subordinates (overall&rank: mild, rs = .95, p<.001, moderate, rs=.927, p<.001, total, 
rs=.952, p<.001; directed&rank: moderate, rs = .64, p<.05; total, rs = .72, p<.05). Interestingly, 
neither overall nor directed high intensity aggressions were correlated with rank. 

Regarding the results for the gorilla colony, none of the mild, moderate, or high overall 
and directed aggressions were correlated with rank. However, moderate and high overall and 
directed aggressions were positively correlated.

 3.3 Social structure: Behavioural patterns of high and low ranking 

males

In chimpanzees, a positive correlation was found between rank and the proportion of time 
spent in grooming, being groomed and performing self-directed behaviours (dominance &: gr_
received, rs=.77, p<.01; gr_emitted, rs = .78, p<.01; SDB, rs =.78, p<01). A negative correlation 
was found between dominance rank and social play (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, 
dominance&sp: rs =-.81, p<01).

Both grooming emitted and received were positively correlated with SDB (SDB &: gr_
emitted:  rs=.77, p<01; gr_received:  rs =.85, p<01) and inversely correlated with SP (SP & 
gr_emitted: rs =-.85, p<01;gr_ received:  rs =-.89, p<01). SP and SDB were inversely correlated 
(sdb&play:  rs =-.86, p<01). Affiliation given was positively correlated with affiliation received: 
those who gave more also received more affiliation, and grooming given and received also 
correlated positively although only marginally (affiliation given&received: rs =.70, p<.05; 
grooming given&received: rs =.62, p=.054).

As for gorillas, no correlation was found between the duration of the behaviours and 
dominance. However, individuals that stared more, played less (staring&sp: rs =-.943, p<.01). 

3.4 Social structure: reciprocity and exchanges in chimpanzees

As expected, chimpanzees reciprocated grooming, surprisingly they also reciprocated 
support (Pearson correlation, grooming: r=.36, p<.01; support: r=.4, p<.01). Neither given 

Figure 3: Overall and directed mild, moderate and high intensity aggressions in (a) chimpanzees and (b) gorillas. (*** p<.001, **p<.01, 
*p<.05).
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grooming nor received was exchanged for support.

Grooming was still reciprocal after controlling for proximity and for dominance [(Partial 
Kendall rowwise correlation, proximity: τ=.30, p<.01; dominance: τ= .32, p< .001), and support 
was also reciprocated after controlling for dominance (τ= .24, p< .05)].

3.5 Social structure and conflict management: Comparisons 

between species

No differences between species were found in the proportion of time spent in social play. 
Chimpanzees displayed more SDB than gorillas (Mann-Whitney test, gl=1, ch>ggg, U=2, 
p<.01; See Fig. 4). 

Regarding the whole study period, on average, gorillas spent longer periods of time 
engaged in social aggression than chimpanzees did (Total directed aggression: Mann-Whitney 
test, gl=1, ggg>ch, U=6, p<.01; See Fig. 4).

Regarding the study of conflicts, gorillas emitted more directed aggressions than 
chimpanzees (Mann-Whitney test, gl=1, ggg>ch, U=4, p<.01; See Fig. 5). When the intensity of 
aggressions was analysed, the time spent in mild and moderate categories of directed aggression 
was higher in gorillas, whereas we did not find such differences in high intensity aggressions 
(Mann-Whitney test, gl=1, ggg>ch, mild: Mild: ggg>ch, U=3, p<.01, Moderate: ggg>ch, U=2, 
p<.01; See Fig. 5)

3.6 Conflict management: behaviours in context 

In chimpanzees, no differences were found across contexts in the overall proportion of 
time of affiliative behaviours, however, chimpanzees groomed more in post-conflict periods 
(PC) than in non-conflict (NC) and during conflicts (C) (Friedman test, df=2, X2=11.4, p<.01; 
Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed ranked test, df=1, PC>NC: Z=-2.599, p<.01; PC>C: Z=-2.497, 
p<.01), played less in C than in NC or PC (Friedman test, X2=12.2, p<.01; Post-hoc Wilcoxon 
signed ranked test, NC>C, Z= -2.701, p<.01, PC>C Z=-2.803, p<.01; See Fig. 6) and exhibited 
more SDB during PC than in C, (Friedman test, df=2, X2

2=7.400 p<.05; Post-hoc Wilcoxon Figure 4: Social aggression (SAG), self-directed behaviour (SDB), and Social Play (SP) in gorillas and chimpanzees. **p<.01. 

Figure 5: Mild, moderate and high intensity aggressions during conflicts. **p<.01.
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signed ranked test, PC>C, z=-2.701, p<.01). No other differences were found in SDB after the 
Bonferroni correction for post-hoc analysis.

Gorillas played and stared at others differently in NC, C and PC (Friedman test, df= 2; SP: 
X2

2=8.40, p<.05; stare X2
2=9.33, p<.01; See Fig. 7). Post-hoc comparisons failed to find where 

these differences were after Bonferroni corrections for three comparisons. No differences were 
found in SDB.

3.7 Conflict management: social exchanges and roles during conflicts 

Initially, for each species the overall amount of social exchanges during conflicts were 
studied together. Descriptive analysis revealed that in chimpanzees the type of interactions and 
the direction of the exchanges were highly variable (See Fig. 8).

After dyadic aggressions victims stood out by submitting to aggressors (15.4%), 
aggressors by side-directing aggression towards third parties (10.2%), and third parties (TP) 
by exchanging affiliations with other TPs (18.35%). We also found that aggressors sometimes 
re-aggressed victims (3.8%), but almost never submitted nor affiliated with them (0.5%, 0.6%, 
submissions and affiliations respectively). As for victims, these counter-aggressed rarely 
(2.19%) and very rarely initiated reconciliations (0.54%). Regarding TPs, these only submitted 
to aggressors (6.11%) and never to victims, and they intervened very little either against or to 
console aggressors (2.35%, 2.03% aggression and affiliation respectively) or victims (2.03%, 
2.35% aggression and affiliation respectively). TPs also played (5.9%) and aggressed (3.6%) 
with other TPs (See Fig. 8).

Figure 6: Behaviour of chimpanzees across three contexts, baseline, conflict, and post-conflict. SAF= social affiliative; GR= grooming; SDB= 
self-directed behaviour; and SP= social play. **p<.01, * p<.05). 

Figure 7: Behaviour of gorillas across three contexts, baseline, conflict, and post-conflict. Stare, SDB= self-directed behaviour; and SP= 
social play. **p<.01, * p<.05). 
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In gorillas, descriptive analyses revealed that both aggressors and victims responded 
hostilely to aggressions, aggressors re-aggressing victims (33.9%) and victims counter-
aggressing (31.1%). Together, re-aggressions and counter-aggressions represented 65% of total 
interactions during the conflicts. Victims submitted to aggressors (7.4%) only a little bit more 
than aggressors did to victims (4.1%). All other interactions between opponents, from TPs 
to opponents or from opponents to TPs accounted for less than 2% of the interactions. As 
we predicted, in this species males did not associate either to support or to console neither 
aggressors nor victims. Social play between TPs represented 2.4% of total interactions and 
was the sole behaviour apart from the interactions between former aggressors and victims that 
accounted for 2% of total interactions.

The proportion of affiliative, aggressive and submissive interactions was analysed for 
chimpanzees. The three of these together represented 100% of the exchanges and the analyses 
were carried out i) between the opponents, ii) from opponents to third parties and iii) from third 
parties to the opponents. Social play was not analysed because it accounted for less than 2% 
between these dyads.

Aggressors were most likely to re-aggress victims and accounted for 77% of exchanges 
(Pearson’s Chi-square test, gl=2, X2=53.8, p<0.001; ra>rc, gl=1, X2=29.4, p<.001, ra>sagg, gl=1, 
X2=31.5, p<.001; See Fig. 10). As for victims, they were most likely to submit to aggressors 
(85%) and then to counter-aggress them (12%). Victim-initiated reconciliation was infrequent 
[(3%) Pearson’s Chi-square test, gl=2, X2=280.6, p<0.001; svi>ca, gl=1, X2=126.9, p<.001, 
svi>rc, gl=1, X2=176.9, p<.001. ca>rc, gl=1, X2=12.6, p<.001]. Regarding the interactions from 
and to TPs, the analyses revealed that aggressors exhibited side-directed aggressions (81%), 
then affiliation (15%), and finally submission [(4%) Pearson’s Chi-square test, gl=2, X2=165.5, 
p<.001; sdag>sdaf, gl=1, X2=72.9, p<.001, sdag>sdas, gl=1, X2=110.4, p<.001. sdaf>sdas, 
gl=1, X2=9.323, p>.005]. No differences were found in the type of interactions that victims 

Figure 8: Direction of aggressive, affiliative, submissive and social play behaviours during social conflicts in chimpanzees. AGG: aggressor, 
VI: victim, TP: third party. Eje X: Categories of direction: Eje Y: Percent of occurrences.

Figure 9. : Direction of aggressive, affiliative, submissive and social play behaviours during social conflicts in gorillas. AGG: aggressor, VI: 
victim, TP: third party. 
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directed to TPs. TPs mainly submitted to aggressors, 58% of the exchanges studied were 
submissions (Pearson’s Chi-square test, gl=2, X2=37.4, p<0.001; siagg>aiagg, gl=1, X2=21.3, 
p<.001, siagg>csagg, gl=1, X2=26, p<.001). TPs never submitted to victims, and aggressed and 
affiliated with them indistinctly. 

For gorillas, due to the small number of interactions directed to and performed by TPs, 
and also due to the absence of affiliations, only aggressive and submissive exchanges between 
opponents were analysed. Together affiliations and aggressions represented the 100% of the 
exchanges and were analysed between the opponents. Both aggressors and victims mainly 
aggressed to their opponents. Aggressors re-aggressed (89%) and victims counter-aggressed 
[81% (Pearson’s Chi-square test, gl=1, aggressors to victims, ra>sagg, X2=150.8, p<.001; 
victims to aggressors, Ca>sub, X2=93.1, p<.001; See Fig. 11)].

Finally, the interactions between former opponents in each species were compared. 
Gorillas lacked any kind of friendly behaviour. To compare chimpanzees’ and gorillas’ reactions, 
uniquely the distribution of aggressions and submissions were considered.  

Our analyses revealed that from all the interactions that gorilla aggressors emitted to 
victims, more than 80% were re-aggressions compared to 65% in chimpanzees.  Gorillas were 
significantly more likely to re-aggress victims than chimpanzees were (Pearson’s Chi-square 
test, gl=1, gra>chra, X2=13.782, p<.001). In both species, aggressors submitted very little to 
victims, accumulating only around 10% of all the exchanges and no differences were found 
between species.

 With regards to victims, gorillas were more likely to counter-aggress (80%) than 
chimpanzees were [(10%) Pearson’s Chi-square test, gl=1, gca>chca, X2=244.5, p<.001]. 
Chimpanzee victims were more likely to submit to aggressors (80%) than gorilla victims [20% 
(Pearson’s Chi-square test, gl=1, chsvi>gsvi: X2=165.5, p<.001; See Fig. 12)].

Figure 10: Chi-square results. Aggressions, affiliations and submissions within the chimpanzee colony. From the total occurrence of affiliative, 
aggressive and submissive exchanges, bars represent the distribution of aggressions, affiliations and submissions. 

Figure 11: Chi-square results. Aggressions, affiliations and Submissions within the gorilla colony. From the total occurrence of aggressive and 
submissive exchanges, bars represent the distribution of aggressions and submissions. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

This is the first study to provide comparative results on chimpanzees’ and gorillas’ social 
structure, and on conflict management strategies in all-male groups. Moreover, it is also the first 
one to examine the various traits that have been used to classify primate species into different 
grades of dominance styles in all-male groups in captivity (de Waal, 1989a; Flack & de Waal, 
2004; Zhang & Watanabe, 2013). 

The analysis of the dominance gradient of the hierarchy has been argued to reveal whether 
social relationships are more or less egalitarian in social groups. These relationships involve 
the establishment of bonds between group members and are also related to the strategies that 
individuals develop to deal with social conflicts (Flack & de Waal, 2004; Hemelrijk & Gygax, 
2004). Conflict management strategies include mechanisms that serve to reduce the likelihood 
of conflicts, to determine their outcome and to reduce their costs. Signalling higher and lower 
ranking position in peaceful situations through formal dominance, to reinforce one’s dominance 
ranking position, and subordination signals, to recognize the higher position of others, may help 
to prevent conflicts (Flack & de Waal, 2004; Preuschoft, 1999; Thierry, 2000). Besides, being 
able to predict future interactions and the chances of winning conflicts (Preuschoft & van Schaik, 
2000) reduces the probabilities of starting a conflict against more powerful opponents. When 
conflicts have not been successfully avoided, a second strategy based on the establishment of 
coalitions such as agonistic support during fights may determine the outcome of conflicts (Scott 
& Lockard, 2007). Finally, after conflicts, post-conflict affiliative interactions can be helpful to 
alleviate some of the negative consequences of conflict such as to repair damaged relationships 
and to reduce stress (Aureli et al., 2002; Aureli & van Schaik, 1991a, 1991b; de Waal, 1986a; 
de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Maestripieri et al., 1992; Watts et al., 2000). This research 

contributes to the understanding of social dynamics in all-male groups of chimpanzees and 
gorillas through the analysis of their social structure and conflict management strategies. Here 
we also provide insight into the gorillas’ and chimpanzees’ dominance styles that emerged 
under these particular demographic conditions. 

As predicted, we found dyadic asymmetries between some pairs in the all-male chimpanzee 
colony. Dominance relationships were linear and steep (de Vries, 1995; de Vries et al., 2006; 
Gammell et al., 2003; Stevens et al., 2005). Dominant individuals won most conflicts and were 
more likely to initiate aggressions than subordinate ones. Subordinates, on their side, signalled 
their lower position to dominants through subordination signals, both during and outside 
agonistic contexts. These signals have been argued to reduce uncertainty about relationships(de 
Waal & Luttrell, 1989). Such signs are also likely to allow more co-operative and cohesive 
relationships, and when they occur in peaceful situations, these have been associated to social 
complexity (Flack & de Waal, 2007; Thierry, 2000). Concerning aggressive exchanges, lower 
intensity aggressions were more common than higher ones and included aggressive displays, 
both towards specific and unspecific individuals. As predicted, rank position was reinforced 
through dyadic mild to moderate aggressions (Flack & de Waal, 2004; Preuschoft, 1999; 
Thierry, 2000). However, the fact that in this group relationships were  balanced may explain 
why both subordinate and dominant chimpanzees emitted high intensity aggressions. 

Asymmetric relationships were also found among male gorillas. Dominance was linear 
and steep, but contrary to chimpanzees, both dominant and subordinate individuals were likely 
to start conflicts, therefore determining rank position based uniquely on the outcome of conflicts 
may be a weak measure to determine a hierarchical order among male gorillas. Subordination 
signals were directed from losers of conflicts to winners and were never observed in peaceful 
situations (personal observation, 2009/2010). Unlike for chimpanzees, we did not find any 
difference on the intensity of aggressive exchanges (mild, moderate or high) for male gorillas, 
although, as found in previous studies (Stoinski, Lukas, & Kuhar, 2013), males were able to 
keep escalated aggression in check and serious injuries were extremely rare in this group. 
Previous studies (Pullen, 2005; Sjahfirdi et al., 2012; Stoinski et al., 2001) on bachelor groups 
failed to find dominance hierarchies among males from the same age-class and only found 
weak dominance relationships between age-classes. In this group some individuals were more 
likely to win conflicts, but as in the previous studies mentioned, we failed to find any correlation 
between aggressive exchanges and rank position. In the case of gorillas we wondered whether 
winning conflicts really reflects a dominance position or, instead, only indicates that some 
individuals had more fighting abilities and won more conflicts (Archer & Huntingford, 1994; 
Huntingford & Turner, 1987; Jackson, 1988; Preuschoft & van Schaik, 2000).

The behaviour of chimpanzees changed under different social pressures. When aggressions 
occurred in the group (i.e., conflict context), social play was reduced and immediately after 

Figure 12: Aggressors’ and victims’ aggressive and submissive responses following aggression.  a) Behaviour of aggressors (AGG), and b) 
behaviours of victims (VT). ***= p<.001. 
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conflicts (i.e., post-conflict context) self-directed behaviours increased. It is important to mention 
that we also found that grooming exchanges were more common after conflicts. Grooming 
exchanges have been hypothesized to alleviate the negative consequences of conflicts between 
former opponents (Brent, Semple, et al., 2011; Judge et al., 2006; Schino, Scucchi, Maestripieri, 
& Turillazzi, 1988). In this colony although we did not analyse the specific post-conflict 
behaviour between former opponents, we found out that only grooming, and not the affiliative 
behaviours altogether (that indeed included grooming), increased after conflicts, suggesting 
that grooming in particular was important to manage conflicts. In gorillas, we failed to find any 
difference across contexts, perhaps due to their known undifferentiated relationships. Although 
male gorillas in all-male groups have been reported to socialize with each other through diverse 
affiliative behaviours such as contact, play, grooming or social examination (Pullen, 2005; 
Robbins, 1996; Stoinski et al., 2001; Stoinski, Kuhar, et al., 2004), in this colony we did not find 
any other socio-positive behaviour except for social play, and we failed to find increased playful 
interactions after conflicts as an alternative to affiliative ones to alleviate the consequences of 
conflicts. Our results suggest that in this group gorillas did not stablish valuable relationships 
with other males (de Waal, 1996; Wittig & Boesch, 2003b), and consequently relationships did 
not need to be repaired after conflicts. In addition to the lack of bonding between males, the 
big and enriched enclosure was helpful to avoid escalation of conflicts and to keep stress under 
control.

 The social complexity of male relationships in chimpanzees was manifest during conflicts 
in which they displayed highly varied responses (Malone et al., 2012). As expected, in a society 
with linear and steep dominance relationships (de Waal, 1986b; Kaburu & Newton-Fisher, 
2015) we succeeded to find that victims mainly submitted to aggressors and indeed aggressors 
were likely to re-aggress them, however, we failed to find that victims sought consolation from 
third parties. Surprisingly, although affiliative post-conflict reunions between former opponents 
were expected in chimpanzees (de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Fraser & Aureli, 2008; Wittig 
& Boesch, 2005) we failed to find reconciliations after dyadic aggressive encounters (sensu 
Chapter 4). Aggressors mostly directed side directed aggressions towards third parties and the 
latter, on their side, submitted to aggressors but never to victims. It seems that third parties were 
able to predict that they were likely to be the targets of aggressions and therefore submitted 
to aggressors (Kutsukake, 2003; Preuschoft, 1999). During conflicts, third-parties mainly 
affiliated with one another (i.e., collateral affiliations between third-parties), these exchanges, 
that included grooming, stood out for the 18.35% of total interactions suggesting that conflicts 
did not only affect the opponents, but it also drove third parties into trying to reduce their own 
stress through grooming interactions (Maestripieri et al., 1992; Schino et al., 1988). 

Social exchanges during conflicts were less variable among gorillas (Cordoni & Palagi, 
2007; Mallavarapu et al., 2006; Palagi et al., 2008; Stoinski et al., 2001). Aggressive exchanges 

were bidirectional. Most interactions were counter-aggressions and re-aggressions and few 
interactions were observed between third parties. Previous studies (Yamagiwa, 1987; Robbins, 
1996) on all-male mountain gorilla agonistic interventions during conflicts have provided 
mixed results, Yamagiwa (1987) reported frequent interventions between age-classes, whereas 
Robbins (1996) found that interventions were highly infrequent in the studied group. Here, in 
line with Robbins’ results, we did not find any intervention from third parties during dyadic 
conflicts aimed to support or console any of the contestants.  Neither were third parties found 
as recipients of their aggression. As for interactions between former opponents, aggressors and 
victims were most likely to exchange further aggressions than to submit to each other. Our 
results showed that gorilla relationships were more symmetric than those of chimpanzees and 
that, as a matter of fact, conflicts were often unresolved. Indeed gorillas essentially re-aggressed 
and counter-aggressed each other whereas in chimpanzees victims submitted to aggressors.

Male chimpanzees have been argued to establish more egalitarian relationships and have 
been classified as having dominance styles that lie between tolerant and relaxed societies (de 
Waal, 1989a; Flack & de Waal, 2004). However, they have been also described as predominantly 
despotic because male chimpanzees seek to dominate others and establish hierarchies that result 
in rank-biased benefits (Kaburu & Newton-Fisher, 2015). The analysis of the various elements 
of the social structure provided evidence that also in this all-male colony, their dominance 
relationships laid between the tolerant and the relaxed styles. Most aggressive exchanges were of 
low intensity, and the asymmetries that existed between most dyads resulted in linear and steep 
dominance relationships. These asymmetries were reinforced both through mild and moderate 
aggressions and undirected displays of power (Goodall, 1986). Subordinates signalled their 
lower position to dominants through submissive displays, and this was probably to reassure 
higher-ranking males that their position was not challenged. Both dominant and subordinate 
individuals displayed high intensity aggressions which suggests that some transgressions from 
subordinate individuals were tolerated (de Waal, 1989a). Furthermore lower ranking males 
sometimes challenged dominants’ position (Flack & de Waal, 2004).

Grooming exchanges, support in fights and stress responses are behavioural elements that 
have been used to describe relationships in social groups. Associating with higher-ranking males 
through different types of behaviours including grooming and support in fights may reduce the 
risk of aggressions from dominant individuals and may also help to maintain or to increase one’s 
ranking position (Gilby et al., 2013; Nishida, 1983; Ostner & Schülke, 2014; Ventura, Majolo, 
Koyama, Hardie, & Schino, 2006). We found out that in this all-male colony of chimpanzees 
grooming went up the hierarchy as happens in despotic societies (Kaburu & Newton-Fisher, 
2015), but dominants also were the most active groomers suggesting that these actively tried to 
reinforce social bonds and to maintain alliances with others (Arnold & Whiten, 2003; Fedurek 
& Dunbar, 2009; Simpson, 1973; Watts, 2000a). The value of grooming as a trading currency 
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is highly variable also within species (Barrett & Henzi, 2001; Hemelrijk & Ek, 1991; Stevens 
et al., 2005). In egalitarian societies grooming is more likely to be reciprocated, whereas in 
despotic societies it may be exchanged for support (Kaburu & Newton-Fisher, 2015). Our group 
seemed to establish more egalitarian relationships since grooming was reciprocated suggesting 
that it was valuable to maintain social cohesion (Noë, 2001; Noë et al., 1991). The same was 
found for support: those that gave most support to others also received most from them. It has 
been argued that in societies in which aggressions are predominantly down the hierarchy, the 
dominant individuals’ behaviour may affect the behaviour of subordinate ones, and that the 
latter will be more likely to display anxiety responses in order to prepare individuals to react 
rapidly to potential dangers [i.e., aggressions from dominants (Castles et al., 1999; Kutsukake, 
2003)]. Contrary to our predictions, dominants displayed more self-directed behaviours than 
subordinate males did. We hypothesized that lower ranking individuals were likely to form 
coalitions to defeat the dominants position and that the maintenance of a dominance position 
was likely to induce high levels of stress in higher ranking individuals (de Waal, 1982; Ostner 
& Schülke, 2014). It seems that maintaining a higher-ranking position entailed several costs 
that were not expected in a group in which competition over food and mates was absent. This 
finding suggests that establishing a hierarchical order is a part of their repertoire that appears 
independently of environmental conditions, which may be helpful to have privileged access 
to social partners, preferred foods or places. Altogether, our results suggest that grooming 
exchanges not only helped to maintain social bonds, alliances and a rank position (Foster et al., 
2009), but they also might help to manage higher-ranking males’ anxiety (Schino et al., 1988). 

Dominance relationships were weaker among gorillas. Their dominance style shared 
several traits of societies with relaxed and egalitarian dominance styles (Flack & de Waal, 2004). 
In relaxed societies asymmetries are expected between some dyads. Although the analysis of the 
outcome of conflicts revealed that there were asymmetric relationships in winning aggressive 
encounters, these asymmetries were not reinforced through aggressions as both dominant and 
subordinate individuals were equally likely to aggress. Indeed, victims counter-aggressed more 
than they submitted to aggressors, which resulted in that aggressive encounters and dyadic 
relationships remained sometimes unresolved, and this is typical in egalitarian societies (de 
Waal & Luttrell, 1989; Flack & de Waal, 2004; Kaburu & Newton-Fisher, 2015; Vervaecke, 
de Vries, & van Elsacker, 2000). Despite the fact that some of the indicators that we found 
suggested that their dominance style lied between relaxed and egalitarian ones, aggressions 
were relatively frequent (Total directed aggressions accounted for the 3,5% of time rev.) and 
co-residence was far from being peaceful. 

We failed to find different behavioural patterns between low and high-ranking gorillas 
neither in self-directed behaviours nor playful exchanges. Although we failed to classify male-
male gorilla interactions into the four graded dominance style scale originally described for 

macaque species, different behavioural patterns appeared across individuals. Those males that 
stared more at others were less willing to play. This may not be surprising since while staring 
behaviour has been related to aggressive dispositions (Clark & Mangel, 1986; Clark et al., 
2011; McCann & Rothman, 1999; Scott & Lockard, 2006; Yamagiwa, 1987), playful exchanges 
are more or less relaxed interactions that have been associated with affiliative interactions 
(Cordoni, Norscia, Bobbio & Palagi, 2018; Lehmann et al., 2008b) suggesting thus individual 
differences across individuals (Račevska & Hill, 2017).  

Evidence suggests that differences in resource availability and distribution lead to dietary 
changes that influence gorilla sociality (Doran & McNeilage, 2001). Although multi-male 
groups are common in mountain gorillas, western lowland gorillas have been argued to face 
stronger ecological constraints (Robbins et al., 2004) that may partly explain why multi-male 
groups are rare in this species and may place limits on male sociality (Stoinski, Kuhar, et al., 
2004). Western lowland gorillas consume more fruit and experience seasonal variations in food 
availability. Due to intragroup feeding competition, females prefer smaller groups and therefore 
males may attain greater reproductive success by forming their own group than by queuing 
for a breeding position in existing groups. Western lowland gorillas are less susceptible to 
predation than mountain gorillas and thus group living provide fewer benefits favouring extra 
group males to live alone rather that in groups (Stoinski, Kuhar, et al., 2004). In wild lowland 
gorillas only some all-male temporary transition units that were predominantly composed by 
immature individuals have been described (Gatti et al., 2004). Such feature suggests that long-
term associations between males are rare in this species. Lowland gorilla socioecology may 
partially explain why we found difficulties to classify this group into any of the dominance 
styles described. Despite that several all-male groups have been successfully settled in captivity 
(Godwin, 2013; Grand et al., 2013; Pullen, 2005; Robbins, 1996; Schaefer & Steklis, 2014; 
Stoinski et al., 2001; Stoinski, Kuhar, et al., 2004; Stoinski, Lukas, et al., 2004), and despite 
that competition over females and food resources are removed in all-male groups, adult males 
may still lack the mechanisms for long-term co-residence. A second explanation for failing 
to categorise this group may be that we lack of more accurate data to evaluate male gorilla 
social exchanges, data on proximity patterns and subtle dynamics such as short approach/retreat 
signals and on the ability to monopolize an enclosure area should also be interesting to analyse.

 Finally we expected gorillas to perform more stress-related responses than chimpanzees, 
but, contrary to our predictions, we found higher levels of side-directed behaviours in chimpanzees. 
While in chimpanzees close social contact may favour more intense relationships and therefore 
more stress-related responses, gorillas may use strategies related to avoiding close contact in 
order to reduce the risks of conflicts. Indeed, in general gorillas aggressed to specific targets more 
than chimpanzees, and during conflict time they exchanged more mild and moderate intensity 
aggressions against each other than chimpanzees did. Given that other affiliative behaviours 
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except for playful exchanges were absent and that their conflicts were more intense than those of 
chimpanzees, we believe that gorillas exhibit weaker social bonds and are less sociable.

Altogether these results suggest that although all-male groups are not common among wild 
western lowland gorilla populations, they can successfully coexist under captive conditions: 
aggressions were not of high intensity even in the absence of peaceful post-conflict interactions 
or playful exchanges. Also, stress related responses were not remarkable in this colony. These 
patterns match the relationships observed in bachelor groups of wild mountain gorilla that 
socialized through play exchanges and aggressions did not escalate to serious fights (Robbins, 
1996; Yamagiwa, 1987). These findings have also potential implications for husbandry 
management of male gorillas in all-male groups. As was the case for our study group, in these 
types of demographic compositions gorillas have to be individually monitored and the role of 
the keepers, as well as the relationships of the animals with them become central.

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In the all-male colony of chimpanzees studied here we found that i) Existing social 
relationships fell between relaxed to tolerant dominance styles. Chimpanzees established 
linear and steep dominance relationships with dominant individuals aggressing more and 
subordinate ones acknowledging more their lower position through subordination signals, both 
during and outside of conflict contexts. Dominance relationships were reinforced through mild 
to moderate aggressions, although we failed to find that dominants also emitted more high 
intensity aggressions; ii) Grooming exchanges were likely to be important for maintaining social 
cohesion. Grooming was mainly emitted and received by higher-ranking males. Our results 
also suggest that grooming was valuable by itself, thus, it was reciprocated instead of being 
interchanged for support or other “market goods” and, indeed, support was also reciprocated; iii) 
Using the recording and coding system described in Chapter 4 we found neither reconciliations 
between opponents nor victim-initiated consolations. However, we still found clear power 
asymmetries, and victims mainly submitted to aggressors following aggressions. Third parties 
neither intervened against aggressors nor against victims.  We also found that chimpanzees 
were stressed after conflicts and they displayed self-directed behaviours. Apparently the studied 
chimpanzees managed this stress through grooming exchanges. 

Regarding the all-male group of gorillas studied i) we failed to classify males’ interactions 
into the four graded dominance style scale. As predicted, aggressive interactions were well 
balanced, although we still found power asymmetries in winning conflicts and the losers indeed 
emitted subordination signals to winners during conflicts. We also failed to find a relationship 

between dominance rank and aggressive exchanges. We suggest that winning conflicts might 
be the result of individual differences in fighting abilities; ii) Males played with each other, but 
contrary to mountain gorillas, they did not socialize through any other type of the so-called 
socio-positive exchanges; ii) The analysis of conflicts with the coding system described in 
Chapter 4 revealed that conflicts were highly bidirectional and dyadic, both aggressors and 
victims aggressed, counter-aggressed and re-aggressed each other. Neither reconciliations, 
consolations, interventions from third parties nor side directed behaviours were observed in this 
group. We neither found increased self-directed behaviours nor playful exchanges after conflicts, 
suggesting that stress did not increase after conflicts. As mentioned above, the responses of 
gorillas to conflicts does not match those typically observed in species where individuals have 
strong bonds.

Compared to chimpanzees, in gorillas conflicts were more bidirectional. While 
chimpanzees aggressors were dominants over victims and the latter actively recognized the 
status of the aggressors, in gorillas the victims mainly counter-aggressed and the outcome of 
conflicts was often undecided. Social contact was reduced among male gorillas compared to 
male chimpanzees. Although chimpanzees aggressed less to each other and exchanged more 
socio-positive behaviours, contrary to our predictions, they also emitted more stress-related 
responses. 
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This dissertation provides a detailed analysis of chimpanzees and gorillas social life 
under varied socio-demographic and environmental conditions. We based our research on the 
general socioecological paradigm in which, both evolutionary and current local (environmental 
and social) pressures are instrumental (Isbell, 1994; Sterck et al., 1997; van Schaik, 1983; 
Wrangham, 1980). 

The definition of social systems usually involves sets of individuals that are spatially 
associated (social organization), and that actively engage in the exchange of different types of 
interactions including mating (mating system) and other types of patterned social interactions 
(social structure) (Colmenares, 2015; Dunbar, 1988; Hinde, 1976; Kappeler, 1999a; Lott, 1984; 
van Schaik & van Hooff, 1983). Indeed, social interactions can vary along multiple dimensions 
and the meaning of those social interactions is likely to be related to the context where they 
take place, to the content, the quality and the patterning of such interactions (See Table 1). 
The establishment of different types of relationships, which involve complex interactions and 
diverse processes (Hinde, 1976, 1983), is inherent to group living and therefore is crucial in 
primates’ social life. 

The understanding of the interaction between ecological and demographic pressures 
may help to describe how groups were established and maintained (Crook, 1970). Actually, 
socioecological models argue that the type of relationships that individuals establish largely 

depends on ecological and demographic factors and, in this sense, changes in some of these 
elements are likely redefine the type of relationships that individuals establish. 

Living in groups, with its costs and benefits, is thought to enhance the survival and 
reproduction of individuals, and a diversity of strategies are expected to arise to successfully 
solve both fitness-related problems (Markham & Gesquiere, 2017). Behavioural flexibility has 
been favoured by natural selection as it increases the individuals’ fitness and fosters adaptive 
behavioural responses through cognitive processes (Mikhalevich et al. 2017; Sol et al., 2008). 
Indeed, from an evolutionary perspective, this increases the chances of surviving in unfamiliar 
environments (Malone et al., 2012; Swaisgood, 2007) by favouring alternative context-
dependent, conditional responses (Reader & Laland, 2001; van Schaik, 2013).

Great apes are behaviourally flexible since individuals may develop plastic local responses 
to face current environmental changes and to cope with potentially stressful conditions (Casanova 
et al., 2008; Cordoni & Palagi, 2007; Duncan, 2012; Duncan et al., 2013; Nieuwenhuijsen & de 
Waal, 1982; van Schaik, 2013; Videan & Fritz, 2007; Wells, 2005). As previously mentioned, 
primates, and particularly great apes, have relative large brains for their body size which enables 
individuals to engage in complex interactions and to respond with flexible responses to novelty 
(Coppens et al., 2010; Dunbar, 1988; Dunbar & Shultz, 2007; Sol et al., 2008). 

In this research we discussed several findings regarding the influence of certain demographic 
and environmental variations on the behaviour and social interactions of chimpanzees and 
gorillas in captive settings. We documented empirical data on conflict management strategies, 
on coping mechanisms and on the type of relationships that chimpanzees and gorillas may 
establish in different captive settings and under different demographic conditions. The analysis 
of these elements contributes to increasing our understanding of primate sociality and to explain 
how group cohesion can be maintained (Crook & Gartlan, 1966; Dunbar & Shultz, 2010). We  
analysed socio-spatial relationships and the distribution of chimpanzees’ and gorillas’ activity 
budgets, we developed and implemented a system to analyse their strategies to manage conflicts, 
and, finally, we investigated their dominance styles by including the study of the intensity and 
direction of aggressions and affiliations, peace-making behaviours, support in fights, and levels 
of inter-individual tolerance. 

1. HOW DO CHIMPANZEES AND GORILLAS USE 
THEIR TIME? 

The allocation of time to different fitness-enhancing activities includes both relational, 
i.e., social relationships (i.e., socializing time), and non-relational aspects (i.e., feeding, moving, 

Table 1: Dimensions and some examples of the variables that may modify the meaning of social interactions

Competition over resources: food, social and mating partners

Mother-offspring interactions during weaning processes

Interactions during conflicts or after conflicts

Sequential arrangement

Direction

Number of participants…

Affiliative

Agonistic: aggressive and submissive exchanges

Playful 

Assertive

CONTEXT

QUALITY AND 
PATTERNING

CONTENT
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and resting time). Since time is a limited resource, changes in the allocation of time to a given 
activity are likely to trade-off with investment in others. This investment largely depends on 
the availability and distribution of food resources. Therefore, seasonal species are likely to vary 
their time allocations to different activities in order to maximize their fitness. Both chimpanzees 
and western lowland gorillas are seasonal species: when resources are scarce the time spent in 
feeding related activities may increase in detriment of the other activity categories. In contrast, 
when food resources are abundant, the allocation of time to moving, socializing and resting is 
likely to increase. Given the huge variability seen, studies of wild chimpanzees and lowland 
gorillas have revealed an unequal allocation of time to the different fitness enhancing activities 
during their daytime across populations. Both chimpanzees and gorillas are long-lived, mobile, 
large-brained and socially complex (Casanova et al., 2008; Dunbar & Shultz, 2007; Jones, 
2005; Mikhalevich et al. 2017), and, as pointed out, these features favoured the development of 
plastic behavioural responses to successfully adapt to varied local conditions (Casanova et al., 
2008; Ghalambor et al., 2010; Piersma & Drent, 2003; West-Eberhard, 1989).

As predicted by the time budgets model (Dunbar, 1988, 1992c; Lehmann et al., 2008a; 
Lehmann et al., 2008b; Lehmann et al., 2010), the allocation of time of captive gorillas and 
chimpanzees changed under different social, demographic and environmental conditions and 
we found great variability across the study groups.  In this research animals did not compete 
over feeding resources but demographic conditions varied across groups, for this reason we 
have argued that the latter was likely to impact the distribution of the activity budgets in the 
study groups. 

In this sense, socializing time was the most affected activity by the demography. 
Chimpanzees from the AMG spent more time in socializing activities compared to some 
studies in the wild (Doran, 1997; Kosheleff & Anderson, 2009) and, in contrast, individuals 
in the OMG and the MMG socialized less. Indeed, in the OMG and the MMG groups, they 
affiliated less than in the wild, whereas in the AMG individuals did it more than at any wild 
populations. These findings suggest that, as expected for such a male-bonded species, when 
males are housed together and without resources to compete for, social investment increases 
(Mitani, Watts, Pepper, et al., 2002). In none of the gorilla groups was there mating or feeding 
competition, thus the time that was available for social interaction increased and probably for 
this reason captive western lowland gorillas were found to socialize more than wild gorillas 
(Lehmann et al., 2008b). As a matter of fact, given that aggressive and staring interactions 
were never observed in the gorilla OMG, socializing included different activity categories 
in each group. In both groups gorillas exchanged playful interactions and, contrasting with 
chimpanzees’ interactions, in neither group did adult affiliate with one another. Resting time 
was high in captivity than in the wild in both chimpanzees and gorillas, but chimpanzees moved 
slightly less in captivity whereas gorillas did more compared to studies in the wild (Doran, 

1997; Kosheleff & Anderson, 2009; Lehmann et al., 2007a, 2008b; Magliocca et al., 1999; 
Masi et al., 2009). As is argued for plastic and seasonal species, the present study supports that 
when resources are abundant (as it happens in captive settings), the allocation of time for other 
activities increases (Dunbar, 1988; Ménard & Vallet, 1997). 

Usually studies on the distribution of activity budgets have not provided detailed 
descriptions of the type of social exchanges that were included in the socializing category, 
and indeed, this was one of the problems that we found to compare wild and captive groups 
(Lehmann et al., 2007a, 2008a, 2008b, 2010; Williamson & Dunbar, 1999). For instance, 
this social time has been sometimes reduced to affiliative exchanges, to a set of affiliative 
interactions or uniquely to grooming, whereas on other occasions it comprises all sorts of 
social interactions, including aggressive exchanges. Here we have considered both, affiliative 
(including social play) as well as agonistic exchanges. To date, the time budgets model has 
overlooked the possibility of splitting up the socializing category into their main components 
(i.e., at least affiliative, aggressive and submissive exchanges), and although having a unique 
and general category can be useful, we believe that, to make studies comparable, this category 
should either include all sorts of social behaviours or should use smaller and clearly defined 
categories.

Many of these studies have been conducted in the wild, and in wild conditions detailed 
information on the behaviours may be difficult to achieve and this may explain why these 
categories were sometimes too general. In contrast to the wild, the observation of behaviours in 
captive settings can provide finer-grain information that can help to know better the behavioural 
plasticity allowed by natural selection.  Indeed, numerous researches, both in the wild and in 
captivity, reported on the ability of chimpanzees and gorillas to respond flexibly to variable 
environmental and social pressures (Duncan, 2012; Itoh & Nishida, 2007; Yamagiwa et al., 
2009). 

In captivity behavioural plasticity can be more easily investigated through the analysis of 
changes in their activity budgets and in social exchanges. Social-related aspects such as the type 
of exchanges, proximity relationships and cohesiveness of groups may also vary under different 
types of demographic and environmental conditions, being this is relevant for understanding 
the underpinnings of sociality and for uncovering coping strategies.

2. SOCIALIZING TIME, INTERACTIONS, 
RELATIONSHIPS AND COPING STRATEGIES

Affiliative, aggressive and playful exchanges between group members together with the 
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study of socio-spatial measures (i.e., gregariousness, closeness and sociality indices, and the 
analysis of their social networks) revealed important aspects of the sociability of chimpanzees 
and gorillas and of their social structure. Taken together, these measures inform about changes 
in social dynamics, stability of relationships and strategies that chimpanzees and gorillas 
implemented to deal with diverse environmental (i.e., crowding in both species and the presence 
of visitors in chimpanzees) and social conditions (i.e., the death of a chimpanzee). Moreover the 
performance of self-directed behaviours was used to assess stress responses.   

In accordance with previous researches (Fawcett, 2000; Wrangham, 1986), our results 
support that social contact is more characteristic of the society of chimpanzees than of that 
of gorillas’. Chimpanzees spent more time socializing and, indeed, they engaged in different 
types of affiliative interactions whereas, with the exception of social play, gorillas did not at 
all. Chimpanzees’ social networks were more cohesive and individuals were more gregarious 
and sociable. In chimpanzees closeness was higher in most of the social distances analysed, 
especially in closer proximities, but their higher rates of anxiety-related behavioural indicators 
suggested that they were also more stressed (Castles et al., 1999; Kutsukake, 2003; Maestripieri 
et al., 1992).

Logically, the absence of feeding and mating competition in the chimpanzee AMG 
allowed increased investment in other activities such as socializing, and this may have favoured 
the establishment of more intense relationships. In this group, and compared to the MMG and 
to the OMG, males did both affiliate and aggress the most. They preferred being at closer 
distances from others, were more sociable within most distances and were accompanied by 
more neighbours. Overall, in the AMG chimpanzees were more active than in the other two 
group arrangements (OMG and MMG). Increased activity and social exchanges may lead to 
potentially stressful situations to be managed, which may also explain why in this group stress 
responses, i.e., self-directed behaviours, were also higher in the AMG than at the other two 
previously mentioned groups. 

Also in the MMG, the network of proximity relationships revealed a community composed 
uniquely by males, suggesting male-bonding in this group. Even if competition over females 
was thought to increase the risk of aggressions in this group, neither affiliations nor aggressions 
stood out over the other two colonies. However, chimpanzees were more stressed in the MMG 
than in the OMG in which there was no mating competition. These results should be interpreted 
with caution given that other factors such as the size of their enclosure (it was the smallest of all 
enclosures), could also explain the increased stress responses observed (Duncan et al., 2013). 

In 2009 we conducted a research on female sociality that stressed the behavioural 
flexibility and adaptability of chimpanzees (Amezcua-Valmala, Casanova, & Colmenares, 
2009). We investigated proximity relationships and the distribution of affiliative and agonistic 

behaviours between females in a bisexual colony in order to investigate female bonding among 
unrelated females. We also analysed these measures in the all-male group from the current 
research (LVS07) and compared them.  We found out that also females have the potential to 
be gregarious and that, indeed, under certain setting conditions females were gregarious and 
affiliative with one another (Casanova et al., 2008; Chang et al., 1999; Dunbar & Shultz, 2007; 
Jones, 2005; Malone et al., 2012; Ménard & Vallet, 1997). 

The success of socially-housed groups in terms of the individuals’ welfare and breeding 
performance is variable and often influenced by demographic factors. In the wild, adult male 
western lowland gorillas rarely co-reside within the same social unit. For this reason husbandry 
protocols were essential to reduce social strains to successfully manage the all-male captive group. 
Although closer distances have been traditionally associated with socio-positive relationships 
(Clark, 2011; Sugiyama, 1988), in our study group closer distances were not related to affiliative 
relationships. Indeed, despite the fact that gorillas in the AMG stayed closer to each other than 
in the OMG, they also exchanged aggressive interactions whereas in the OMG no aggression 
was recorded. In no group did they affiliate and in the AMG social exchanges did not stand out 
the exchanges in the OMG (Nakamichi et al., 2014). Finally, we would like to emphasize the 
role that social play may have in social units in which other affiliative interactions are lacking. 
Playful interactions have been argued to be related to several aspects of behavioural flexibility 
(Montgomery, 2014) and we found that in both gorilla groups adults played with other adults. 
(See Fig. 1). We suggest that in this group playful exchanges might have a cohesive function 
that helps to manage life in groups, especially when other types of affiliative exchanges are rare 
(Bekoff, 1984; Palagi, Cordoni, & Borgognini Tarli, 2004).

Figure 1: Social Play sequence between a silverback and a blackback at LP
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Knowledge of diverse aspects biology, ecology and life-history traits of any species is 
required in order to successfully manage social groups in captivity. In western lowland gorillas 
the silverback is likely to force young males to leave their natal group when they reach sexual 
maturity. Therefore, in captivity, correct husbandry practices include the removal of young 
males from their natal group before they attain adulthood (Coe et al., 2009; Schapiro, 2017). 
However, the best moment to remove young males from their natal group is often difficult to 
determine. Once these males have been removed from their former group and until they are 
sent to their definitive social unit, they are usually housed individually for some time. To reduce 
the period they stay isolated (i.e., social deprivation) young males are maintained in their natal 
group as long as possible. Yet, this practice may also entail social costs such as increased risk 
of aggressions between grown up males.

Our results reveal that, indeed, in the OMG the two blackbacks stayed closer to other 
gorillas than to the silverback, maybe to reduce the likelihood of conflicts. In a follow-up research 
that we conducted one year later, we observed important changes on the interactions between 
the blackbacks and the silverback. By this time the eldest blackback had grown up into a young 
adult male (12 years old). Agonistic encounters between males increased compared to 2009; in 
fact our results show that in 2009 the lack of conflicts in this group was remarkable. To assess the 
impact of demographic factors on social interactions between males we analysed and compared 
the frequency of social exchanges and the temporal sequences of behaviours in agonistic contexts 
(van Hooff, 1973) of the three males from this breeding group and of those from the AMG 
(Amezcua-Valmala, Casanova, & Colmenares, 2012) 

We found out that males in the OMG emitted both aggressions and submissions during 
conflicts whereas in the breeding group the silverback aggressed but never submitted to the 
blackbacks. The silverback did not exchange play with the blackbacks whereas blackbacks   
played together. In contrast, in the AMG submissions and playful exchanges occurred between 
most dyads. In the breeding group social interactions were much more hierarchized, aggressions 
were directed from the silverback to the blackbacks to the point that male co-residence became 
difficult. Due to the attacks he received from the silverback, soon after the end of this follow-up 
research the eldest blackback was removed from the group.

Despite that male western lowland gorillas naturally live in one-male units, in captivity males 
outnumber the quantity of the available family groups and thus alternative housing conditions 
need to be considered. In these cases, housing several males together can be a useful husbandry 
practice but should be implemented with caution. Some measures to control aggressive exchanges 
escalation can be increasing enrichment activities or providing areas to reduce visual contact 
between individuals. Besides, in family groups in which there are maturing males, changes on 
the relationships of the young males with the silverback should be carefully observed to provide 
alternative housing for these young males if conflicts arise.

3. DEALING WITH A VARIABLE WORLD 

Chimpanzees and gorillas have both big brains relative to their body size and this favours 
plasticity of responses to variable environmental and social conditions (Malone et al., 2012). 
Chimpanzees from the AMG were habituated to two potentially stressful conditions, one 
related to the use of a smaller facility during wintertime, i.e., the spatial crowding condition, 
and the other related to the presence of visitors in spring and summer, i.e., the visitors condition. 
The confinement into the smaller enclosure for wintertime in which escape opportunities were 
reduced was likely to increase the risk of aggressions. In this context several mechanisms were 
expected to keep off serious injuries. Besides, the presence of visitors has been argued to have 
important effects on the social life of chimpanzees and gorillas and on their well-being (Carder 
& Semple, 2008; Lambeth et al., 1997; Wells, 2005): in some cases the presence of visitors may 
increase stress in groups while in others it can be enriching for their life. The type of responses 
to these may depend on diverse factors such as the number of visitors, the duration of the 
exposure and also on factors related to the groups themselves (Chamove et al., 1988; Davis et 
al., 2005; Hosey, 2000, 2005; Khan, 2013). 

Interestingly, in both conditions chimpanzees increased social contact through affiliative 
and aggressive exchanges, and more intense proximity relationships. The coping model states 
that when individuals are habituated to crowding they may selectively engage in alternative 
modes of interaction (de Waal, 1989b), and this was what we observed in this colony. Even if 
social exchanges and proximity relationships increased, individuals did not perform more self-
directed behaviours suggesting that neither of both conditions (crowding and the presence of 
visitors) was especially stressful for them. During the visitors condition, chimpanzees had free 
access to the whole island where they could use areas in which they would not be observed 
nor disturbed by visitors. Having this choice increases the self-perception of control favouring 
alternative modes of interaction and benefiting their welfare (Appleby & Sandøe, 2002; Jensen 
& Sandoe, 1997).

Given that the same group of chimpanzees was studied two years later we investigated the 
stability of relationships and whether the death of one individual had any pronounced influence 
on the AMG colony’s social structure. Between the two periods the general patterns of activity 
remained stable and also did some close bonds and long-term relationships. The existence of 
long-term proximity associations between some pairs suggested that friendship existed between 
certain dyads (Mitani, 2009). Such was the impact of some bonds that the closest individual 
to the one that died failed to establish strong proximity relationships with other males after the 
death of his favourite partner. Stability of relationships was also found across environmental 
changes: under crowding and the visitor conditions all dyadic relationships were intensified but 
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each dyad’s preferred companions remained the same. 

Contrary to chimpanzees, with increased spatial density gorillas chose larger distances 
from each other compared to the non-crowding condition (closeness index). Gorillas were more 
often accompanied within three and five meters (sociality index) compared to the non-crowding 
condition. This suggests that gorillas reduced close contact during crowding but also that males 
increased vigilance (or individuals were monitoring each other), that they all stayed in the same 
preferred areas of the enclosure, or that the enclosure size set an upper limit to their options 
to be away from others. This was the general pattern in this group, however an individual got 
especially isolated during crowding compared to non-crowding, reflecting individual differences 
in the management of high density conditions (Račevska & Hill, 2017).

Male gorillas rather avoided conflicts to deal with spatial crowding (Aureli et al., 1995; 
Judge & de Waal, 1993). They did not affiliate or aggress more under crowding, and stress 
responses did not increase. In this group most aggressive encounters were bi-directional with 
few submissive signals and many counter-aggressions, suggesting that male gorillas lacked the 
appeasement mechanisms to deal with aggressive encounters, which may explain why they 
avoided the rise of conflicts during crowding.

4. MANAGING CONFLICTS

 Co-residence involves being more or less able to anticipate the behaviour of others. 
One way to predict others’ behaviours is through the establishment and understanding of social 
rules that help to guide decision-making processes over different types of conflicts. Within 
these rules, the establishment of a hierarchy is keystone for some societies. For instance, under 
feeding competition the privileged access to food resources is usually controlled by dominant 
individuals (Dunbar, 1988; Hinde, 1976), and in societies in which dominance-submissive 
relationships are clear, conflicts are less likely to escalate into serious fights. In others species 
in which these relationships are not so straightforward, the dominant position may be defeated 
and thus, maintaining dominance relationships can incur costs. Natural selection favours the 
formation of social linear dominance hierarchies when their benefits outweight their costs and 
thus, priority access to resources determined by dominance only occurs when resources are 
clumped or can be easily monopolized.

Since dominance has such an important impact on the management of social interactions 
and on the access to resources (RHP), it has been widely analysed across different species. It 
has been argued that individuals in a society with a given type of dominance relationships are 
usually expected to share other social traits (Balasubramaniam et al. 2017; Flack & de Waal, 

2004; Rebout et al. 2017; Thierry, 2000; Thierry, Singh, & Kaumanns, 2004). These traits can 
be revealed in different contexts, such as during competition over foods, mates or places, in 
unisexual co-residency or in taking decisions about choosing travelling directions or nest sites. 
Our conclusions contribute to our understanding of chimpanzee and gorilla societies and shed light 
on conflict management strategies and the intensity of aggressive encounters; on how individuals 
dealt with captive conditions that involve reduced escape opportunities; and especially on male 
relationships, co-residency and its welfare implications. Studying social interactions in such a 
fine detail is not always possible in the wild where variables are not easily controlled. Captive 
settings allow us to control variables and to understand how the behaviour of these great apes can 
be plastic in different conditions and settings (something that in the wild would take more time to 
occur). Some patterns of behaviour may take more time to be observed in the wild but that does 
not mean they cannot be exhibited under certain selective pressures, as has been shown in the 
present study.

 To analyse the dominance styles of chimpanzees and gorillas we studied affiliative, 
aggressive and submissive exchanges, the asymmetries in relationships, as well as post-conflict 
interactions (Flack & de Waal, 2004; Hemelrijk & Gygax, 2004) and conflict management 
strategies during aggressive encounters in the group. For the analysis of social interactions and 
conflict management strategies we applied the coding and recording system that we developed 
obtaining very relevant information on male chimpanzees and gorillas social processes. To 
date, most studies on conflict management strategies have traditionally been focused on the 
interactions between former opponents, from opponents to third parties and vice versa, and 
on the analysis of post-conflict interactions between aggressors and victims. In contrast, we 
implemented and completed this methodology by 1) considering the behaviours of all the 
individuals present during conflicts, 2) investigating management strategies during the conflicts 
themselves and not uniquely during the post-conflict periods, 3) investigating the non-conflict, 
conflict and post-conflict periods, and 4) including a dynamic dimension into the analysis of 
conflict management strategies, namely, that the roles of the individuals during the conflicts 
change with regards to the timing and the direction of aggressions.

 There are two important mechanisms that may help to reduce the likelihood of conflicts. 
The first one consists of emitting dominance and submissive signals outside the conflict 
context. These signals are useful to indicate one individual’s dominant or submissive position 
towards another one. As long as there is an agreement between pairs of individuals, competition 
decreases and the likelihood of conflicts may be reduced. The second strategy is based on 
being able to predict future interactions and the chances of winning conflicts. Individuals that 
use this information may avoid agonistic encounters against more powerful opponents (Flack 
& de Waal, 2004; Preuschoft, 1999; Preuschoft & van Schaik, 2000; Thierry, 2000). In both 
species some individuals were more likely to win conflicts, and these asymmetries on dyadic 
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encounters led to linear and steep hierarchies (de Vries, 1995; de Vries et al., 2006; Gammell et 
al., 2003; Stevens et al., 2005). Despite the asymmetries in winning agonistic encounters, only 
chimpanzees used this information to evaluate the consequences of the contests and to avoid 
starting conflicts against more powerful individuals. Dominant chimpanzees were more likely 
to initiate aggressions, whereas subordinates tried to reduce uncertainty and the likelihood of 
conflicts through the emission of submissive signals during and outside the conflict context 
(Flack & de Waal, 2007; Thierry, 2000). In contrast, both dominant and subordinate gorillas 
were likely to start conflicts. Furthermore, and although there were clear winners and losers, 
male gorillas did not use this feedback to prevent conflicts against more powerful individuals 
and formal signals of subordination were never observed outside agonistic encounters. 

When these strategies fail and conflicts cannot or do not want to be avoided, having allies 
to win conflicts may become important. Coalitions to provide agonistic support to one of the 
contestants may determine the outcome of the encounters (Scott & Lockard, 2007). Although 
chimpanzees are known by forming coalitions, alliances and having allies, in none of the groups 
was the outcome of conflicts determined by having alliances during conflicts. In gorillas, third 
parties never provided support to any of the contestants and, in chimpanzees, third parties 
only occasionally supported aggressors or victims. Interestingly, support in chimpanzees was 
reciprocated suggesting the existence of mutual alliances between some dyads. 

Finally, there is a third strategy based on the exchange of post-conflict affiliative reunions 
that have been argued to mitigate some of the negative consequences of conflicts and may 
help to restore the calm in groups after conflicts (Aureli et al., 2002; Aureli & van Schaik, 
1991a, 1991b; de Waal, 1986a; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Maestripieri et al., 1992; 
Watts et al., 2000). With this coding system we analysed not only the immediate interactions 
between former opponents following aggressions, but also the interactions towards-opponents 
and opponents-outwards during the conflict context. We also analysed group-level behavioural 
changes by comparing the non-conflict, conflict, and the post-conflict periods. Contrary to 
previous researches (Arnold & Whiten, 2001; de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; Romero et 
al., 2011; Silk, 1997; Wittig & Boesch, 2005), reconciliations between former opponents were 
found neither in chimpanzees nor in gorillas. Chimpanzee victims tried to appease aggressors by 
submitting to them and did not ask for consolation. Aggressors re-aggressed and side directed 
aggressions, and third parties submitted to aggressors and affiliated with other third parties. 
Gorilla conflicts were mainly dyadic: victims mainly counter-aggressed and third parties never 
intervened to support or console any of the contestants. Third parties were neither recipients of 
side directed aggressions nor of re-directions. Finally, chimpanzee post-conflict interactions were 
characterized by increased self-directed behaviours and grooming exchanges, and during conflicts 
playful interactions decreased (See Fig. 2). Surprisingly, gorillas did not change their behaviours 
across the three contexts suggesting that conflicts did not altered the relationships between gorillas. 

Regarding dyadic aggressions, with our coding system the time-window that was used 
to analyses interactions between opponents was very variable, and it was usually shorter than 
the time-window of most PC-MC methods. When any of the antagonists was involved in 
another agonistic interaction, either as an actor or as a recipient (i.e., re-direction, side directed 
aggression, aggressive intervention against the aggressor or the victim), the dyadic post-
conflict period stopped with that last interaction because the former opponents acquired a new 
role with another individual, either as an aggressor or as a victim (see Chapter 4 for details). 
Hence, given that with our coding system we assumed this dynamic perspective of conflict 
interactions, the time-window to investigate supportive, affiliative or aggressive post-conflict 
interactions was reduced and constrained to other interactions that were likely to occur during 
conflicts. We decided to apply this conservative methodology to the study of conflict because 
we believe that the most parsimonious explanation for different types of social exchanges is 
related with events that are closer in time, and mainly when they involve individuals others 
than the former opponents alone. Besides, this coding system is compatible with the PC-MC 
dominant methodology because with some minor changes this system also allows the use of the 
PC-MC methods.

Figure 2: Grooming between males at LVS
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5. DOMINANCE STYLES IN ALL-MALE 
CHIMPANZEE AND GORILLA GROUPS

A number of aspects of dyadic relationships have to be considered in order to assess the 
dominance style of a social group (de Waal & Luttrell, 1989). The type of interactions that have 
been studied so as to classify societies into one of the four graded dominance style scales includes 
the affiliative, aggressive and submissive exchanges, the asymmetries in relationships as well 
as post-conflict interactions (Flack & de Waal, 2004; Hemelrijk & Gygax, 2004). Dominance 
styles might vary across groups within the same species, and across different categories of 
individuals [i.e., males and females (Zhang & Watanabe, 2013)]. We studied all these elements 
in the all-male gorilla and chimpanzee groups.

The result of the mismatch between the expressed and the inherent asymmetry has been 
argued to lead to relaxed dominance styles (Matsumura, 1998). As previously reported, male 
chimpanzees shared some of these traits but they mainly established tolerant to relaxed dominance 
relationships (de Waal, 1989a; Flack & de Waal, 2004). Regarding affiliative exchanges (Kaburu 
& Newton-Fisher, 2015) and as happens in despotic societies, grooming went up the hierarchy, 
the higher was the hierarchical rank of an individual, the more grooming target he became, 
however, it was also reciprocated between pairs, as reported in the egalitarian societies (Kaburu 
& Newton-Fisher, 2015). In this group grooming exchanges seemed to be a valuable resource 
that helped to maintain social cohesion (Noë, van Hooff, & Hammerstein, 2001; Noë et al., 
1991). Since chimpanzees were the most active groomers, it seems that dominants actively tried 
to reinforce social bonds and to keep alliances with others (Arnold & Whiten, 2003; Fedurek 
& Dunbar, 2009; Simpson, 1973; Watts, 2000a). Besides, self-directed behaviours were mostly 
performed by dominants suggesting that maintaining a higher ranking position was stressful. In 
this sense, grooming exchanges might be helpful for dominants to maintain their high-ranking 
position through the establishment of alliances with their grooming partners but also grooming 
may be helpful to reduce anxiety of dominants (Nieuwenhuijsen & de Waal, 1982; Ostner & 
Schülke, 2014; Schino et al., 1988). The asymmetries in relationships revealed that a linear and 
steep hierarchy was established. Aggressors initiated and won most conflicts and lower ranking 
males submitted to dominants. These asymmetries were reinforced through mild to moderate 
aggressions and through displays of power from dominants to subordinates (Goodall, 1986). 
As reported for tolerant societies, low intensity aggressive exchanges were the most frequent in 
this group. High intensity aggressions, which included physical contact, were not exclusively 
emitted by dominants, suggesting that some transgressions from subordinates were tolerated 
(de Waal, 1989a), and that lower ranking males also challenged others’ ranking position. After 
conflicts, none of the opponents reconciled and no victim-initiated consolations were found.

Male  gorillas’ dominance style shared several traits of societies with both relaxed and 

egalitarian dominance styles. Despite that the analysis of the outcome of the encounters suggested 
inherent linear and steep dominance relationships, these asymmetries were not reinforced 
through aggressions: both dominant and subordinates were equally likely to initiate aggressions 
and to counter-aggress. Indeed no expressed asymmetrical relationships were evident. Victims 
counter-aggressed more than they submitted and conflicts were often unresolved, thus winning 
conflicts seems to be due to individual differences in fighting abilities. Gorillas also played 
with each other, but they did not socialize through any other type of socio-positive interactions. 
The patterns of behaviour of low and high-ranking individuals were similar. Instead of finding 
differences associated with a given rank position, we found individual differences being some 
males were friendlier than others. Indeed, the analysis of playful exchanges and of the time that 
gorillas spent staring at others revealed that those that stared more at other gorillas were also less 
playful. Those males that stared more at others were less playful. Staring has been associated 
to agonistic contexts (Clark & Mangel, 1986; Clark et al., 2011; McCann & Rothman, 1999; 
Račevska & Hill, 2017; Scott & Lockard, 2006; Yamagiwa, 1987), while playful exchanges 
are more or less relaxed interactions that have been closely related to affiliative interactions 
(Bekoff, 1984, 2001; Bekoff & Byers, 1998; Cordoni et al. 2018; Lehmann et al., 2008b). 

Evidence suggests that the dominance styles of chimpanzees and gorillas differ in 
many respects, which, to a certain extent, can be explained by socioecological factors and 
the evolution of their sociality and co-residence with other males. Compared to chimpanzees, 
gorilla conflicts were more bidirectional, while in chimpanzees aggressors were dominants over 
victims and the latter actively recognized the aggressors’ position. In gorillas victims mainly 
counter-aggressed and the outcome of conflicts was often undecided. Male co-residency and 
bonding is the norm for the chimpanzee species whereas lowland gorillas’ socioecology did not 
favour such associations given that seasonal factors and the absence of predation risks favoured 
the formation of one-male units in gorillas. Therefore, as expected, social contact was reduced 
among male gorillas compared to male chimpanzees, the latter aggressed each other less and 
exchanged more socio-positive behaviours but they also emitted more stress-related behaviours.

 

6. WELFARE CONSIDERATIONS: DEMOGRAPHIC, 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND HUSBANDRY FACTORS

To conclude this dissertation I would like to address some important issues regarding 
the relevance of the welfare of chimpanzees and gorillas in captive settings, which involves 
important ethical considerations. In some countries and for some researchers the meaning 
and the use of well-being and of welfare has been applied for different purposes (Appleby 
& Sandøe, 2002; Fraser & Duncan, 1998). Here the terms welfare and well-being are used 
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interchangeably and seen as indicators of quality of life (Broom, 2007; Sandøe, 1999). To 
define and to completely understand the meaning of well-being, it is important to consider the 
area in which this term is applied and the audience to whom it is addressed. For instance, zoo 
keepers will require a definition that includes techniques to improve the well-being of animals, 
but scientifically speaking, a definition in terms of what can be quantitatively operationalized 
is required (Phillips, 2008).

One of the most widely accepted definition regards the ability of an animal to cope with 
its environment (Broom, 1986). Although Broom’s original description was refined, the success 
to deal with diverse environmental conditions has been generally used as an indicator of the 
individuals’ well-being. Given the difficulties to infer how other animals really feel and to 
empirically demonstrate their subjective experiences, researchers have essentially focused on 
their physical health and on a set of behavioural indicators that refer to their psychological well-
being (Broom, 1997, 2006; Nash, Fritz, Alford, & Brent, 1999; Veasey, Waran, & Young, 1996). 
The psychological well-being of captive primates can be evaluated through the study of several 
interrelated factors (Novak & Suomi, 1988) that include the analysis of their physical health, the 
comparison of their behaviour with the so-called natural behavioural repertoire of the species, 
the presence or the absence of chronic stress (distress), and the evaluation of coping responses 
to environmental challenges. If we want to understand and to use the conclusions from studies 
carried out in captive settings into general patterns of behaviour, housing, environmental and 
health conditions need to be appropriate (Schapiro, 2017).

This research provides important feedback on several aspects of the welfare of captive 
gorillas and chimpanzees. Both species have been notably studied in the wild providing vast 
information on their distribution, their ecology and their dietary patterns, on different elements 
of their social life, on the distribution of their daytime in different activities, and also on their 
responses to diverse environmental, demographic and social challenges (i.e., seasonal changes, 
feeding resources availability, mating competition, fission-fusion dynamics or territorial 
behaviour). The behaviour of chimpanzees in the wild is highly variable, and thus there is no 
such a thing as the “natural” behaviour of chimpanzees. However, useful comparisons still can 
successfully be made between wild and captive population in order to uncover the underlying 
mechanisms of their behaviour (Ancrenaz et al., 2015; Doran, 1997; Goodall, 1986; Harcourt & 
Stewart, 2007; Lehmann et al., 2007a, 2008b; Masi et al., 2009; Meder, 2015; Reynolds, 2005; 
Robbins et al., 2004; van Schaik et al., 2004; Watts, 1996; Wrangham, 1977). In this respect, 
the conclusions of this research revealed that, with some exceptions, the allocation of time to 
socializing, resting and locomotion was higher in both species in captivity than in the wild 
but, overall, the proportions between locomotion, resting and socializing were similar to those 
reported in wild populations. 

Chimpanzees moved more in the wild than in captivity (Doran, 1997; Kosheleff & 

Anderson, 2009; Lehmann et al., 2007a). In captive settings chimpanzees do not need to travel 
to find feeding resources, to patrol or to find sleeping areas and nesting sites. This means that 
the time allocated to locomotor behaviour is likely to decrease. Interestingly, the demographic 
composition of these groups may have played an important role in the time allocated to social 
relations. In the AMG socializing activities accounted for much of daytime of the colony, and 
this was especially high compared to both, the other two study groups and wild populations 
(Doran, 1997; Kosheleff & Anderson, 2009; Lehmann et al., 2007a), we believe that male 
bonding and the lack of competitive regimes over food and mates probably favoured social 
relationships between males. In contrast, in the OMG, social investment was especially low 
and resting time was high. A unique adult male and several females (with offspring) composed 
this group. The absence of other males and the presence of several mother-offspring pairs was 
likely to reduce social exchanges between adults as the investment on mothering was high 
(Amezcua-Valmala, unpublished data), therefore the time to socialize with other adults may 
have been reduced. From a welfare standpoint, although the presence of infants has been argued 
to promote social interactions between adults and infants (Goodall, 1986; Young, 2003), the 
absence of other males may restrain social interactions between adults. Even if chimpanzees do 
not live in harems in the wild and if inactivity between adults was highest in this group, they 
performed low levels of self-directed behaviours and we did not observe stereotyped behaviours 
suggesting that their welfare was not compromised. 

In gorillas, resting time was higher in captivity than in the wild and surprisingly so was the 
time devoted to social and locomotor activities (Lehmann et al., 2008b; Magliocca et al., 1999; 
Masi et al., 2009). The absence of competitive behaviours allowed higher allocation of time to 
the other activities and indeed in both groups, although differently distributed, socializing time 
was very high compared to the wild (Lehmann et al., 2008b). Playful exchanges accounted for 
some of the social interactions in both groups, in neither of them gorillas exchanged grooming 
or any other type of affiliative behaviour and only in the AMG did conflicts arise. The type of 
relationships that were established between males in the chimpanzee and gorilla’ AMG were 
close to those expected in both species. Male chimpanzees socialized much with one another 
and established linear but flexible dominance relationships, as was predicted for a relaxed to 
egalitarian dominance style society (Flack & de Waal, 2004). 

Male lowland gorillas were not expected to establish close bonds with other males 
(Magliocca et al., 1999; Remis, 1997; Robbins, 1999; Robbins et al., 2004; Weber & Vedder, 
1983; Yamagiwa et al., 2003), and indeed, we also found that the relationships among males 
were quite tough. In order to reduce the risk of injuries that would incur in important costs for 
individuals, the zoo management programme implemented several husbandry techniques. These 
husbandry protocols were helpful and necessary to deal with conflicts and to reduce stress and the 
likelihood of serious injuries. Husbandry routines included sleeping in individual dormitories in 
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order to avoid uncontrolled conflicts at nights, and giving individuals their main meals (mornings 
and nights) in these dormitories to reduce feeding competition. During daytime, when conflicts 
rose to potentially dangerous levels, keepers intervened, either through environmental enrichment 
techniques or by temporarily removing the aggressor or aggressors from the group. Indeed, during 
the spatial density condition one male was temporarily removed from the group. Zoo keepers 
reported that this male, that also displayed stereotyped behaviours, harassed another individual 
frequently and that when this happened, he was held by the two youngest males leading to a 
risky and unbalanced situation. The behaviour of this gorilla was erratic and difficult to predict 
and for the well-being of the group he was separated from the others as soon as conflicts started. 
In order to reduce the damage for his own well-being, this male was periodically reintroduced 
into the group, if conflicts restarted, as was common, he was removed from the group again and 
reintroduced some time later. Although it is possible that the removal of this male affected to some 
social dynamics, it is also important to consider compatibility of memberships within a social 
group, mainly under such particular demographic conditions. 

Our results have important implications for welfare practices in captivity. In order to have 
an optimal management of all-male captive populations the use of several measures may help 
to reduce the risk of conflict and the likelihood of severe injuries. Even though the size of the 
facilities was very variable, in general all groups were housed in facilities that were big enough 
and enriched, with physical barriers that allowed individuals to avoid visual contact with others 
and to reduce other sources of stress. Furthermore, in most groups, the relation between the 
studied individuals and the caregivers was positive.

7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1. Activity budgets and socio-spatial behaviour in captive groups 

of hominoids: a comparative study of chimpanzees and gorillas

• The analysis of the activity budgets of the study groups of chimpanzees and gorillas 
in captivity and the comparison with those reported in several populations of wild 
counterparts revealed the existence of great variability in both species. It seems that the 
demographic structure had consequences on the time budget decisions and that males 
were the most responsible for affiliative exchanges. Independently of their grouping 
patterns and, in particular, of their sex-ratio, chimpanzees were more likely to invest 
in social activities, were more closely spatially associated, were more sociable and 
gregarious, and their networks were more cohesive than those of gorillas. 

• We found that the demographic composition of groups was likely to impact the type 

of social exchanges and proximity relationships between group members, and also on 
their stress responses. Male bonding was evident in the chimpanzee all-male group 
as social interactions and proximity relationships were more intense than in the other 
two colonies, besides, a community composed only by males was found in the multi-
male group. In the all-male group individuals aggressed, affiliated and emitted more 
self-directed behaviours. In the one-male group, in contrast, contact was reduced but 
although the scores of stress-related behaviours were higher in the multi-male than 
in the one-male group, we failed to find that aggressive competition over mates were 
higher in the multi-male group.  

• It seems that in gorillas, housing several males together can be a useful husbandry 
practice, nonetheless, this management strategy should be implemented with caution. 
Thus, we found that inter-male aggression occurred in the all-male group, whereas 
males did not engage at all in aggressive exchanges in the one-male group. Although 
living in one-male groups may be the optimal strategy for gorillas, in captive settings 
the numbers of males to be housed typically outnumber the available groups and thus 
all-male groups may become an adequate housing alternative. The role that keepers 
play to reduce the risk of injuries was capital in the all-male group and in order to 
reduce the risk of serious fights, keepers may have to monitor aggressive exchanges, 
increase enrichment activities and provide areas to reduce visual contact between 
individuals. In one-male groups in which there are maturing males, special attention 
need be paid to changes in the relationships of these with the silverback and provide 
alternative housing for males in cases where conflicts arise.

• In general both species successfully coped with crowding, reflecting the plasticity to 
adjust their behaviours to changing conditions. Chimpanzees responded similarly to 
crowding and to the presence of visitors, they selectively employed alternative modes 
of interaction as predicted by de Waal’s coping model (de Waal,1989; de Waal et al. 
2000). Although affiliations increased, so did aggressions, but stress responses did 
not blow up. In gorillas, and contrary to our predictions, contact was reduced. Neither 
aggressions nor affiliations increased, which fits with a conflict-avoidance strategy. 
Husbandry practices may have helped to reduce the risk of conflicts in the gorilla 
all-male group. Finally, chimpanzees’ activity budgets and proximity patterns and 
relationships remained more or less stable across time. These results suggest that in 
this group some pairs established friendship relationships.

7.2. A system for recording and coding social interactions: the 

case of conflict management strategies
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to analyse social exchanges and conflict management strategies. And finally, since in 
captivity individuals have more limited options to avoid escalated aggression as they 
cannot leave the group, these types of environments provides an opportunity to study 
how individuals cope with and manage conflicts in captive conditions.

7.3. Conflict management strategies in groups of chimpanzees 

and gorillas: a comparative study.

• In the all-male colony of chimpanzees studied here we found that 1) their social relationships 
fell between the tolerant and despotic dominance styles. They established linear and steep 
dominance relationships, dominants aggressed more and subordinates acknowledged their 
lower position through subordination signals, both during and outside of conflict contexts. 
Dominance relationships were reinforced through mild to moderate aggressions, although 
we failed to find that dominants emitted also higher intensity aggressions. 2) Grooming 
exchanges were important for maintaining social cohesion. Grooming was mainly 
emitted and received by higher-ranking males. Our results also suggest that grooming was 
valuable by itself -it was reciprocated instead of interchanged for support- and, indeed, 
support was also reciprocated. 3) Using the recording and coding system we found neither 
reconciliations between opponents nor victim-initiated consolations. However, we still 
found clear power asymmetries, and victims mainly submitted to aggressors following 
aggressions. Third parties neither intervened against aggressors nor against victims. We 
also found that chimpanzees were stressed after conflicts as they displayed more self-
directed behaviours, in the post-conflict period, apparently they managed this stress 
through grooming exchanges. 

• In the all-male group of gorillas studied here 1) we failed to classify males’ interactions 
into the four graded dominance style scale. As predicted, aggressive interactions were 
well balanced, however we still found power asymmetries in winning conflicts and, 
indeed, the losers emitted subordination signals to winners during conflicts. We also 
failed to find a relationship between the dominance rank and aggressive exchanges. 
We suggest that winning conflicts might be the result of individual differences in 
fighting abilities. 2) Males played with each other, but contrary to mountain gorillas, 
they did not socialize through any other type of the so-called socio-positive exchanges. 
3) The analysis of conflicts with the coding system revealed that conflicts were highly 
bidirectional and dyadic, both aggressors and victims aggressed, counter-aggressed 
and re-aggressed each other. Neither reconciliations, consolations, interventions from 
third parties nor side directed behaviours were observed in this group. We found 
neither increased self-directed behaviours nor playful exchanges after conflicts, 
suggesting that stress did not increase after conflicts. 

• When one regards the evolution of the research on primate social systems, several 
levels of complexity can be easily recognized. Initial attempts to understand the 
structure of social groups focused on dyadic exchanges (Thompson, 1969) and triadic 
levels were soon after included (Kummer et al., 1974). Few years later polyadic 
perspectives to study social interactions were emphasized and these exchanges were 
considered essential to fully understand social groups (Colmenares & Rivero, 1986; 
de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979). 

• With the method proposed here the roles that individuals play during a conflict can 
change, and this conflict only ends when no one engages in aggressions, therefore a 
wider range of behaviours are being considered and a fuller appreciation of how conflicts 
are managed is gained. We realize that several authors previously acknowledged that 
interactions are not isolated events and that these are related to other social dynamics, 
and so are conflicts. The main contribution of this research is rolling out a system 
that allows the study of these dynamics to provide a general idea about how conflicts 
are managed during conflicts themselves. Implementing this system also allows the 
comparison of behaviours across the non-conflict, the conflict and the post-conflict 
periods. Besides, this method allows for the study of the PC periods given that polyadic 
interactions can be split into their dyadic components and PC periods can be obtained 
for some dyads by following each opponent during several minutes after conflicts. In 
this research matched control methods were not specifically chosen and the baseline 
should be obtained from dyadic interactions during non-conflict periods. Finally, with 
the proposed coding system, comparisons between species or groups with differences 
in their demographic conditions are possible.

• Group size may be a constraint for the use of this method. In large groups where all 
individuals are difficult to monitor simultaneously, other alternatives may be selected 
as, for instance, choosing sub-sets of individuals on the basis of spatial proximity, 
visibility, or by choosing those sharing a physical environment or being at a certain 
proximity distance. For this same reason, the selection of behaviours to be recorded 
should be selected and pre-determined with caution. We know that the lack of an 
MC (matched-control) period in our system precludes the study of CCT (corrected 
conciliatory tendency) as it has been carried out so far.

• We believe that this method is especially adequate for studies in captivity for several 
reasons. First, in captive settings the group’s size is usually smaller compared to wild 
conditions, and therefore it is possible to monitor all or most individuals at the same 
time. Second, in captivity individuals are easier to observe due to space restrictions. As 
a matter of fact, in captivity the side effect of dyadic aggression on other group members 
may be intensified as a result of space constraints providing an interesting environment 
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• Compared to chimpanzees, conflicts were more bidirectional in gorillas, whereas in 
chimpanzees aggressors were dominants over victims and the latter victims actively 
recognized the position of aggressors. In gorillas victims mainly counter-aggressed 
and the outcome of conflicts was often undecided. Social contact was reduced among 
male gorillas compared to male chimpanzees. Chimpanzees aggressed less to each 
other and exchanged more socio-positive behaviours but, contrary to our predictions, 
they also emitted more stress-related behaviours. 
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